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Abstract 
Physiological and Subjective Aspects of Positive Mood in Relation to Executive Functioning: 
The Potential Moderating Role of Personality 
By 
Luz Helena Ospina 
Advisor: Deborah J. Walder, Ph.D. 
Positive affect has been demonstrated to improve aspects of cognition. However, recent studies 
reveal that positive affect may hinder the same cognitive processes, such as executive 
functioning, memory and creativity. These discrepant findings may be due to differing levels of 
physiological arousal, a component of the circumplex model of affect, which has been largely 
ignored in affective research. For example, one recent study suggests that positive valence 
coupled with varying levels of physiological arousal (i.e., low, moderate, and high) may 
differentially affect performance on tasks of verbal fluency and memory. Furthermore, one other 
explanation for these inconsistent findings may relate to individual differences (i.e., personality), 
which have been demonstrated to be associated with differences in susceptibility to certain 
affective states as well as cognitive performance. The goal of the proposed study was to assess 
the effects of a positive-mood induction (using the International Affective Picture Scale [IAPS] 
and/or a musical excerpt) aimed at inducing varying levels of physiological arousal (low, 
moderate and high) on performance of cognitive tasks of semantic and phonemic fluency, as a 
function of personality (specifically, neuroticism and extraversion). 160 adults (80M/80F) were 
randomly assigned to one of four mood induction conditions that included presentation of IAPS 
images varying in valence and arousal level, a musical excerpt or a combination of IAPS images 
with a musical excerpt; specifically: 1) neutral, low-arousal IAPS images, 2) positive, low-
	   v 
arousal IAPS images, 3) a moderate-arousal positive musical excerpt, and 4) simultaneous 
presentation of low-arousal positive IAPS and music (i.e., high-arousal). Physiological reactivity 
was measured using skin conductance level (SCL), affect was assessed using the Self 
Assessment Manikin (SAM), and personality was assessed using the NEO-Five Factor Inventory 
Short Form (NEO-FFI-S). Results suggested that the mood induction was largely successful in 
eliciting changes in subjective valence and physiological arousal in the anticipated directions. 
Regarding the influence of personality, a higher degree of extraversion, coupled with increasing 
SCL reactivity, negatively affected executive functioning performance; no such relationship was 
found for a lower degree of extraversion. In relation to neuroticism, lower neuroticism scorers 
demonstrated better executive functioning performance with increasing SCL reactivity in 
conjunction with greater changes in SAM valence change scores. However, higher neuroticism 
scores demonstrated opposing results depending on the administered executive functioning task. 
While greater SAM valence change scores (regardless of SCL reactivity) improved verbal 
fluency scores, greater SAM valence change scores with increasing SCL reactivity impaired 
task-switching scores. Overall, results helped to elucidate the potential moderating influence of 
extraversion and neuroticism personality dimensions on the relationship between affect 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Emotion research has primarily focused on the effects of negative mood and pathology 
on thought and behavior. However, recent interest has moved toward understanding the effects 
of positive mood on cognitive processing. For example, positive mood has been demonstrated to 
improve aspects of cognition such as creativity (Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987), 
categorization and flexibility (Dreisbach &Goschke, 2004; Murray et al., 1990), and memory of 
mood-congruent memories (Teasdale & Fogarty, 1979). One explanation for positive mood’s 
enhancement effects is Ashby’s (1999) neuropsychological theory of positive affect, which states 
that increased dopamine levels in the brain as a result of positive affect enhances cognitive 
flexibility, since increased dopamine in the anterior cingulate cortex improves the switching of 
alternate cognitive sets. Other theories propose positive affect’s influence on cognitive attention, 
whether through increasing selective attention (Compton et al., 2004) or increasing the breadth 
of attentional selection (Rowe, Hirsch & Anderson, 2007). 
Despite mounting evidence of enhancing effects of positive mood on cognition, a 
significant amount of literature has demonstrated the reverse, such as impairments in switching 
and flexibility (Phillips et al., 2002), memory (Seibert & Ellis, 1991), and planning (Oaksford et 
al., 1996). One explanation for these impairment effects is Oaksford et al.’s (1996) suppression 
theory, which states that positive or negative affect, if “sufficiently strong enough,” may 
suppress working-memory related tasks by interfering and depleting competing mental 
resources. While not stated explicitly, the suppression theory implies that affective states are not 
identical and can vary depending on the strength of the affective experience. Consequently, 
Russell (1980) officially created an affective theory, the circumplex model of affect, which 
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proposes that affective experiences are best understood in a two-dimensional space comprised of 
valence and arousal. More specifically, valence refers to how positive or negative an affective 
state is, while arousal reflects physiological reactivity (i.e., how calm or arousing the affective 
state is); therefore, an affective state may be best understood as a linear combination of these two 
components. Therefore, one possible explanation for the observed discrepancies between 
positive affect and cognitive functioning may be due to the corresponding arousal level, which 
has not been officially accounted and systematically manipulated in mood induction procedures. 
Indeed, one recent study demonstrated that positive mood and differing corresponding arousal 
levels (i.e., low, moderate, and high) differentially influence performance on specific cognitive 
tasks such as executive functioning, creativity and memory (Ospina et al., unpublished data); for 
example, while individuals in a positive mood-moderate arousal group outperformed individuals 
in a neutral-low arousal group on a verbal fluency task (at trend level), individuals in the positive 
mood-high arousal condition outperformed individuals in a neutral-low arousal group on a 
recognition task. Therefore, the corresponding arousal level of affect must be considered and 
experimentally manipulated in order to assess the effects of emotion on cognitive processing. 
Finally, another source of variability in the relationship between affect and cognition is 
personality differences. For example, many studies have demonstrated that specific personality 
dimensions are positively correlated with a particular affective state, such as extraversion with 
positive affect, and neuroticism with negative affect (Watson, 2000; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 
2012); these relationships maintain for both naturally occurring and laboratory-induced affective 
states. Therefore, differences in personality may predispose an individual to experience a 
particular mood (such as positive affect), which may influence performance on a cognitive task. 
One of the few studies to assess the role of personality in positive mood and cognition revealed 
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that high extraverts (compared to low-extraverts) were more susceptible to a positive-mood 
induction and outperformed on a creativity task (Stafford et al., 2010). These results suggest 
personality differences may account for discrepant findings regarding the relationship of 
affective state with cognitive performance. 
Furthermore, personality dimensions were also demonstrated to be susceptible to 
manipulations in physiological arousal. For example, individuals high in neuroticism were 
demonstrated to require more time to return to physiological baseline levels (particularly skin 
conductance) after sensory stimulation, compared to individuals low in neuroticism (Eysenck, 
1967); whereas, introverts produced greater changes in skin conductance than extroverts when 
moderate intensity auditory stimuli were used (Stelmack, 1981/1990). Interestingly, there were 
no personality differences when low-arousal stimuli were used, and extraverts demonstrated 
greater changes in skin conductance at high levels of stimulation, compared to introverts 
(Stelmack, 1981/1990). These results suggest that personality modulates (or influences) 
physiological response to stimulation, depending on the arousal-inducing properties of the 
stimuli used. 
The notion that personality modulates physiological responsivity is important partly 
given arousal, in turn, influences cognitive performance. Overwhelming evidence suggests that 
there may be an optimal level of arousal for optimal cognitive performance, which laid the 
foundation for the Yerkes-Dodson Law (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). Accordingly, the law dictates 
that performance increases with physiological or mental arousal, but only to a certain point; 
when levels of arousal become too high, performance decreases. One meta-analysis assessing the 
effects of intermediate-intensity exercise on working memory performance revealed beneficial 
effects of exercise on the speed of completion of a simple working memory task (such as a 
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Reading Span Task), though a low detrimental effect on accuracy on more complex cognitive 
tasks such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (which involves the shifting of mental sets and 
updating and monitoring of working memory representations) (McMorris et al., 2010). 
Therefore, moderate physical stress appears to be associated with cognitive enhancement for 
simple working memory tasks, a finding consistent with the Yerkes-Dodson hypothesis.  
Overall, research on the effects of positive affect on cognition has produced discrepant 
results. One possible factor that may account for these inconsistencies is affective arousal, which 
has not been systematically manipulated and assessed until recently. For example, Ospina et al. 
(unpublished data) recently demonstrated that positive mood and differing corresponding arousal 
levels (i.e., low, moderate, and high) differentially influenced performance on specific cognitive 
tasks such as verbal fluency, creativity and memory; while individuals in a positive mood-
moderate arousal group outperformed individuals in a neutral-low arousal group on a verbal 
fluency task (at trend level), individuals in the positive mood-high arousal condition 
outperformed individuals in the neutral-low arousal group on a recognition task. Another 
possible contributing factor, which has received more attention in the literature, is variability in 
personality dimensions. Indeed, personality has been observed to correlate with mood, arousal, 
and cognitive performance. However, few if any studies to date have assessed the relationship 
among these factors simultaneously.  
The principle aim of the current paper is to extend our understanding of the influence of 
positive affect (including positive valence and varying levels of arousal) on cognitive 
performance (more specifically, executive functioning) with a focus on the potential modulating 
effects of personality dimensions (i.e., neuroticism and extraversion).  Towards this end, this 
paper will review several lines of research that together lend support to the possible potential 
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moderating influence of personality on the relationship between affect (including subjective 
valence and physiological arousal) on aspects of executive functioning.  First, we will review 
various theoretical conceptualizations of personality.  Second, we will review the literature 
assessing the relationships of personality with affect, physiology and cognition. Third, we will 
review the literature assessing the relationship of cognition with affect and physiology. Finally, 
we will explore the interrelationships among personality, physiological arousal and valence 
components of affect, and cognition. This literature review will set the stage for future research 
aimed at examining the potential role of personality trait dimensions (i.e., neuroticism, 
extraversion) in moderating the relationship of mood state (as indexed by subjective valence and 
objective arousal) with simple and complex aspects of cognition. 
PERSONALITY 
Historically, the conceptualization of personality was considered to have originated with 
Hippocrates’ association of the balance of the following four bodily fluids (i.e., humors) with 
personality types: phlegm with calmness, blood with optimism, black bile with melancholia, and 
yellow bile with irritability. While the ancient Greeks’ understanding of physiological processes 
was limited, Hippocrates was one of the first personality theorists who stressed the influence of 
biological mechanisms in explaining the etiology and development of personality characteristics. 
While numerous theoretical perspectives have been recently developed to better explain the 
construct, the notion of personality has existed long throughout human history, and has been 
largely defined as “the dynamic organization, inside the person, of psychophysical systems that 
create the person’s characteristic patterns of behavior, thoughts and feelings” (Allport, 1961). 
Therefore, personality is an internal process that is influenced by psychological as well as 
biological mechanisms; indeed, recent research reveals that biological factors, such as genetic 
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(Riemann, Angleitner &n Strelau, 1997; Loehlin & Nicholls, 1976) and neuroanatomic (Kennis 
et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2006) mechanisms, may influence personality development and 
presentation. Furthermore, definitions of personality emphasize 1) the relative stability of 
personality, such that one is able to predict how an individual will behave from one day to the 
next, 2) consistency within individuals and 3) differences between individuals (Allport, 1961; 
Child, 1968). Therefore, personality characterizes the consistency and stability of human actions, 
thoughts and feelings, and is also what makes humans different from one another.   
 A number of contemporary theoretical models of personality dominate the field. For 
example, the first conceptual perspective includes psychodynamic theories, which arose in 
conjunction with the development of psychoanalytic theory by Sigmund Freud (1923/1961). 
Briefly, Freud posited that unconscious mental processes and motivations play a significant role 
in determining an individual’s behavior. He further developed organizational models of 
personality to explain the various elements that comprise personality, such as a topographic 
model (with the mind consisting of the preconscious, unconscious and conscious; 1900/1953), a 
structural model (the mind as id, ego and superego; 1923/1961), and a developmental model 
(wherein personality develops in relation to a series of stages of physical development; 
1905/1953). Freud is largely considered to be one of the primary personality theorists who 
profoundly impacted the field of psychology, particularly in elucidating the basis and 
development of personality. A number of notable Freudian psychologists, such as Carl Jung and 
Karen Horney, later moved on to develop their own interpretation of psychoanalytic theory.  
Other contemporary theoretical models include humanistic theories, which focus on the 
person’s unique, individual experience and perception of the world, which is critical for 
understanding thought and behavior (Maslow, 1970; Rogers, 1961). For example, Abraham 
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Maslow’s (1970) concept of self-actualization refers to the process of self-fulfillment, of 
understanding and behaving in accordance to one’s true inner identity; one can only achieve this 
most advanced level of human drives by fulfilling more basic drives first, in a hierarchical model 
called Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1987/1970). Therefore, an individual’s personality cannot 
fully develop (or become self-actualized) unless basic needs (such as biological and safety 
needs) are fulfilled first. 
Two recent conceptual models of personality have increased in popularity, dominating 
the theoretical basis for empirical research in the field; namely, trait and biological theories. 
Based on their linguistic foundation and ease of measurement, trait theories are among the most 
commonly used personality theories and act as the basis for further theoretical development, 
particularly biological (psychophysiological, neuroanatomical, and genetic) perspectives. 
Nevertheless, all personality theories aim to understand why individuals show consistency in 
behavior, thoughts and actions, and how and why these consistencies make individuals different 
from each other. 
Trait Theories  
 Central to several theories of personality is the concept of traits, which represent the 
organization and labeling of personality characteristics. One of the first trait theorists, Gordon 
Allport (1937), defined traits as “a generalized and focalized neuropsychic system (peculiar to 
the individual), with the capacity to render many stimuli functionally equivalent, and to initiate 
and guide consistent (equivalent) forms of adaptive and expressive behavior.” Allport argued 
that individual traits are inherent characteristics that consistently guide a person’s behavior. 
Furthermore, Allport argued that although traits are individual and unique, traits that are shared 
across many individuals (i.e., common traits) may be systematically measured and studied. 
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Allport (1943) further categorizes traits as cardinal, central, and secondary. Cardinal traits are 
those that are pervasive and primarily influence behavior, yet are rare and tend to develop later in 
life. Central traits are easily detected and measured characteristics within a person, and it is these 
that are the focus of trait theory. Finally, secondary traits are less important traits that are more 
difficult to detect and only influence aspects of behavior under a specific set of circumstances. 
Also, most trait theorists consider traits as continuous rather discrete entities, since individuals 
are thought to possess traits to a greater or lesser degree; therefore, individuals are placed on a 
trait continuum representing how high or low one demonstrates a particular trait, which may then 
be compared between individuals. 
Along with Henry Odbert (1936), Allport focused on identifying words that are used to 
describe personality and behavior, a process known as the lexical criterion of importance. This 
lexical approach to identifying traits is based on two postulates: 1) those personality 
characteristics that are most pervasive and important will eventually become represented in that 
society’s language and 2) the most important personality characteristics of that society will 
become encoded into language as one single word. Allport and Odbert discovered approximately 
18,000 personality-related words, which were considered as one of the first trait classification 
system of personality types. A subsequent trait researcher, Raymond Cattell (1943), further 
developed Allport and Odbert’s lexical framework of personality by reducing Allport and 
Odbert’s original trait list to 171 key trait names by removing synonyms, opposites, and 
metaphorical terms. After collecting ratings from these words, Cattell utilized a statistical 
procedure called a factor analysis to determine the structure of personality. Factor analysis is a 
statistical tool used for summarizing relationships among sets of variables by identifying those 
that covary from other groups of variables; therefore, the factor analysis may be used to identify 
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which sets of variables (or factors) most parsimoniously reflect the structure of human 
personality. Based on his factor-analytic studies of peer ratings in college students (which was 
later extended to questionnaires and objective psychometric tests), Cattell developed a model of 
personality comprised of 16 fundamental trait dimensions. Consequently, Cattell focused on 
developing measures to assess these traits across a wide range of individuals, of which the most 
commonly used is the Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaire (16PF; Cattell, Eber & 
Tatsuoka, 1970).  
A contemporary of Cattell’s, Hans Eysenck, also emphasized organizing personality traits 
using factor analysis. However, Eysenck (1967) theorized that two primary dimensions, termed 
super-traits, are independent constructs that may interact and create different personality sub-
traits depending on the particular combinations. The two super-traits he emphasized included 1) 
extraversion-introversion, which refers to the level of sociability and preference for external or 
internal sources of stimulation, and 2) neuroticism, which refers to the individual’s level of 
susceptibility to anxiety, moodiness, and vulnerability. Combinations of these two factors give 
rise to different patterns of behavior; for example, someone who is high in extraversion and low 
in neuroticism may appear as social and easygoing, while someone who is high in neuroticism 
and high in extraversion may appear touchy and irritable. Eysenck and Eysenck (1986) 
subsequently included a third super-trait to his model, psychoticism, which he defined as the 
tendency for the person to be cold, aggressive and antisocial. Furthermore, Eysenck (1967) 
proposed the first hierarchical model of personality, which allowed for personality to be 
described at a number of different levels – super-traits, traits, habits and actions. More 
specifically, specific actions (or specific responses) make up habitual responses, which in turn 
comprise a specific trait dimension that collectively make up one super-trait. All levels of 
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Eysenck’s hierarchical model are necessary and important in determining behavior, and 
consequently, personality. Like Cattell, Eysenck developed a psychometric questionnaire to 
assess one’s levels of super-traits, the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ; Eysenck & 
Eysenck, 1975). One of the major strengths of Eysenck’s “Three Factor” theory concerns the 
inclusion of a biological explanation for the presentation of the super-traits. For example, 
Eysenck posited that extraversion was largely influenced by the degree of cortical arousal, with 
introverts displaying more cortical arousal than extroverts, while neuroticism is largely 
modulated by the degree of activity in the limbic system (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985).  
 While the majority of trait theories developed from the same theoretical, lexical 
perspective, they differ with regards to the number of primary traits proposed to be central to 
personality. Replications (Banks, 1948; Fiske, 1949; Digman &Takemotot-Chock, 1981) of 
Cattell’s work in factor analysis often failed to find the original factor structure he proposed. 
Instead, a number of studies using Cattell’s variable word list was able to reduce the personality 
terms into a simpler, five-factor structure (Fiske, 1949; Tupes & Christal, 1961). Further research 
using other word sources has also been able to support the five-factor personality structure 
(Digman & Inouye, 1986; Goldberg, 1980; McCrae & Costa, 1985), which includes the 
following dimensions: 1) extraversion, 2) neuroticism, 3) conscientiousness, 4) agreeableness, 
and 5) openness to new experiences (Costa & McCrae, 1985). Extraversion and neuroticism are 
defined in the same manner as proposed by Eysenck (1967); conscientiousness relates to 
organization and achievement, agreeableness means the extent to which an individual is 
considerate and generous, and openness to new ideas/experiences refers to receptivity to new 
ideas and experiences. Similar to Eysenck’s three-factor theory, the five-factor model of 
personality is comprised of five super-traits that may be further subdivided into simpler traits, or 
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units. Costa and McCrae (1985) developed a psychometric measure to assess the five super-traits 
as well as six subscales per factor, called Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness Personality 
Inventory (NEO-PI), which is comprised of 300 items. Respondents are instructed to assess how 
characteristic each statement is of themselves, which they rate on a 5-point Likert scale. The 
NEO-PI has since been revised a number of times (Costa & McCrae, 1992; McCrae, Costa & 
Martin, 2005), and a short form of the standard NEO (consisting of 60 items, NEO-FFI (McCrae 
& Costa, 2004)) has also been developed. The NEO-PI has been consistently used in personality 
research, due to its high levels of internal consistency in North American participants (McCrae & 
Costa, 2010) as well as cross-culturally (Terracciano et al., 2005), test-retest reliability (McCrae 
& Costa, 1983) and validity (Costa & McCrae, 1985). 
In summary, trait theories are primarily based on the summarization and classification of 
personality-related words present in the English language. While trait theories do not offer an 
etiological explanation of personality differences, they act as an organizational structure for the 
differences in personality types and offer a basis for further theoretical understanding, such as 
social, emotional, and biological perspectives. 
Biological Theories 
 All personality theories acknowledge the importance of experience and environmental 
stressors in the development and expression of personality. However, very few classic theories 
have considered the influence of biological factors on personality development; fortunately, 
recent research has begun to demonstrate a greater interest in biological contributions to 
personality. One of the few classic personality theories to incorporate biological mechanisms is 
Eysenck’s (1967) three-factor theory of personality. To restate, Eysenck’s theory is based on the 
principle that sensory information from the environment travels along neural pathways to the 
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brain, where excitatory and inhibitory cortical processes can either facilitate or inhibit cognitive 
and/or behavioral responses. The reticulo-cortical brain circuit controls cortical arousal generated 
by incoming stimuli while the reticulo-limbic circuit controls response to emotional stimuli; if 
the emotional stimuli is sufficiently strong enough (or highly arousing), limbic system activity 
may influence cortical activity. Therefore, Eysenck and Eysenck (1985) posited that the 
extroversion dimension is directly related to the arousability of the reticulo-cortical circuit, such 
that introverts demonstrate more reticulo-cortical activation and are generally more aroused than 
extroverts. Because individuals seek out specific levels of arousal for optimal cognitive and 
behavioral performance (as predicted by the Yerkes-Dodson (1908) hypothesis), introverts and 
extroverts will differ regarding their avoidance or seeking stimulation behaviors, respectively. 
Furthermore, Eysenck and Eysenck (1985) theorized that the neuroticism personality dimension 
was associated with the arousability of the reticulo-limbic circuit, such that individuals high on 
the neuroticism spectrum become more aroused than lower-neuroticism people as a consequence 
of emotionally arousing stimuli. Therefore, according to the theory, neuroticism traits may 
become manifest primarily in the presence of emotional or stressful factors. The biological basis 
for Eysencks’ third dimension, psychoticism, is less well understood although Eysenck has 
linked it to both serotonergic (Eysenck, 1992) and dopaminergic function (Eysenck, 1997). 
Subsequent research has supported this theory, demonstrating that introversion is related to 
greater lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity than extroverts (Johnson et al., 1999), while 
neuroticism is related to increased activity in the amygdala (Hooker et al., 2008). 
Jeffrey Gray’s two-scale theory of personality (also called reinforcement sensitivity 
theory; 1982, 1987) is also neurobiological in nature, but focuses instead on two dimensions of 
personality; namely, impulsivity and anxiety. Gray (1982) theorized that impulsivity is 
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biologically related to the Behavioral Activation System (BAS), which is associated with an 
individual’s disposition to pursue and achieve goals and is sensitive to conditioned, appealing 
stimuli. Therefore, people with a highly activated BAS tend to demonstrate positive emotions 
when exposed to an impending reward and are more likely to engage in risk-taking behaviors 
(Carver & White, 1994). On the other hand, the anxiety personality dimension has a biological 
basis in the Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS). Accordingly, individuals high in anxiety and 
with heightened reactivity to the BIS are sensitive to fear and punishment. Therefore, highly 
anxious people are considered to learn most effectively from punishment, and will result in 
avoidance of such stimuli in order to prevent negative emotional experiences such as fear, 
frustration and sadness. Therefore, Gray’s theory is used to predict behaviors associated with 
anxiety, impulsivity and extraversion, as well as to understand individual differences in 
sensitivity to reward, punishment, and motivation (Corr, 2008).  
Research assessing the neuroanatomical substrates of the BAS and BIS systems have 
implicated the role of the prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, and the amydgala in the BAS system 
(which is believed to comprise a behavioral “approach” system), while the BIS system is thought 
to be associated with the activity of the orbitofrontal cortex, the septo-hippicampal system and 
the Papez-circuitry (which comprises the behavioral “avoidance” system) (Gray & McNaughton, 
1996). Questionnaires have been developed to assess the level of BIS and BAS activation within 
the individual, most common of which are the BIS/BAS Scales (Carver & White, 1994) and the 
Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire (SPSRQ; Torrubia, Ávila, 
Moltó, & Caseras, 2001). Research has confirmed the psychometric validity of these two 
measures (Campbell-Sills et al., 2004; O’Connor et al., 2004). 
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 Recent work in behavioral genetics has also contributed to the understanding of genetic 
and environmental factors of human personality and behavior. Loehlin and Nichols (1976) 
examined scores on self-report personality measures of 800 pairs of twins and demonstrated that 
nearly all traits were moderately concordant, such that monozygotic twins shared more similar 
traits than dizygotic twins on Eyesenck’s 3-factor personality dimensions. This was confirmed 
by a more extensive study using 24,000 twin pairs (Loehlin, 1992). Also, studies of genetically 
unrelated family members (such as parents and adopted children) show little similarity in 
personality traits such as extraversion and neuroticism, indicating that a shared environment 
itself may not fully contribute to similarities in personality. Recent studies aiming to discover 
specific genes have yielded inconsistent results, most likely due to the polygenic nature (i.e., 
many genes interacting to influence a particular trait) of personality, such that only small effects 
are conferred by individual genetic loci (Munafò & Flint, 2011).  
 Furthermore, with the advent of modern functional neuroimaging techniques, recent 
research has primarily focused on ascertaining the specific human brain regions associated with 
personality dimensions. Imaging results have been mostly inconclusive, particularly due to 
differences in personality conceptualization among researchers. For example, one imaging study 
assessing the relationship between neural activity and Gray’s BIS/BAS theory found that BAS-
related personality traits correlated with ventral and dorsal striatum and ventral prefrontal cortex 
(PFC) activity, while BIS-related behaviors correlated with activity in the amygdala (Kennis et 
al., 2013). Another study that assessed personality using the 5-factor model discovered that 
dimensions of extraversion and neuroticism correlated strongly with activity in the amygdala as 
well as specific regions of the PFC (Johnson et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2005).  
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 Finally, one recent theory based on the integration of biological and social factors in the 
development of personality is C. R. Cloninger’s biosocial theory of personality (1986). 
Cloninger proposed the theory of three heritable personality traits with the corresponding 
neurobiological explanations: 1) novelty seeking, which is the tendency toward frequent 
exploratory activity and novel stimuli and is associated with low basal dopaminergic activity, 2) 
harm avoidance, which is the tendency to respond intensely to aversive stimuli and is correlated 
with high serotonergic activity, and 3) reward dependence, which is a tendency to respond 
intensely to reward and to maintain rewarded behavior, and is correlated with low basal 
noradrenergic activity. Cloninger developed a self-report measure to assess his proposed 
dimensions, called the Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire (TPQ; Cloninger et al., 1991). 
However, psychometric assessment of the TPQ discovered a fourth factor, which Cloninger 
(1994) termed persistence, which is defined as the determination to achieve a goal in the face of 
frustration or fatigue; persistence was included in Cloninger’s model and a new assessment was 
developed called the Temperament and Character Inventory, which has demonstrated to be 
reliable and valid (TCI; Cloninger, 1994). However, research has demonstrated problems with 
Cloninger’s model. First, research has accumulated to contradict the idea that single 
neurotransmitter systems are related to each of his proposed dimensions (Paris, 2005). Also, 
subsequent factor analyses suggest the TPQ/TCI is best described by the factor structure of the 
five-factor model (Markon et al., 2005; Ramaniah, Rielage, & Cheng, 2002). 
In sum, the above theories are a few examples of the many conceptual perspectives that 
have been established to better understand personality. Main theories postulate how social, 
cognitive, emotional, biological and motivational processes affect behavior. However, trait and 
biological theories have become increasingly popular due to ease of measurement, which 
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includes the introduction of more advanced neurobiological techniques. Ultimately, all 
personality theories aim to explain how and why we show consistency in our behavior, thoughts 
and actions, and how and why these consistencies make us different from each other. 
AFFECT 
 Emotion research has historically utilized a number of different terms to refer to 
emotional experience, such as mood, affect, and emotion; however, theorists agree that these 
terms are not interchangeable and represent slight differences in emotional experiences. The 
general term affect is defined as “a subjective feeling state that incorporates both momentary and 
long-lasting mood states”, and the term emotion refers to intense, momentary affective states that 
are directed to some particular environmental stimulus (Frijda, 1993). Historically, emotions 
have been conceptualized as categorical constructs such as anger, fear, happiness, sadness, 
surprise and disgust (Ekman, 1972). In contrast, moods are seen as more diffuse and not directed 
at some particular subject; moods are also considered as less intense emotions that may be 
related to one’s dispositional (or personality) trait. Therefore, researchers must take great 
consideration in using the proper term when regarding and discussing affective experiences. 
 As mentioned previously, affect has been primarily thought of as categorical constructs 
(Ekman, 1972). However, a newer, widely accepted theory of affective experience describes 
affect in a multidimensional manner, wherein affective experiences are best understood in a two-
dimensional space comprised of valence and arousal (Russell, 1980). In this circumplex model of 
affect, valence refers to how positive or negative a particular affective state is, while arousal 
reflects whether an affective state is calm or arousing (i.e., physiological reactivity). Therefore, 
affective states are best understood as a linear combination of these two components. For 
example, one may experience positive valence and low arousal (i.e., calm and serene) or positive 
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valence and high arousal (i.e., ecstatic). By incorporating levels of physiological arousal, this 
model better helps us to differentiate whether an affective state is a mood (lower arousal) or an 
emotion (higher arousal). 
 The circumplex model of affect (Russell, 1980) also allows researchers to obtain an 
objective measure of affective experience by assessing levels of physiological reactivity; 
however, subjective measures are also a necessary tool for ascertaining the person’s affective 
experience. Initial affective measures tended to be self-report questionnaires that assessed affect 
as a categorical construct (Nowlis, 1965; McNair et al., 1981), while more recent measures are 
based on a dimensional model of affect (Watson et al., 1988; Russell et al., 1989); regardless, 
these questionnaires focus on measuring the valence dimension of affect. One recent example of 
a subjective measure is the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang et al., 1980), which is 
comprised of pictorial representations for the dimensions of valence, arousal and dominance. 
Each dimension is represented by five graphic figures, and participants can select any of the 
figures or between the figures, thereby forming a 9-point Likert scale. Factor analyses have 
demonstrated the SAM’s ability to differentiate between at least two factors, presumably valence 
and arousal (Bradley & Lang, 1994). Current physiological measures of affect attempt to 
measure the arousal dimension of affect, examples of which include autonomic nervous system 
reactivity (such as skin conductance and heart rate), neuroimaging and facial expression analysis. 
Ultimately, in order to best understand affective experience, assessments targeting both valence 
and arousal must be examined synergistically by measuring both self-reported valence and some 
form of physiological response. 
Finally, while affect has been studied non-experimentally in the laboratory setting, 
researchers have traditionally aimed to elicit or induce mood (where mood is synonymous with 
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affect and emotion) using a variety of stimuli. One of the first mood induction techniques is the 
Velten mood technique (Velten, 1968); in this procedure, participants are presented with 
statements that are positive or negative self-evaluations (e.g., I feel that I am a worthwhile 
person), and the person is instructed to feel the mood evoked by the statement. Other popular 
techniques include the presentation of 1) film or stories that stimulate the participant’s 
imagination (Rottenberg et al., 2007), 2) musical excerpts (Pignatiello et al., 1986), 3) the 
presentation of a gift, such as money or candy, aimed to induce positive mood (Isen et al., 1987), 
4) feedback mood induction, where participants are given positive or negative feedback on some 
task (Forgas & Bower, 1987), and (5) facial expressions, where manipulation of facial features is 
believed to induce the appropriate mood (Laird, 1989). Also, to increase the efficacy of the 
induction, researchers have combined techniques such as Velten and imagination, or Velten and 
musical stimuli. While most of these techniques have proven to be successful at eliciting the 
targeted valence of affect (Westermann et al. 1996), their effects on arousal remain unclear 
primarily due to the fact that the development and implementation of the majority of these mood 
induction procedures predates the establishment of the circumplex model of affect; therefore, 
differences in effectiveness may be partially due to the induction’s ability to elicit a sufficiently 
strong level of arousal. However, a more recent mood induction procedure that incorporates both 
valence and arousal involves the presentation of evocative images called the International 
Affective Picture System (IAPS) (Lang, Bradley & Cuthbert, 2005). The IAPS, a set of 
approximately 1000 images, is the first mood induction procedure that has been normalized and 
standardized for both men and women cross-culturally, and across valence and arousal by 
assessing physiological activity such as cardiovascular and electrophysiological measures. Due 
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to its inclusion of arousal levels and its ease of use, the presentation of the IAPS is gaining 
popularity among emotion researchers. 
Personality and Affect 
The relation between affect and personality has received considerable attention in the 
literature. The strongest associations have been observed particularly for two personality 
dimensions; namely, extraversion and neuroticism. These two personality dimensions are the 
most common dimensions that span numerous theoretical perspectives of personality (Eysenck, 
1967; Costa & McCrae, 1985; Zuckerman, 1979). Moreover, the hypothesized brain regions 
believed to be associated with these personality dimensions may also contribute to a 
predisposition toward mood and anxiety disorders (Khan et al., 2005). Generally, individuals 
high in neuroticism tend to experience high levels of arousal and negative affect, while extraverts 
tend to experience high levels of arousal and positive affect (Watson, 2000; Jankowski & 
Zajenkowski, 2012). These findings have been primarily the result of psychometric research, 
which traditionally entails the use of self-report questionnaires. The results of these studies 
typically demonstrate significant positive correlations of extroversion with positive affect, and 
neuroticism with negative affect (Meyer & Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992). While it is 
possible that these two correlations reflect tautology (i.e., similar terms used for both personality 
and affective measures), results assessing this notion suggest that these personality and affective 
constructs are independent from each other (Gross et al., 1998). Also, Scherer et al. (2004) 
showed that these personality dimensions significantly increase the likelihood of experiencing 
the associated emotions (i.e., extraversion-positive affect, neuroticism-negative affect). Based on 
these predictable associations between personality and affect, Tellegen (1985) has posited two 
second-order dimensions of personality that significantly influences behavior: positive 
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emotionality and negative emotionality. Positive emotionality consists of extraversion and 
sociability traits that promote positive affective experiences, while negative emotionality is 
associated with neurotic and anxious traits, which foster negative affective experiences. 
A number of theories have been developed to explain the personality-affect relationship. 
One theoretical account for this association may be deduced from Gray’s (1987) theory of 
personality functioning. As previously discussed, Gray proposes a two-dimensional model of 
personality: the behavioral activation system (BAS) and the behavioral inhibition system (BIS). 
The BAS, which is linked to extraversion traits, is thought to control behavior in the presence of 
signals of reward, while the BIS is associated with neuroticism traits and is believed to regulate 
behavior in response to signals of punishment. Furthermore, each system is associated with 
activity in a distinct neurobiological circuit (i.e., the prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia, and the 
amydgala for the BAS system, and the orbitofrontal cortex, the septo-hippicampal system and 
the Papez-circuitry for the BIS system), and as such offers biological evidence for these two 
personality factors. Biological evidence also results from Eysenck’s (1967) model of personality, 
wherein neuroticism results from a lower threshold from the limbic system, and extraversion 
results from differences in the level of activity in the cortico-reticular loop. Therefore, 
differences in neuroanatomical and cortical activation may contribute to the personality-affect 
link. 
Based on these findings, McCrae and Costa (1991) subsequently theorized that the 
relationship between personality and affect might be distinguished as a temperamental or 
instrumental view. The temperamental view maintains that certain personality dimensions 
represent internal differences in sensitivity or response magnitude to affective stimuli, resulting 
in differences experiencing positive or negative affect. For example, the neurological correlates 
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of extraversion may be associated with sensitivity to reward cues, which would make extroverts 
more likely than introverts to experience pleasant affect in the presence of a reward. On the other 
hand, the instrumental view proposes that certain personality dimensions foster the creation of 
specific life circumstances and lifestyles that may promote long-term differences in positive or 
negative affect. For example, extraversion may be associated with the likelihood of engaging in 
activities that are more likely to lead to reward, and therefore increases their probability of 
experiencing pleasant affect. Therefore, the instrumental view offers an indirect influence of 
personality on affective experience, while the temperamental view offers a more direct influence 
of personality on the magnitude of affective responding to an affect-eliciting stimulus. Indeed, 
the relationship between personality and affect has been widely researched and received support 
from genetic studies (Bouchard, 2004), developmental studies (Durbin et al., 2005), as well as 
learning and socialization studies (Caspi et al., 2005). 
 Research also demonstrates that personality dimensions may make an individual more 
susceptible to experiencing a particular affective state, both naturally and induced in the 
laboratory. For example, Strelau (1987) hypothesized that since extraverts are more sensitive to 
rewarding cues and since reward cues are the source of positive affect, then extraverts should be 
more susceptible to positive affect than introverts. Also, since neuroticism is defined as 
sensitivity to punishment cues and since punishment cues are the source of negative affect, 
neurotics should be more susceptible to negative affect compared to stable individuals. Results 
for correlational studies demonstrate support for this theory. For example, results from Scherer et 
al. (2004) revealed that specific personality dispositions significantly increase the risk to 
experience certain emotions. This propensity of experiencing a particular affective state 
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depending on the individual’s personality characteristics has been demonstrated for both 
negative affect (Spielberger et al., 1999) and positive affect (Tellegen et al., 1999).  
 Experimental studies assessing the relationship between personality and affect have 
mainly utilized some type of mood induction procedure to elicit the intended affective state. For 
example, Larsen & Ketelaar (1989, 1991) exposed participants to a positive, negative or 
neutrally valenced material (using a guided imagery technique) and discovered that extraversion 
positively correlated with positive mood after the positive mood imagery, but not with negative 
mood following the negative mood imagery. Also, neuroticism positively correlated with 
negative mood after the negative mood imagery, but not with positive mood following the 
positive mood imagery. This finding suggests that extraverts are susceptible to positive mood 
and neurotics are susceptible to negative mood following a mood induction procedure. 
Interestingly, a study by Rusting and Larsen (1997) utilized a guided-imagery mood induction 
procedure to compare predictions made by Eysenck’s and Gray’s model of personality. While 
Eysenck’s theory predicts that extraversion correlates with positive affect (and not negative 
affect) and neuroticism correlates with negative affect (and not positive affect), Gray’s theory 
predicts that the interaction between extraversion and neuroticism will predict the experience of 
positive or negative affect. This difference in prediction is due to Gray’s conceptualization of 
personality, which includes dimensions of anxiety and impulsivity instead of extraversion and 
neuroticism. While high impulsivity corresponds to extraversion/neuroticism, high anxiety 
corresponds to introversion/neuroticism. Therefore, extraversion-introversion determines one’s 
proneness to pleasant or unpleasant emotions, while neuroticism determines the magnitude of the 
particular affective experience. Results of this study supported Eysenck’s theory best since there 
was no indication of an extraversion by neuroticism interaction, suggesting that the personality-
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affect association may be better understood when conceptualizing personality as dimensions of 
extraversion and neuroticism. 
Theories explaining the relationship between personality and affect may also help to 
explain why certain personality dimensions increase the likelihood of experiencing specific 
affective states. For example, one fMRI study demonstrated that extraversion and neuroticism 
were associated with differential activation to positive and negative IAPS images (Canli et al., 
2004). Extraversion was correlated with activation in widely distributed brain regions (amygdala, 
caudate, medio-frontal gyrus, right fusiform gyrus) in response to positively valenced slides but 
unrelated to activation to negatively valenced slides. Neuroticism, on the other hand, was 
correlated with amount of activation to negatively valenced slides, but unrelated to activation to 
positively valenced slides. These neuroanatomical findings indicate that: 1) the biological 
substrates of extraversion and neuroticism are independent of each other, 2) the biological 
substrates of negative and positive affective experience are independent of each other, and 3) 
extraversion and positive affect share the same biological pathways while neuroticism and 
negative affect share the same biological pathways. This is one of the first studies to suggest a 
biological association and susceptibility for extraversion/positive affect and neuroticism/negative 
affect. 
While research suggests a strong and consistent relationship between extraversion and 
positive affect as well as neuroticism and negative affect, it is important not to equate affect with 
the corresponding personality dimension; in other words, extraversion is simply not positive 
affect, and neuroticism is not negative affect. Extraversion is more than positive affect and 
represents differences in behavior, cognition, and motivation as well as a need for social contact, 
power and status (Rogers & Revelle, 1998). Similarly, neuroticism represents differences in 
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thought and behavior independent of negative affect, such as acceptance, tranquility and order 
(Olson & Weber, 2004). Nevertheless, the majority of research has consistently demonstrated a 
relationship between personality (particularly extraversion and neuroticism) and affect (positive 
and negative mood, respectively), as well as a susceptibility to experiencing particular affective 
states in response to mood induction procedures. 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY (ELECTRODERMAL SYSTEM) 
 As mentioned previously, Eysenck (1967) was one of the first theorists to propose a 
biological explanation for each of the personality dimensions of his three-factor theory. 
Specifically, Eysenck and Eysenck (1985) proposed that neuroticism was associated with the 
arousability of the reticulo-limbic circuit, such that individuals high on the neuroticism spectrum 
become more aroused than lower-neuroticism people as a consequence of emotionally arousing 
stimuli. Furthermore, they posited that extroversion is directly related to the arousability of the 
reticulo-cortical circuit, such that introverts demonstrate more reticulo-cortical activation and are 
generally more aroused than extroverts (or conversely, extroverts demonstrate cortical under-
arousal, which prompts them to engage in reward-seeking behaviors to enhance their low arousal 
state). Therefore, one biological aspect of personality that may be assessed using 
psychophsyiological methods is the personality dimensions’ corresponding arousal level. 
Historically, the concept of “arousal” is meant to reflect the activity of the autonomic nervous 
system (ANS). However, more recent psychophysiological techniques such as electrical 
recordings of the cortex (electrencephalography; EEG) and muscles (electromyography; EMG) 
may also be considered to reflect changes in physiological arousal in the central nervous system 
and peripheral nervous system, respectively (Levenson, 1983).  
The Electrodermal System  
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 Briefly, the human nervous system is divided into the central nervous system (CNS), 
which is comprised of the brain and spinal chord, and the peripheral nervous system (PNS), 
which in turn is comprised of the ANS and the somatic nervous system (which innervates the 
skeletal muscles of the face and body). The ANS innervates smooth muscles (such as the heart) 
and glands, and is further subdivided into the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. 
The sympathetic nervous system prepares the body for the “fight-or-flight” response (e.g., 
increasing heart and respiration rate), while the parasympathetic nervous system prepares the 
body for the “rest-and-digest” response (e.g., decrease heart rate and increase digestion). The 
ANS is comprised of a highly extensive neural network that controls visceral functioning such as 
heart rate, digestive functioning, respiratory rate, salivation, perspiration, pupillary dilation, 
micturition (i.e., urination), and sexual arousal. Based on available technology and ease of 
assessment, the most frequently used measures of ANS activity include skin conductance, heart 
rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, blood flow, skin temperature, blood-oxygen saturation, 
gastric motility, papillary diameter, and muscle tension (Lacey, 1958).  
 Historically, measures of skin conductance (SC) have been consistently utilized to 
objectively assess levels of arousal in relation to personality, as well as affective experience 
(Buckingham, 2008). The study of electrodermal activity (EDA) refers to the quantification of 
electrical activity of the skin. The assessment of EDA was first discovered in the late 19th 
century, where Féré (1888) found that by passing a small electrical current across two electrodes 
placed on the surface of the skin, one could measure changes in skin resistance in response to 
specific stimuli (e.g., visual, auditory, etc.), and so is called the exosomatic method of SC. In 
contrast, Tarchanoff (1890) discovered that changes in the electrical potential between two 
electrodes placed on the skin could be reliably measured without the administration of an 
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external current; this method is referred to as the endosomatic method of SC. Although both 
measures offer reliable SC assessment, the exosomatic method is the most commonly used 
measurement of SC, particularly in personality research (Levenson, 1983).  
Physiological recording of EDA of the skin is based on the principle of Ohm’s law, 
which states that skin resistance (R) is equal to the voltage (V) applied between two electrodes 
placed on the skin surface, divided by the current (I) being passed through the skin; this law may 
be expressed as R=VI. If the current passed through the skin is held constant, then one can 
measure the resulting voltage, which will vary directly with the skin resistance. Conversely, if 
the voltage is held constant then one can measure the flow of current across the skin, which is 
inversely related to skin resistance, and is known as skin conductance (SC); SC is measured in 
units of microsiemens (µS; Dawson, Schell & Filion, 2007). According to The Handbook of 
Psychophysiology (Cacioppo, Tassinary, & Bernston, 2007), the resulting SC responses may be 
quantified in a number of ways, the most popular of which include skin conductance level (SCL), 
which reflects the tonic level of electrical conductivity of the skin; typical SCL values range 
from 2 to 20 µS. Another common measure is the skin conductance response (SCR), which is 
defined as the amount of increase in conductance measured from the onset of the response to its 
peak; common SCR values range from 0.1 to 1.0 µS, which may be elicited by the presentation 
of a novel, unexpected, significant, or aversive stimulus (also called “specific SCRs”), or they 
may occur in the absence of an unidentifiable stimulus (and are referred to as spontaneous or 
“non-specific SCRs” [NS-SCRs]). These three measures (SCL, SCR and NS-SCRs) have also 
been the most commonly used assessments of electrodermal activity in relation to personality 
dimensions (Raskin, 1973). 
Personality and Psychophysiology 
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Psychophysiological research assessing ANS activity in relation to personality has 
primarily focused on the dimensions of extraversion and neuroticism, since these are the most 
ubiquitous traits spanning a number of personality theories. Studies that have assessed the 
frequency of NS-SCRs at baseline in relation to personality have revealed a number of 
significant relationships. First, in line with Eysenck’s extraversion-arousal hypothesis, a number 
of studies report that introverts exhibit a higher frequency of NS-SCRs during baseline (or 
resting) conditions compared to individuals high in extroversion (Coles, Gale, & Kline, 1971; 
Gange, Geen, & Harkins, 1979; Cruz & Larsen, 1995). Furthermore, studies assessing SCL at 
baseline conditions have generally found no significant differences between introverts and 
extraverts (Coles, Gale, & Kline, 1971; Davis & Cowles, 1988). One interesting naturalistic 
study, however, demonstrated that introverts have a higher SCL than extroverts throughout much 
of the day, but only after statistically controlling for age differences (Wilson, 1990). Also, a 
recent study by Buckingham (2008) demonstrated no differences in baseline SCL between 
introverts and extraverts; however, there was a difference in the frequency of NS-SCRs, with 
introverts demonstrating a significantly higher number of physiological responses compared to 
extraverts.  
Regarding neuroticism, however, most studies are largely inconsistent. For example, in 
clinical samples, patients with schizophrenia (who tend to be high in neuroticism as measured 
using the MMPI-168), show greater SC activity at rest compared to control subjects (Horan et 
al., 2005). Also, individuals with high harm avoidance scores (which correlate highly with 
neuroticism) show larger SCR scores compared to individuals with low harm avoidance scores 
(Cloninger et al., 1993). Finally, Buckingham (2008) assessed baseline EDA in relation to 
neuroticism and found no difference in SCL or NS-SCRs between individuals high and low in 
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neuroticism. Interestingly, Buckingham also assessed for interaction effects between neuroticism 
and extraversion for both SCL and NS-SCR; while there were no significant interaction effects, 
planned contrast analyses revealed that extraverted neurotics have a significantly lower SCL than 
introverted neurotics (there were no differences in NS-SCR). The results of this study suggest 
that two dimensions of personality (i.e., extraversion and neuroticism) may interact and 
differentially influence the individual’s baseline ANS activity, compared to personality 
dimensions in isolation. 
Personality and SC in Relation to Arousal 
Electrodermal research has also assessed the relation of extraversion and neuroticism and 
SC reactivity in response to arousing stimuli, which commonly consists of auditory startle probes 
of varying degrees of intensity, or administration of caffeine or nicotine. With regards to 
neuroticism, Eysenck (1967) has demonstrated that individuals high in neuroticism require more 
time than individuals low in neuroticism to return to baseline after sensory stimulation. Also, in a 
series of studies using auditory probes by Stelmack (1981, 1990), findings indicate that introverts 
produce larger amplitude SCRs (i.e., greater changes from baseline to peak SC response) than 
extroverts, when moderate intensity auditory stimuli are used. Results also indicate that 
personality has little effect when low-arousal stimuli are used, and at high levels of stimulation 
extraverts demonstrate greater SCR amplitude. According to Matthews & Gilliland (1999), this 
curious finding is theorized to be due to transmarginal inhibition, wherein Eysenck states: “in 
the case of the most arousing test conditions we might suspect that the optimal point for 
introverts, but not for extraverts, has already been passed, so that extraverts’ arousal was still 
growing, introverts’ declining (1994, p. 161).” This phenomenon is based on the presumption 
that people seek an optimal, likely moderate level of arousal, so that relationships between 
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personality and arousal may also reflect differences in strategies for seeking or avoiding 
stimulation. Therefore, highly arousing stimuli still elicits increasing SCRs for extraverts (since 
their optimal arousal level has yet to be reached), while introverts’ SCRs begin to diminish after 
their optimal arousal level has already been reached. Similar effects have also been seen in 
studies that have manipulated arousal level with caffeine (Smith, 1983) and differing levels of 
auditory stimuli (Wigglesworth & Smith, 1976; Fowles, Roberts & Nagel, 1977). 
Overall, SC measures at baseline in relation to personality have been generally 
inconclusive, with a few results suggesting a relationship between introversion and a higher 
frequency of NS-SCRs (with a possibility of higher SCL). Studies using phasic SC measures in 
relation to arousal manipulations have been more consistent, and supports Eysenck’s arousal 
model of extraversion. While introverts demonstrate greater SCR amplitudes at moderate levels 
of arousal, extraverts demonstrate greater SCR amplitudes in response to high-arousal stimuli. 
The notion that individuals seek an optimal, moderate level of arousal is theoretically based on 
evidence from the Yerkes-Dodson (1908) hypothesis, which may be graphically represented as 
an inverted U-shaped curve, such that sufficiently low and high levels of arousal impede 
performance on certain tasks. Therefore, the aforementioned studies suggest that there is no 
universal level of optimal arousal, and may significantly depend on the level of extraversion 
and/or neuroticism within the individual. 
COGNITION 
 A significant amount of research has been conducted to assess the influence of 
personality dimensions on aspects of cognitive performance, such as executive functioning 
(which is comprised of more basic neurocognitive processes) (Williams, Suchy, & Rau, 2009; 
Unsworth et al., 2009), creativity (Batey & Furnham, 2006), and memory (Eysenck, 1976). 
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Evidence for individual differences in cognitive functions, particularly EF, comes from twin 
studies demonstrating heritability of EF abilities (Pederson et al., 1992; Friedman et al., 2008), 
from studies that have identified genotypes that are associated with differences in EF, 
particularly from assessing performance of EF cognitive tasks (Sen et al., 2004; Hariri et al., 
2005), and from associations with established individual differences in temperament and 
personality (Williams, Suchy, & Rau, 2009).  
Furthermore, past clinical studies suggest that relationships may exist between 
personality traits (such as high neuroticism) and psychopathology, which includes deficits in 
cognitive processing (Dolan & Park, 2002; Giancola, 2004; Morgan & Lilienfeld, 2000). These 
cognitive functions are crucial to everyday functioning, and as such, research assessing the 
relationship between individual differences and cognitive performance allows us to better 
understand the complex influence of personality on cognition. Results have been generally 
inconsistent due to the manner in which cognitive performance has been conceptualized and 
assessed; however, research appears to suggest that specific personality dimensions differentially 
affect cognitive performance, depending on the personality dimension and the aspect of 
cognition that is under investigation. 
Executive Functioning (EF) 
 According to a review by Suchy (2009), EF may be understood in a variety of ways; 
accordingly: (1) with respect to its evolutionary purpose (e.g., ability to make choices and 
engage in goal-directed behavior), (2) as exemplified by clinical syndromes observed in patients 
who incurred brain damage and lose the ability to engage in purposeful, goal-directed behavior, 
(3) as the observable list of complex skills that contribute to goal-directed behavior (e.g., 
reasoning and problem solving) (4) as the elemental neurocognitive processes that are believed 
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to underlie specific EF skills (such as working memory, sequencing, inhibition, initiation, and 
response selection), (5) according to atheoretical approaches, that are driven by variables, tasks 
or populations available to a particular study, (6) as the complex skills and elemental 
neurocognitive processes governed by the frontal lobes and other neuroanatomic substrates, and 
(7) to constructivist theories that offer a framework for organizing new constructs or latent 
variables that potentially explain EF structure and function (e.g., some models propose a single 
unifying entity that hopes to capture the EF construct in its entirety, such as the “central 
executive”). Each of the aforementioned approaches to defining EF carries advantages and 
disadvantages. The evolutionary perspective may provide a good framework for explaining the 
significance and relevance of EF for everyday living, though this approach is less useful when 
operationalizing EF for research or clinical contexts. One of the most widely used approaches to 
studying EF is the neurocognitive processes approach, due to its focus on experimental 
manipulations of basic cognitive processes based on well-known, neuroanatomical substrates 
(Fink et al., 1997; Nielsen, Langenecker, & Garavan, 2002; Sylvester et al., 2003).  
Though the exact definition may vary widely among current researchers, EF is generally 
defined as “a multi-faceted, neuropsychological construct consisting of higher-order 
neurocognitive processes that allows individuals to make choices and to engage in purposeful, 
goal-directed, and future-oriented behavior” (Lezak, 1983). Basic neurocognitive processes 
include working memory, cognitive flexibility, set-shifting, task initiation, response inhibition, 
and sustained attention (Suchy, 2009). Working memory is defined as the ability to hold 
information in memory while performing complex tasks. Cognitive flexibility refers to the ability 
to revise planning in the face of changing conditions such as set backs, new information, or 
mistakes. Set-shifting is the ability to move freely (or switch back and forth) from one situation, 
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activity, or aspect of a problem to another, in reaction to internal or external cues. Task initiation 
is defined as the ability to begin a task or activity and to independently generate ideas, responses, 
or problem solving strategies. Response inhibition refers to the mind’s ability to ignore stimuli 
that are irrelevant to the task at hand, and sustained attention is the process of selectively 
concentrating on one aspect of the environment. While other neurocognitive processes of EF 
exist, the above examples are some of the most commonly assessed EF subcomponents assessed 
in the EF literature (Suchy, 2009). 
Various models have been proposed to better understand the complex construct of EF. 
Luria’s theory (1966) presented a neurocognitive approach to EF. Accordingly, the human brain 
is comprised of three functional units based on specific neuroanatomical areas: (1) the first unit, 
located in the brain stem and moderates arousal of the cortex and is associated with regulating 
cortical tone and waking, (2) the second unit, which encompasses the temporal, parietal and 
occipital lobes and regulates encoding, processing and storage of information and (3) the third 
unit, which is localized in the frontal lobes and regulates programming, regulating and verifying 
mental activity and human behavior (with the prefrontal cortex controlling overall mental 
activity and behavior). Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposed an EF model of working memory 
that includes a phonological loop (for holding and manipulating immediate auditory 
information), a visuospatial sketchpad (for maintaining and handling immediate visual 
information), and a central executive responsible for the communication and control of cognitive 
processes but without a storage capacity.  
Another significant EF model is the Supervisory Attentional System (SAS) proposed by 
Norman and Shallice (1986), which describes the control of information processing. The SAS 
model is comprised of two systems: (1) contention scheduling, which is responsible for routine 
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and over-learned behaviors, and (2) supervisory attentional, which is responsible for regulating 
non-routine and novel tasks. While other EF models exist (e.g., Stuss and Benson’s tripartite 
model (1986), Damasio’s somatic marker hypothesis (1991), etc.), the majority of models 
support the existence of an executive component that deals with more complex levels of 
functioning. 
 Neuroanatomically, EF has been associated with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of the brain, 
which includes all portions of the frontal lobes that are located anterior to motor and premotor 
cortices and the supplementary motor area. The PFC can be divided into three main areas: (1) the 
dorsolateral PFC, which has been associated with working memory (Fuster, 2000), (2) the 
superomedial PFC and anterior cingulate gyrus, which has been associated with attention, 
response selection and motivation (Sewards & Sewards, 2003), and (3) the ventral PFC (further 
subdivided into orbitofrontal and ventromedial), which has been linked to inhibition, social 
appropriateness and sensitivity to rewards and punishments (Mathiesen et al., 2004; Tremblay & 
Schulz, 2000). The functions of the PFC can also be divided by the two cerebral hemispheres, 
where the left hemispheric PFC is associated with the initiation of responses as well as the 
processing of verbal, concrete stimuli, and the right hemispheric PFC is associated with 
inhibition of responses, as well as interpretation of visual, abstract stimuli (Lezak et al., 2004; 
Stuss et al., 2002). However, EF is not only dependent on the PFC, but also relies on the integrity 
of neuronal circuits involving portions of the PFC, the basal ganglia, the thalamus, the 
cerebellum, and other cortical areas outside the frontal lobes (Aron, 2008; Tekin & Cummings, 
2002).  
Assessment of EF has been challenging, primarily due to the lack of a universal, concrete 
definition, as well as the difficulty in assessing only the EF system, since it is heavily connected 
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with other cognitive systems. One example of EF tasks includes clinical tests that mainly assess 
frontal lobe functioning (e.g., the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Heaton et al., 1993), the Trail-
Making Test-Part B (Reitan, 1958)). However, these inadvertently measure non-EF processes as 
well. In contrast, experimental tasks measure discrete subcomponents of EF such as: (1) 
cognitive control, wherein the participant must choose one answer from a set of possibilities 
(e.g., Go/No-Go tasks (Drewe, 1975), Stroop tasks (Quinn & Quinn, 2005) and the Attention 
Network Test (Fan et al., 2002)), (2) working memory, which requires the participant to hold 
information in working memory only (e.g., n-back paradigm, in which participants need to 
continually hold in mind a stimulus that was presented an N number of trials back (Gevins & 
Cutillo, 1993)), and (3) emotional decision making tasks, which require that participants weigh 
the relative contributions of rewards and punishments toward a specific goal (e.g., the Iowa 
Gambling Task (Bechara et al., 2005)).  
One of the most widely used tasks includes the clinical tests of verbal fluency (VF) (e.g., 
The Controlled Oral Word Association Test [COWA]; Benton & Hamsher, 1976), which 
assesses verbal initiative and productivity and is used by approximately 50% of 
neuropsychologists (Butler et al., 1991). Two types of VF tasks include phonemic and semantic 
fluency. Phonemic fluency tasks require participants to say as many words as possible beginning 
with a specific letter. Semantic fluency tasks require participants to say as many words as 
possible within a certain category (e.g., animals). Successful performance of VF tasks requires 
executive functions such as initiation of the correct response and inhibition of words that do not 
conform to the rules of the task (Anderson et al., 2002), as well as evaluating the integrity of 
retrieving words from long-term memory and the ability to switch search strategies. VF tests are 
one of the most sensitive measures of frontal lobe dysfunction (Stuss & Benson, 1986).  
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Individuals with frontal lobe dysfunction generally demonstrate impaired phonemic fluency, 
while semantic fluency remains relatively intact (Troyer et al., 1998). Furthermore, impaired VF 
appears to be a product of left-sided lateralization of frontal lobe damage (Ramier & Hecaen, 
1970). Other variants of fluency tasks have been used to heavily load EF by requiring the 
alternation of retrieval between two different categories (e.g., phonemic and semantic). These 
task-switching fluency tasks are thought to utilize EF aspects of attentional control (i.e., the 
capacity to attend to and ignore certain stimuli), set-shifting ability, and the ability to inhibit 
previous response patterns (Downes et al., 1993). 
EF (Verbal Fluency) and Personality  
 Research assessing the relationship between personality and EF performance has 
primarily focused on extraversion and neuroticism. One of the most consistent findings in the 
literature concerns the relationship between extraversion and VF performance. More specifically, 
a number of researchers have demonstrated a positive relationship between extraversion and the 
number of items generated on phonemic VF tasks (Cattell, 1934; Eysenck, 1974). This finding 
has also been demonstrated in children between the ages of 8 and 18 (Tapasak et al., 1978), 
bilingual adults (Dewaele & Furnham, 2000), and older adults (Sutin et al., 2011). More recently, 
Burton & Henninger (2013) replicated this positive correlation within their entire sample, as well 
as for men and women, separately. While VF performance is partly influenced by EF, VF also 
reflects an individual’s verbal abilities (Lamar, Zonderman, & Resnik, 2002), which have been 
demonstrated to be exceptional in extroverts compared to introverts (Mehl et al., 2006).  
One possible explanation for the relationship between extraversion and VF performance 
consists of a shared neuroanatomical system between the two factors. Neuroimaging studies 
suggest that both VF tasks (Kolb & Whishaw, 2009) and extraversion (Wright et al., 2006) are 
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related to prefrontal activity, indicating a common neural substrate. For example, a neuroimaging 
study by Wright et al. (2006) revealed that extraversion was associated with thinner right than 
left PFC and fusiform areas, while neuroticism was associated with thinner cortex in the left than 
right orbitofrontal cortex. Also, PET scan studies have shown that extroversion is associated with 
greater activity in the medial PFC and amygdala, and less activity in the lateral PFC (Johnson et 
al., 1999). Therefore, imaging studies focusing on the relationship between extraversion and 
brain structure and function demonstrate frontal lobe activity, which also supports VF 
performance. Furthermore, extraversion and EF are believed to share common neurotransmitter 
pathways: extraversion to dopamine reward (Depue & Collins, 1999), and EF to dopamine 
facilitation (Luciana et al., 1992). Therefore, extraversion and EF (as measured using VF tasks) 
share similar neuroanatomical and neurochemical origins that may lead to facilitation effects.  
While results regarding the association between extraversion and VF tasks have been 
generally consistent, research assessing the relationship between extraversion and task-switching 
measures has been scarce. One study by Campbell et al. (2013) assessed level of extraversion 
with set-shifting ability (another aspect of frontal/executive functioning primarily assessed using 
task-switching tasks) using the Wisconsin Card Sorting task, a task where cards are sorted 
according to color, number or shape; sorting instructions were switched half way through the 
experiment. Results indicated that introverts and ambiverts (or individuals who score in the 
middle of the extraversion dimension) outperformed extraverts. Previous research suggests that 
set-shifting performance may be dependent on fluctuations (rather than a direct increase) of 
dopamine to facilitate switching between different cognitive systems (Marklund et al., 2007), 
and introverts are more susceptible to changes in dopamine levels in terms of their cognitive 
performance (Rammsayer, 1998). Therefore, the authors suggest that introverts are more likely 
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to excel on tasks that require switching of cognitive sets, compared to extroverts. Few, if any, 
studies have assessed the association between set-shifting and extraversion, particularly using VF 
switching tasks. Further research is necessary to better elucidate the influence of personality on 
task-switching performance. 
In contrast to extraversion, neuroticism (sometimes termed trait anxiety) is characterized 
by the propensity to experience emotional distress and vulnerability to adverse stress responses, 
potentially increasing the likelihood of developing psychiatric disorders such as anxiety and 
depression (Ormel & Wohlfarth, 1991). Furthermore, symptoms of anxiety and depression have 
been observed to inhibit performance on cognitive tests, such as EF performance (Dotson, 
Resnik & Zonderman, 2008). Given the strong established link between anxiety and neuroticism, 
it is reasonable to theorize that neuroticism may have a similar detrimental effect on cognitive 
performance. According to Williams et al. (2010), neuroticism was negatively associated with 
EF performance, such that poorer performance on EF tasks was associated with higher 
neuroticism scores. Studies specifically focusing on neuroticism and VF performance also 
revealed similar findings. One study revealed that individuals high on neuroticism perform worse 
on a semantic VF task, compared to individuals low on neuroticism (Sutin et al., 2011). One 
study conducted by Murdock, Oddi, and Bridgett (2013) specifically examined personality 
(using the Big-Five personality structure) and EF performance using phonemic and semantic VF 
tasks.  Better performance on VF tasks was significantly associated with lower neuroticism 
scores. One explanation for worse VF scores among individuals high in neuroticism is cognitive 
noise, defined as greater deviation variability from average reaction time performance (Robinson 
& Tamir, 2005). Therefore, neuroticism, which has been observed to be associated with 
cognitive noise, may interfere with EF and therefore the capacity to perform well on the task. 
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Some studies, however, have found no relationship between neuroticism and VF performance 
(Burton & Henninger, 2013; Unsworth et al., 2009).  Therefore, further research is necessary to 
better understand the association between neuroticism and EF performance as measured by VF 
tasks.  
Research assessing the association between neuroticism and task-switching measures, 
however, is scarcer. One of the very few studies assessing this relationship includes category 
switching as a measure of VF, wherein the individual was instructed to generate words 
alternating between two categories, such as fruit and furniture (Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 
2013). This study also included tests of semantic and phonemic VF.  Results indicated that 
neuroticism was negatively correlated with VF scores, such that higher neuroticism scores were 
associated with poorer VF performance. However, the researchers did not assess these three 
fluency tasks separately. Rather, they created a composite VF score that was examined in 
relation to neuroticism. It therefore remains unclear which (if not all) of the VF tasks drove the 
significant relationship between VF and neuroticism. Further research is necessary to elucidate 
the relationship between neuroticism and set-shifting. 
Overall, many studies have primarily focused on simple phonemic and semantic VF tasks 
in relation to personality dimensions. The majority of results suggest that extraversion is 
positively correlated with VF performance (particularly phonemic VF), whereas neuroticism is 
negatively associated with VF performance. However, the link between personality and set-
shifting ability is much less clear. One study indicates that non-extraverts (that is, introverts and 
ambiverts) outperform extraverts on the Wisconsin Card Sorting task, while another study 
implicates a negative association between neuroticism and scores on a category-switching VF 
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task. Therefore, extensive research remains necessary towards better understanding how 
personality relates to EF, particularly using VF measures. 
Affect and Cognition 
To date, the majority of affective research has focused on the influence of negative (not 
positive) mood states and pathology on cognition and behavior. For example, one meta-analysis 
focusing on the relationship between severity of depression (which is highly correlated with 
negative mood) and cognitive function revealed significant associations between increasing 
depressive severity and cognitive impairment, particularly for the domains of episodic memory, 
executive function, processing speed, semantic and visuo-spatial memory (McDermott & 
Ebmeier, 2009). Also, one meta-analysis assessing the influence of mood on aspects of 
creativity, such as ideation and cognitive flexibility, demonstrated that negative moods, 
particularly fear and anxiety, were associated with poorer creative performance, compared to 
positive moods (Baas, De Dreu & Nijstad, 2008). Only recently has interest shifted towards 
understanding the effects of positive emotions on cognitive processing. Initial emotion research 
demonstrated positive mood improved aspects of cognition such as creativity (Isen, 1999; Isen, 
Daubman & Nowicki, 1987) and enhanced recall of happy memories (Teasdale & Fogarty, 
1979). Positive mood, however, has also been demonstrated to impair certain cognitive 
processes. For example, Oaksford et al. (1996) found impairment effects of both positive and 
negative induced mood (using a film-clip elicitation paradigm) on central executive processing, 
particularly deductive reasoning ability. Also, Seibert et al. (1991) discovered deleterious effects 
of both positive and negative induced moods on recall of letters, compared to individuals in a 
neutral mood state.  
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Oaksford et al. (1996) proposed one theory that may explain the discrepant findings 
regarding effects of positive mood on cognition.  Accordingly, positive mood may suppress 
working-memory related tasks by interfering and depleting competing mental resources. 
Interestingly, this suppression theory accounts for cognitive interference by both positive and 
negative moods, if the mood is “sufficiently strong enough.” Consequently, prior research has 
determined that positive mood may either enhance or hinder cognitive performance, depending 
on the particular aspect of cognition that is being assessed as well as the particular mood 
induction procedure used. However, studies that assess the same aspect of cognition, such as 
memory, have revealed both facilitation effects (Teasdale & Fogarty, 1987) and interference 
effects (Oaksford et al., 1996). Therefore, some other underlying aspect of mood may possibly 
account for the discrepant effects of mood on cognition.  
In a review, Isen (1999) summarized a substantial body of literature that indicated 
positive mood has a facilitating effect on fundamental aspects of cognitive processing, such as 
attention (Mischel, Ebbesen & Zeiss, 1973), creative problem-solving (Isen, Daubman & 
Nowicki, 1987), retrieval of neutral and positive stimuli (Teasdale & Fogarty, 1979), as well as 
more complex, higher order cognition such as decision making (Isen & Geva, 1987), evaluative 
and judgmental processes (Isen & Shalker, 1982) and social behaviors (Green & Noice, 1988; 
Estrada, Young & Isen, 1994). It is important to emphasize that these cognitively enhancing 
effects are due to mild positive affect, which can be conceptualized as positive-valence and low 
levels of arousal, with respect to the circumplex model of affect. In her facilitatory theory, Isen 
(1999) proposed that positive mood states tend to result in activation of rich and complex set of 
positive memories and thoughts, which themselves promote cognitive flexibility and innovation. 
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The effects of positive, highly arousing mood states (versus positive, low arousing mood states) 
on cognition have received scant attention in the research literature and thus remain unclear.  
The majority of positive mood research supports the notion that positive mood enhances 
certain aspects of executive functioning (EF), including verbal fluency (VF) tasks. A number of 
studies have demonstrated that induced positive affect increases phonemic verbal fluency 
performance (Greene & Noice, 1988). Bartolic et al., (1999) demonstrated influences of mood 
(using the Velten mood procedure, which entails participants to try and feel the evoked mood of 
a number of presented positive and negative self-evaluations) on fluency tasks; individuals who 
underwent the positive-mood induction performed better on VF compared to those who 
underwent the negative mood induction. The authors suggested that greater left frontal lobe 
activation characteristic of positive mood may also contribute to better VF performance (a task 
that is also dependent on left frontal lobe activation). Furthermore, a study assessing the effects 
of naturalistic, non-induced mood on a VF task also demonstrated a significant correlation 
between positive affect and fluency performance (Carvalho & Ready, 2010). Finally, a study 
assessing the effects of mood on set-shifting using an IAPS-images induction procedure, 
revealed that positive affect enhances EF performance compared to a neutral mood state 
(Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004). 
Not all positive-mood research, however, reveals enhancing effects on cognition. With 
regards to VF tasks, Clark, Iversen and Goodwin (2001) revealed no significant effects of 
positive mood on phonemic and semantic fluency tasks in response to a musical mood induction 
procedure. These results, however, may be difficult to interpret since the researchers did not 
include a neutral, control condition. Phillips et al. (2002) tested the effects of positive affect 
using a story mood induction procedure on three different fluency tasks: phonemic fluency, a 
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uses task (which requires the generation of innovative uses of items, such as a brick or pencil, 
and has often been used to assess aspects of creativity such as divergent thinking), and an 
alternation task (which is comprised of shifting between semantic and phonemic fluency 
responses). Results demonstrated an expected enhancement of positive affect on the uses task 
(i.e., a creativity task), but interestingly did not demonstrate any significant effects on phonemic 
fluency and alternation task performance.  
Discrepant findings in the literature with respect to affective influence on EF may be due 
to variability in the mood elicitation procedures used and the resultant induced arousal level. 
Although the majority of the aforementioned studies reported effective mood inductions using 
subjective measures, none of these studies objectively measured accompanying arousal levels. 
Furthermore, there are no studies to date that have compared physiological responses among the 
various mood induction procedures discussed previously. Therefore, it is possible that the 
resulting differences in arousal levels differentially affected cognitive performance more so than 
(and/or in conjunction with) the affective valence state itself. However, one recent study (Ospina, 
2012; unpublished work) focused on the effects of a positive-mood induction with varying 
degrees of physiological arousal (i.e., low, moderate and high) and a neutral-low arousal 
condition on aspects of EF, particularly VF and set-shifting. Physiological arousal was assessed 
objectively using measures of autonomic arousal (i.e., SC and HR), whereas subjective valence 
was measured using the SAM self-report questionnaire. Results suggested that VF performance 
might be optimal for the positive mood-moderate arousal condition (compared to the neutral-low 
arousal group at trend level significance), whereas there was no difference in set-switching 
performance among the four mood conditions. Therefore, the accompanying arousal level of the 
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elicited affective state may differentially influence EF performance, and as such, must be 
considered when assessing the effects of affect on cognitive processing. 
Although a substantial amount of research exhibits the enhancing effects of positive 
mood on cognition, very few theories have attempted to explain this relationship. One theory is 
Ashby, Isen and Turken’s neuropsychological theory of positive affect (1999). This theory is 
based on research assessing the neurobiology of reward. In humans, reward often induces 
positive affect. One way to induce positive mood is to administer an unanticipated reward to 
participants, such as money or candy (Isen & Daubman, 1984; Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 
1987). These studies have proposed the involvement of the neurotransmitter dopamine in reward 
(Beninger, 1991), which may also play a role in the subjective feeling of positive affect. 
Therefore, the neuropsychological theory of positive affect hypothesizes that during periods of 
mild positive affect, there is a concurrent, increasing release of dopamine in the 
mesocorticolimbic system and possibly in the nigrostriatal system. The theory further assumes 
that this increased dopamine release, particularly in the anterior cingulate cortex (which is 
thought to be associated with certain cognitive processes; Posner & Peterson, 1990; Posner & 
Raichle, 1994) enhances performance on a variety of cognitive tasks, such as episodic memory, 
working memory and creative problem solving.  
However, Ashby (1999) and Isen’s (1999) theories do not account for why positive mood 
sometimes suppresses cognitive functioning. As previously mentioned, mild positive affect has 
been demonstrated to disrupt working memory (Oaksford et al., 1996). These researchers 
subsequently explained these and prior results with two hypotheses; namely, the facilitation 
hypothesis and the suppression hypothesis. The facilitation hypothesis proposes that mild 
positive affect enhances tasks of divergent thinking (such as problem solving and creativity 
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tasks) because positive affect directly affects aspects of working memory rather than the 
resources available in working memory (Isen et al., 1987). Furthermore, this hypothesis also 
posits that positive mood enhances recall, particularly mood-congruent (i.e., positive) stimuli 
because positive affect may serve as a retrieval cue for positive material from long-term 
memory. In contrast, the suppression hypothesis states that if positive affect does lead to the 
spontaneous retrieval of mood-congruent material from long-term memory, then this retrieval 
may deplete working memory stores (i.e., lead to task-irrelevant processing) and disrupt working 
memory capacity. The results from Oaksford et al.’s (1996) research supported these results, 
with induced positive mood suppressing performance on the Tower of London task.  
Another explanation detailing deleterious effects of positive affect on EF posits that 
positive mood may tend to result in a more heuristic processing style compared to neutral mood 
states (Bless et al., 1990; Park & Banaji, 2000). Heuristic processing is characterized by a 
superficial, “shortcut” problem-solving approach for reaching answers; most EF tasks require 
careful attentional control and would therefore be poorly performed using one of these heuristic 
strategies elicited by a positive mood state. Similar to the heuristic explanation, Fredrickson & 
Branigan (2005) posit that positive mood results in a more global or holistic processing style. If 
EF tasks require attention to be focused on individual task elements, then this hypothesis would 
also suggest impairment effects of positive affect on cognitive processing. While no one theory 
regarding the relationship between positive mood and cognition predominates the field, current 
studies primarily aim to discover the neurobiological substrates underlying this association 
(Ashby, Isen & Turken, 1999; Phan et al., 2002; Teasdale et al., 1999; Gray et al., 2002; 
Harmon-Jones et al., 2004). 
Arousal and Cognition 
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Research examining the effects of physiological arousal (a component of affective 
experience) on cognitive processing has tended to operationalize arousal as stress. In these 
arousal studies, stress has been induced in a variety of ways such as exercise, drug administration  
(e.g., caffeine), and testing arousal multiple times a day based on circadian rhythms (Mendl, 
1999). An overwhelming amount of evidence suggests that there may be an ideal level of arousal 
for optimal cognitive performance (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). The inverted U-shaped function 
(Yerkes-Dodson Law) was originally proposed to explain the relationship between stimulus 
strength and the rapidity of habit formation for difficult discrimination learning tasks in mice. 
However, the Yerkes-Dodson hypothesis was generalized to describe the phenomenon that 
cognitive performance associated with difficult tasks is best when an individual is under optimal 
stress, while performance would be impaired under conditions above or below optimal stress 
levels (Tiegen, 1994). Low levels of arousal lead to inactivity, avoidance, and neglect of 
information; high levels of arousal reduce the capacity to perceive and process information 
(Berlyne, 1967). However, at moderate levels of arousal, individuals are activated to seek and 
integrate information and to consider multiple alternatives. Further rigorous assessment of the 
Yerkes-Dodson curve has revealed similar results (Broadhurst, 1957) and has also demonstrated 
the inverted U-shaped function in relation to the intrinsic stress-inducing properties of the 
cognitive task itself, rather than the sole influence of external stressors (Salehi, Cordero & Sandi, 
2010).  
With regards to physiological arousal and working memory, several studies have 
demonstrated deficits in working memory performance following administration of stress 
hormones (Wolf et al, 2001; Young et al., 1999). A recent meta-analysis demonstrated complex 
relationships between physiological effects of exercise arousal and cognitive performance. This 
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relationship depends on administration time of the cognitive task, type of cognitive task, and the 
type of exercise performed. In general, arousal enhanced performance on tasks that involve rapid 
decisions and automatic behaviors, and enhanced memory storage and retrieval (Lambourne & 
Tomporowski, 2010). However, this effect appeared to be associated with exercise tasks of short 
duration. By contrast, longer exercise trials (i.e., 2 hours or more) were associated with cognitive 
impairments. Another meta-analysis assessing the effects of acute, intermediate intensity 
exercise on working memory performance discovered that such exercise had a beneficial effect 
on speed of working memory tasks, but a low, detrimental effect on accuracy, particularly on 
higher-order, complex cognitive tasks (McMorris et al., 2010). Therefore, moderate stressors (in 
this case, acute bouts of exercise) are associated with cognitive enhancements for simple 
working memory tasks, a finding that is supported by the Yerkes-Dodson hypothesis, while 
lower levels of arousal enhances more complex, working memory tasks.  
Although a number of studies have assessed the effects of stress on working memory 
performance, very few have focused specifically on the relationship between stress and executive 
functioning (EF). In a study by Kofman et al. (2006), the researchers assessed the effects of 
examination stress on two EF tasks: a Stroop task and a task-switching paradigm. They 
discovered an enhancement effect of examination stress on both EF tasks. However, rather than 
eliciting stress during the experiment, the researchers used a naturalistic stressor (i.e., graduate 
entrance examinations); therefore, the strength of the arousal level and its influence on EF is 
unclear.  
One of the most consistently used physiological measures of arousal in relation to 
cognition includes skin conductance (SC) reactivity (Eysenck, 1976; Mendl, 1999). A continuous 
stimulus situation (such as a cognitive task performance) will reliably produce increases in SC 
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activity; the anticipation and performance of practically any task will increase SCL and NS-
SCRs (Dawson, Schell & Filion, 2007). For example, Lacey et al. (1963) assessed SCL during 
rest, anticipation and performance of 8 different tasks, which required the attention of external 
stimuli (such as a noise) or internal information processing (such as solving a mathematical 
problem). They discovered that SCL increased with every task situation, approximately 1-3 µS. 
One explanation for this observation might be that certain tasks require an effortful allocation of 
attentional resources, which is associated with heightened autonomic activation (Jennings, 1986). 
Also, tasks presented in the laboratory are challenging and intrinsically stressful, which most 
likely will activate the sympathetic nervous system, particularly increasing electrodermal 
activity. Overall, these results suggest that arousal, by itself, influences cognitive performance on 
a number of tasks. Further research is necessary to investigate how arousal coupled with valence 
(i.e., an affective experience) interacts to influence cognition. 
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PERSONALITY, AFFECT (VALENCE & AROUSAL), 
AND COGNITION 
Personality, Affective Valence and Psychophysiological Arousal  
Recent research focusing on the personality-affect relationship is beginning to 
incorporate levels of arousal as a potential influencing factor. As mentioned previously, one of 
the most commonly accepted affective theories is Russell’s (1980) circumplex model of affect, 
which describes affect as a combination of valence and arousal level. Heller (1990) postulated 
the existence of two distinct neural systems for both constructs, with valence modulated by 
frontal lobe activity, and autonomic arousal modulated by the right parietotemporal region. 
Therefore, recent studies have included the influence of physiological arousal in order to 
elucidate its effects on affective processing as well as to further the understanding of the 
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interplay between valence, arousal, and personality differences. Again, Eysenck’s biological 
theory of personality (1967) proposes that high neuroticism is associated with increased 
reactivity of the limbic system, which predisposes individuals high in neuroticism to react 
strongly to emotionally arousing (i.e., high arousal) stimuli. Put another way, highly neurotic 
individuals attain an optimal level of arousal at lower levels of stimulation and therefore enjoy 
milder forms of stimulation. Also, extraversion is associated with reticulo-cortical and autonomic 
arousal systems; individuals high in extraversion are considered to experience lower baseline 
levels of arousal as well as susceptibility to lower cortical arousal. Therefore, this under-arousal 
is thought to drive highly extroverted people to engage in reward-seeking behaviors in order to 
enhance their low arousal states. Regarding valence, many studies have demonstrated a 
significant positive correlation between 1) extraversion and positive mood and 2) neuroticism 
and negative mood (Watson, 2000; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 2012). 
While a significant amount of research has assessed the relationship between personality 
and mood, and personality and arousal, few studies have focused on the relationship between 
personality and valence, with the simultaneous consideration of corresponding physiological 
arousal levels. The few studies that have assessed all three factors normally assess valence in 
response to a mood induction procedure, while arousal is measured using common markers of 
autonomic activity (e.g., SC, HR). In one early study, researchers investigated the relationships 
between Cloninger’s personality dimensions, emotional reactivity using IAPS images and SCRs 
(Mardaga, Laloyaux, & Hansenne, 2006). Individuals high in harm avoidance (which is 
positively correlated with neuroticism) exhibited longer half-recovery times in SCR (i.e., a 
longer time to return to SC baseline, which is considered to be an index of attentional processes 
[Bouscein, 1992]) to unpleasant than to neutral pictures. However, they did not find a significant 
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relationship between novelty-seeking (which is positively correlated with extraversion) and 
reactivity to positive images. Mardaga & Hansenne (2010) further extended their previous study 
by using positive and negative emotionally evocative images of varying degrees of arousal. 
Individuals low in harm avoidance displayed longer SCR half-recovery times following the 
presentation of pleasant compared to neutral images, whereas individuals high in harm avoidance 
did not show extended half-recovery time to negative images; this failed to replicate the 
researchers’ previous findings. Finally, a study by Norris, Larsen & Cacioppo (2007) examined 
the relationship between personality (neuroticism and extraversion, specifically) and SCR to 
emotionally evocative pictures (i.e., IAPS images) in a non-clinical female sample. SC reactivity 
was greater for pleasant and unpleasant (i.e., emotionally evocative) compared to neutral images. 
Furthermore, individuals higher in neuroticism exhibited greater SCRs compared to lower 
neuroticism individuals. Importantly, while low-neuroticism participants did not differ in SCRs 
as a function of valence, high-neuroticism participants exhibited greater and more sustained 
SCRs in response to pleasant and particularly unpleasant, compared to neutral, images; 
differences in extraversion did not present different patterns of SC reactivity as a function of 
valence.  
Overall, results from studies examining the influence of personality dimensions on 
subjective valence and physiological arousal suggest that neuroticism, and not extraversion, most 
likely modulates the relationship between valence and arousal. These findings are supported by a 
number of imaging studies, which suggest that the neuroanatomical substrates of extraversion 
and emotional processing versus neuroticism and emotional processing are different. First, Heller 
(1993) proposed an early neuropsychological model of personality, affect and arousal, which 
stated that parietotemporal regions are involved in processing autonomic arousal while the 
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frontal regions are involved in emotional valence. Heller (1993) further hypothesized that the 
interaction of these two neural systems was further influenced by individual differences. More 
recent studies support this theory. Neuroticism has been correlated with insular activity in 
relation to aversive stimuli (Simmons et al., 2006; Kumari et al., 2007; Brühl et al., 2011), the 
prefrontal cortex in response to positive (Britton et al., 2007) and negative (Simmons et al., 
2006; Canli et al., 2001) stimuli, parieto-occipital areas in relation to processing of fearful faces 
(Chan et al., 2009), with subcortical areas in response to anticipatory fear (Kumari et al., 2007), 
and the amydgala and anterior cingulate gyrus in response to sad faces (Haas et al., 2007). In 
response to positive stimuli, on the other hand, extraversion has been linked to amygdalar 
activity (Vaidya et al., 2007; Canli et al., 2001), anterior cingulate and subcortical activity (Canli 
et al., 2001; Canli et al., 2004), and dorsolateral and inferior prefrontal areas (Brühl et al., 2011; 
Canli et al., 2001). Finally, one recent study that has focused on the neuroanatomical substrate of 
personality, valence, and arousal demonstrated that neuroticism is negatively associated with 
orbitofrontal cortex processing (regardless of valence and arousal) and the right middle temporal 
gyrus and the right rolandic operculum in response to positive stimuli, and an increased response 
to the right medial prefrontal cortex in relation to increasing arousal; extraversion was inversely 
related to arousal processing in the right cerebellum, and positively associated with arousal 
processing in the right insula (Kehoe et al., 2012). Overall, findings from neuroanatomical 
studies suggest that the neuroanatomical substrates involved in affective processing depend on 
the associated personality dimension, particularly extraversion and neuroticism. 
While researchers assessing the personality-valence-arousal relationship have primarily 
measured corresponding arousal levels in response to a particular emotion-induction paradigm, 
few studies have experimentally manipulated and assessed the corresponding arousal level. This 
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distinction is important because it may partially explain discrepant findings. For example, 
Mardaga, Laloyaux & Hansenne (2006) did not find a significant influence of personality on the 
magnitude of the SCRs in relation to positive and negative images, but did find that SCR 
duration differs as a function of personality (specifically, greater harm avoidance increases SC 
half-recovery time in response to negative images). One explanation for this unanticipated 
finding proposes that the chosen negative images were too negative (i.e., significantly high 
valence and arousal ratings) which created a ceiling effect and thereby obscured any significant 
influence personality may have had on the processing of the other affective stimuli used. 
Therefore, experimentally manipulating both valence and arousal characteristics of the presented 
stimuli may partly decrease inconsistencies in the findings, as well as assist in elucidating how 
the personality dimensions relate to emotional material subjectively and objectively (i.e., SCR 
and other physiological measures).  
Overall, the majority of studies suggest that individuals high in neuroticism display 
greater SC reactivity to unpleasant stimuli; however, the level of neuroticism and physiological 
response to pleasant stimuli remains unclear. Therefore, further research is necessary to extend 
our understanding of the relationship between personality, arousal (i.e., autonomic responsivity), 
and positive valence. 
Personality, Affective Valence and Cognition 
 As mentioned previously, positive mood has been demonstrated to enhance (Isen, 
Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987; Dreisbach &Goschke, 2004; Murray et al., 1990; Teasdale & 
Fogarty, 1979) as well as impair (Phillips et al., 2002; Seibert & Ellis, 1991; Oaksford et al., 
1996) the same cognitive processes, such as executive functioning (EF), creativity, memory and 
decision-making. These inconsistencies may be partly explained by the potential influence of 
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individual differences, or particular personality dimensions, on cognitive processing. For 
example, previous research suggests that extraverts outperform introverts on EF tasks (Cattell, 
1934; Eysenck, 1974; Burton & Henninger, 2013; Campbell et al., 2013), while individuals high 
in neuroticism perform worse than individuals low in neuroticism on EF measures (Murdock, 
Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013; Sutin et al., 2011). These results suggest a potential modulating 
influence of personality between affect and cognition, which must be accounted for in order to 
best understand this relationship. 
 Recent research has begun to assess personality and its interactive effects with affect on 
cognition. One of the earliest studies by Stafford et al. (2010) aimed to examine the effect of 
positive mood on cognitive tasks (specifically, EF [using Stroop tasks], recall and creativity) and 
additionally investigated the role played by personality, particularly extraversion. Participants 
were induced to either a positive or neutral mood condition using a musical mood induction. 
Results revealed that extraverts reported higher positive mood after the positive-mood induction, 
compared to introverts. Interestingly, EF responses for the positive mood condition were slower 
and more error prone for high extraverts compared to low extraverts, while there was no 
difference in EF scores between high and low extraverts in the neutral mood condition. Also, 
individuals in the neutral mood condition were able to recall more words compared to the 
positive mood group, and individuals in the positive mood group outperformed those in the 
neutral group on the creativity task, a finding that was more pronounced for high extraverts 
compared to low extraverts. This is one of the first studies to demonstrate that personality 
influences the affect-cognition relationship, particularly depending on the type of personality 
dimension assessed as well as the cognitive task used.  
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The previous results (Stafford et al., 2010) run contrary to what might be expected. Since 
high extraversion has been associated with increased likelihood of experiencing positive mood 
(Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989/1991) and better fluency performance (Cattell, 1934; Eysenck, 1974; 
Burton & Henninger, 2013), and positive mood is positively associated with better fluency 
performance (Greene & Noice, 1988; Bartolic et al., 1999), then one would predict that high 
extraverts would be more susceptible to a positive-mood induction and better fluency 
performance. One possible explanation for these discrepant results may be the associated arousal 
level of the induced mood, which was neither manipulated nor objectively assessed. If the 
positive-mood induction was not “sufficiently strong enough” (i.e., not physiologically 
arousing), particularly for high extraverts who require larger amounts of stimulation in order to 
achieve an optimal level of arousal, then there may not have been an enhancement effect on 
fluency performance. Therefore, the associated arousal level must be systematically manipulated 
and assessed in order to tease apart the relative contributions (and interaction) of affect and 
personality on cognition.  
More recently, research has begun to assess the neuroanatomical substrates of the 
influence of personality on the affect-cognition relationship. One early study found that 
participants who were more susceptible to emotional distraction during a working memory task 
displayed higher BIS scores (i.e., higher neuroticism scores), and perceived emotional distractors 
as more emotional (using subjective ratings). Neuroanatomical substrates linking behavioral with 
personality differences demonstrated that susceptibility to emotional distraction was associated 
with enhanced activity in brain regions associated with emotional processing (e.g. amygdala), 
and disrupted activity related to cognitive control (e.g. dorsolateral PFC) (Dolcos, 2009). In 
another study, Aoki et al. (2013) investigated the influence of natural mood, working memory 
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and PFC activity (a key region responsible for the affect-cognition interaction (Pessoa, 2008)) 
and further partialled out the effects of personality, specifically neuroticism and extraversion. 
They discovered that extraversion was associated with positive mood, while neuroticism 
correlated with negative mood. They also demonstrated that PFC activity during a verbal 
working memory task is reduced when participants had a higher level of negative mood. 
Interestingly, this relationship was not attenuated after personality scores were included as 
control variables, suggesting that the association between negative mood and PFC activity during 
a verbal working memory task was not an indirect association moderated by personality; this 
result was not found for participants with high positive mood.  
Overall, these results suggest that personality may modulate the relationship between 
affect and cognition. While no research assessing the influence of neuroticism on this 
relationship yet exists, research focusing on extraversion suggests that high extraverts may be 
more susceptible subjectively to a positive-mood induction, which may potentially impair 
cognitive performance on certain EF tasks, compared to low extraverts. While a few studies do 
reveal impairment effects of positive mood on EF tasks (Clark, Iversen and Goodwin, 2001; 
Phillips et al., 2002), the majority of studies demonstrate enhancement effects of positive mood 
on EF (Greene & Noice, 1988; Bartolic et al., 1999; Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004). These 
discrepant results may be partially explained by individual differences; however the 
accompanying arousal level of the induced mood, which has not been considered in conjunction 
with personality, may also influence this association. As mentioned previously, the 
accompanying arousal level (low, moderate, and high) of a positive-mood induction may 
differentially affect performance on specific cognitive tasks (Ospina et al., unpublished data). 
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Therefore, both physiological arousal and personality differences must be accounted when 
considering the influence of affective valence on cognitive processing. 
Personality, Affective Valence, Arousal and Cognition: A Moderator Model 
Few, if any, studies to date have assessed the relationship between affective valence and 
physiological arousal, personality dimensions and cognitive processing (as measured by fluency 
and set-shifting tasks). To reiterate, specific personality dimensions appear to correlate with 
affective states (both natural and induced in laboratory settings), particularly extraversion with 
positive mood, and neuroticism with negative mood (Watson, 2000; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 
2012). Also, personality has been associated with patterns of physiological activity; post mood 
induction, introverts display greater SCRs in response to moderate arousal (Stelmack, 1981/ 
1990), while individuals high on neuroticism become more aroused as a consequence of 
emotional stimuli (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985; Norris, Larsen, & Cacioppo, 2007). Research also 
implicates a relationship between personality and cognition, such that high extraverts perform 
better on VF tasks (Burton & Henninger, 2013) but worse on task-switching tasks (Campbell et 
al., 2013), while individuals high on neuroticism perform worse on both VF tasks (Sutin et al., 
2011) and potentially task-switching measures as well (Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). 
Finally, research also suggests that affect influences cognitive processing; however, the results 
are discrepant and inconsistent, with positive affect both enhancing (Greene & Noice, 1988; 
Bartolic et al., 1999) and impairing (Oaksford et al., 1996; Phillips et al., 2002) aspects of 
cognitive functioning, such as EF. One explanation for this discrepancy concerns the mood’s 
accompanying arousal level, which has been demonstrated to differentially effect cognitive 
processing, depending on the strength of the arousal level and particular cognitive task used 
(Yerkes & Dodson, 1908; Ospina et al., unpublished data). Therefore, since affect (both 
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subjective valence and physiological arousal) has been demonstrated to influence cognitive 
performance, and personality has also been demonstrated to influence cognitive performance, it 
is reasonable to hypothesize that personality may act as a modulating variable between affect 
(which has been systematically manipulated) and cognition. Traditionally, modulating variables 
are most commonly conceptualized as either potentially mediating or moderating a particular 
cause-effect relationship. 
Mediator and Moderator Models 
As reviewed by Baron and Kenny (1986), mediation and moderation are two theories for 
refining and understanding a causal relationship between variables. Specifically, third variables 
may act as a mediator or moderator, thereby influencing the relationship between the 
independent (cause) and dependent (effect) variables. Mediator models attempt to explain the 
process of “how” or “why” a cause-effect relationship occurs. In other words, mediator models 
are characterized by the following three criteria: 1) changes in the levels of the independent 
variable significantly accounts for variation in the levels of the mediator variable, 2) changes in 
the levels of the mediator variable significantly accounts for variation in the levels of the 
dependent variable, and 3) when the relationships between the independent-mediator and 
mediator-dependent variables are statistically controlled, a previously significant relationship 
between the independent and dependent variables is no longer significant (see Figure 1a).  
Typically, a mediating model is proposed only if a body of literature has tentatively 
documented a causal relationship between the independent and dependent variable (Rose et al., 
2004). Furthermore, mediating variables are often conceptualized as cognitive, physiological, 
affective or motivational states (i.e., a temporary or transitory condition) that influence the 
dependent variable (Hoyle & Robinson, 2003). Finally, when a mediator is characterized as a 
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cause for the dependent variable, the experimental design would preferably include a 
manipulation control to validate the causal role of the mediating variable (Rose et al., 2004).  
Regarding the affect-personality-cognition relationship (where affect and cognition are 
the independent and dependent variables, respectively), personality is not an appropriate 
mediator variable because, while affect and personality are correlated, affect is not presumed to 
cause or influence personality. As previously stated, personality is not a transient state; rather, 
personality is a relatively stable and consistent construct that influences aspects of thought, 
feeling, and behavior (Allport, 1961; Child, 1968). Also, personality dimensions are commonly 
observed and not manipulated. Therefore, a mediator model would not be the most appropriate 
theoretical framework to best understand the affect-personality-cognition relationship. 
A moderator variable, on the other hand, is a third variable that modifies a causal effect. 
Moderator models attempt to explain “when” or “for whom” an independent variable most 
strongly (or weakly) causes a dependent variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Therefore, moderator 
variables modify the strength or direction (i.e., positive or negative) of a causal relationship. 
Moderator variables are traditionally characterized as innate attributes (e.g., gender or ethnicity), 
stable traits (e.g., personality types) or relatively unchangeable background or environmental 
variables (e.g., education level or socioeconomic status)(Rose et al., 2004). The moderation 
effect is more commonly known as the statistical term “interaction effect” where the strength or 
direction of the independent variable effect on the dependent variable varies as a function of the 
level or value of the other independent variable (in this case, the moderator variable)(see Figure 
1b). 
Contrary to a mediator model, a moderator model is most commonly used when a 
hypothesized causal relationship is weak or not found empirically (Baron & Kenny, 1986). One 
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explanation for why the causal effect is not found may be due to a hidden moderation effect. An 
overall causal effect may be non-significant because the causal effect may be true only for some 
subset of the sample, such as for extraverts but not for introverts. Also, the overall causal effect 
may be non-significant if the causal relationship is positive for one subgroup and negative for the 
other subgroup.  
In one study, Ospina et al. (unpublished data) assessed the influence of positive mood 
with varying degrees of physiological arousal (i.e., low, moderate, and high) on verbal fluency 
and task-switching measures. They discovered that individuals in the positive-moderate arousal 
condition who received the fluency task immediately after the mood induction outperformed 
individuals in the neutral condition, at trend level (p = .064, one-tailed). Furthermore, they did 
not find any significant difference between the mood groups on task-switching performance. 
However, as previously discussed, personality (particularly dimensions of extraversion and 
neuroticism) has been demonstrated to correlate with cognition, such as aspects of executive 
functioning (Burton & Henninger, 2013; Campbell et al., 2013; Sutin et al., 2011). Therefore, in 
this instance, personality could potentially play a moderating effect on the affect-cognition 
relationship and could help reveal a significant effect of affect on cognition where there was 
none previously.  
Moderators are also distinct from mediators in that they typically include the 
manipulation of the focal independent variable (affect, in this case), while the moderator variable 
(i.e., personality) is commonly observed. In a mediator model, when a mediator is characterized 
as a cause for the dependent variable, the design would prefer a manipulation in order to validate 
the causal role of the mediator. In contrast, a moderator’s role is to explain the strength and 
relation of the causal effect of the independent variable. Therefore, the moderator variable is 
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primarily conceptualized as an auxiliary variable and not a causal variable, and is commonly 
measured. 
Further evidence for considering personality as a moderator of the relationship between 
affect and cognition includes previous conceptualization in the affect-cognition literature. For 
example, Stafford et al. (2010) assessed the influence of extraversion on the relationship between 
positive valence and cognition using a moderator model. By treating extraversion as a categorical 
variable (low and high extraverts), they were able to assess for interaction effects between 
positive mood and extraversion and its role on cognition. Also, Rafienia et al. (2008) utilized a 
moderator model to assess the effects of positive and negative valence and personality on 
cognitive task performance. Overall, the majority of researchers assessing the affect-cognition 
relationship have considered personality as a moderator variable (Rogers & Revelle, 1998; 
Rusting, 1999; Suhr &Tsanadis, 2007). Therefore, a moderator model is the most likely model 




 To restate, research assessing the influence of positive mood on cognition has generated 
inconsistent results, with positive mood both enhancing (Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987; 
Dreisbach &Goschke, 2004; Murray et al., 1990; Teasdale & Fogarty, 1979) and impairing 
(Phillips et al., 2002; Seibert & Ellis, 1991; Oaksford et al., 1996) various cognitive processes 
such as executive functioning (verbal fluency, in particular), memory and creativity. One 
possible explanation for these discrepant results is level of physiological arousal that 
accompanies affective state. Physiological arousal is a critical component of Russell’s (1980) 
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circumplex model of affect that has only recently begun to receive attention in the literature. For 
example, one recent study (Ospina et al; unpublished work) suggests that individuals in a 
positive mood-moderate arousal condition outperform individuals in a neutral-low arousal 
condition on a verbal fluency task (at trend level, one-tailed). Also, individuals exposed to a 
positive mood-high arousal (compared to neutral-low arousal) mood manipulation condition 
when learning new verbal material, perform better on a subsequent recognition task (Ospina et 
al., unpublished work). By systematically manipulating both valence and arousal, this study is 
one of the first to discover that affect’s accompanying arousal level may indeed influence 
cognitive performance, depending on which aspect of cognition is being assessed. 
Research also implicates an influence of personality dimensions on affective experience 
(both subjective valence and physiological arousal) and aspects of cognition. For example, 
research generally demonstrates that higher neuroticism is correlated with greater negative affect, 
whereas greater extraversion is correlated with greater positive affect (Watson, 2000; Jankowski 
& Zajenkowski, 2012; Meyer & Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992). Regarding arousal, 
introverts tend to demonstrate greater SCR amplitudes at moderate levels of arousal, whereas 
extraverts demonstrate greater SCR amplitudes in response to high-arousal stimuli (Stelmack, 
1981/1990; Wigglesworth & Smith, 1976; Fowles, Roberts & Nagel, 1977). Also, individuals 
high in neuroticism (compared to low neuroticism) tend to exhibit greater SC reactivity and more 
sustained SCRs in response to pleasant and particularly unpleasant, compared to neutral, images 
(Norris, Larsen, & Cacioppo, 2007). Finally, personality also appears to correlate with cognitive 
performance, particularly indices of executive functioning (EF). For example, extraversion has 
been demonstrated to be positively associated with the number of items generated on VF tasks 
(Cattell, 1934; Eysenck, 1974; Tapasak et al., 1978; Dewaele & Furnham, 2000; Sutin et al., 
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2011), while neuroticism is negatively associated (i.e., poorer performance) with VF scores 
(Sutin et al., 2011; Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). Research assessing the relationship 
between personality and task-switching tasks has demonstrated inconsistent results. One study 
suggests that extraverts perform worse on set-shifting tasks (compared to introverts and 
ambiverts) (Campbell et al., 2013), while another study reveals that higher neuroticism is 
associated with poorer set-shifting ability (Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). 
We are not aware of any studies that have simultaneously assessed the relationship 
among affect (including both subjective valence and physiological arousal), personality 
(particularly extraversion and neuroticism), and executive functioning. One study assessing the 
interaction effects of extraversion with positive valence (but not accompanying arousal) on 
cognition (particularly, EF) demonstrated that extraverts were more susceptible to, and reported 
higher positive valence scores after a positive musical-mood induction, compared to introverts 
(Stafford et al., 2010). However, EF responses for the positive mood condition were slower and 
more error prone for extraverts compared to introverts, while there was no difference in EF 
scores between high and low extraverts in the neutral condition. Based on previous literature, 
extraverts should be expected to outperform introverts on the administered EF tasks, which was 
not the case. One possibility accounting for these discrepant results is that arousal level that 
accompanies affect was neither manipulated nor objectively assessed in this particular study. In 
order to best understand the influence of mood on cognition, arguably affect needs to be 
considered with respect to both subjective valence and objective arousal, and personality needs 
to be considered as a potential moderating variable. In the current study, therefore, a model is 
proposed whereby personality moderates the relationship between positive mood (with varying 
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degrees of arousal) and cognitive performance, particularly on tasks of verbal fluency and task-
switching (see Figure 2). 
Specific Aims/Hypotheses 
The current study aimed to extend previous lines of investigation by elucidating the 
potential moderating role of personality (specifically, extraversion and neuroticism) on the 
relationship between positive affect and EF performance (using phonemic fluency and 
semantic/phonemic fluency task-switching paradigms) in the context of a multimodal (combined 
visual-auditory) mood induction procedure. This study is important because the relationships 
among these constructs require clarification. Results may better aid in understanding how 
personality modulates the influence of positive mood on cognitive processes. 
The first step included a manipulation check to assess the efficacy of a multimodal, mood 
induction paradigm in eliciting the targeted affective state, including both subjective valence and 
objective, physiological arousal levels. Preliminary analyses suggested that the current mood 
induction procedure successfully elicited the targeted affective state and arousal level (Ospina et 
al., unpublished data). In the current study, we sought to replicate these results in an expanded 
data set with a larger number of participants. Specifically, we induced four separate mood states: 
neutral-low arousal (N-LA), positive-low arousal (P-LA), positive-moderate arousal (P-MA), 
and positive-high arousal (P-HA). We validated the efficacy of this reliable, multimodal positive-
mood induction paradigm (with varying degrees of arousal) by measuring subjective mood and 
objective arousal in response to the mood induction procedure. Subjective positive mood was 
assessed using the Self-Assessment Manikin valence rating (SAM; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 
2005) and objective arousal was assessed using psychophysiological recordings of skin 
conductance (SC), heart rate, and respiration rate. 
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 The first aim and corresponding hypotheses were designed to replicate prior research 
regarding the relationship between personality and affect (both subjective valence and objective 
arousal); specifically: 
Aim 1: We aimed to replicate prior evidence that personality (i.e., neuroticism and extraversion) 
correlates with affective valence and physiological activity (SC) at baseline. 
Hypothesis 1: Prior research has generally demonstrated a relationship between lower 
extraversion (i.e., introversion) and more SC reactivity at baseline (i.e., prior to a mood induction 
procedure) (Coles, Gale, & Kline, 1971; Gange, Geen, & Harkins, 1979; Wilson, 1990; Cruz & 
Larsen, 1995). Therefore, we expected a lower degree of extraversion would be correlated with 
higher SC reactivity at baseline, compared to a higher degree of extraversion. 
Hypothesis 2: Prior research has demonstrated inconsistent results regarding the relationship 
between neuroticism and SC reactivity at baseline (i.e., prior to a mood induction procedure). For 
example, in clinical samples, patients with schizophrenia (who tend to be high in neuroticism as 
measured using the MMPI-168), showed greater SC activity at rest compared to control subjects 
(Horan et al., 2005). Also, individuals with high harm avoidance scores (which correlate highly 
with neuroticism) showed larger SCR scores compared to individuals with low harm avoidance 
scores (Cloninger et al., 1993). Buckingham (2008), however, assessed baseline electrodermal 
activity in relation to neuroticism and found no difference in SC reactivity between individuals 
high and low in neuroticism. Therefore, we planned to conduct exploratory analyses to further 
understand the relationship between neuroticism and SC reactivity at baseline. 
Hypothesis 3: Prior research has consistently demonstrated a significant relationship between 
greater extraversion and positive mood (Meyer & Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992; Watson, 
2000; Scherer et al., 2004; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 2012). Therefore, we predicted that a 
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higher degree of extraversion would be correlated with higher mood scores (i.e., more positive 
mood) at baseline, compared to a lower degree of extraversion. 
Hypothesis 4: Prior research has consistently demonstrated a significant relationship between 
greater neuroticism and negative mood (Meyer & Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992; Watson, 
2000; Scherer et al., 2004; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 2012). Therefore, we predicted that 
individuals high in neuroticism would demonstrate lower mood scores (i.e., more negative 
mood) at baseline, compared to individuals low in neuroticism scores. 
 The second and third aims and corresponding hypotheses proposed to extend previous 
lines of research investigating the relationships among affective valence, physiological arousal, 
personality dimensions and executive functioning (EF) performance (using a phonemic verbal 
fluency (VF) and fluency task-switching (TS) measure):  
Aim 2: We aimed to clarify the moderating role of personality (neuroticism and extraversion) on 
the relationship of a positive-mood induction condition (with varying degrees of physiological 
arousal) with subjective valence and SC reactivity (see Figure 3). 
Hypothesis 5: Few studies have assessed the effects of a positive-mood induction paradigm on 
SC reactivity with consideration of the influence of extraversion on this relationship. Results 
from one study did not find a significant relationship between novelty-seeking (which is 
positively correlated with extraversion) and physiological reactivity to positive IAPS images 
(Mardaga, Laloyaux, & Hansenne, 2006). Therefore, exploratory analyses were conducted to 
clarify the moderating effects of extraversion on the relationship between positive-mood 
induction condition and SC reactivity. 
Hypothesis 6: Previous studies have mainly assessed the effects of a negative mood induction 
paradigm and neuroticism on SC reactivity (Mardaga, Laloyaux, & Hansenne, 2006; Mardaga & 
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Hansenne, 2010). However, one early study assessing neuroticism and SC reactivity in response 
to positive stimuli discovered individuals low in harm avoidance (i.e., individuals low in 
neuroticism) displayed greater SC reactivity in response to the presentation of pleasant compared 
to neutral images (Mardaga & Hansenne, 2010). Also, one recent study demonstrated that high-
neuroticism participants exhibited greater SC reactivity in response to pleasant and unpleasant 
(compared to neutral) images; no such pattern was found for low-neuroticism participants 
(Norris, Larsen & Cacioppo, 2007). Therefore, results are largely inconsistent. Furthermore, no 
studies to date have assessed how positive stimuli with varying degrees of intensity (i.e., 
physiological arousal) and neuroticism influences SC reactivity. Therefore, exploratory analyses 
were conducted to clarify the moderating effects of neuroticism on the relationship between a 
positive-mood induction task and SC reactivity. 
Hypothesis 7: Previous research has consistently demonstrated that extraverts are more 
susceptible to the effects of a positive-mood induction and therefore report greater increases in 
subjective mood scores in response to positive stimuli (Strelau, 1987; Scherer et al., 2004; 
Tellegen et al., 1999; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989/1991; Rusting & Larsen, 1997). Therefore, we 
predicted that personality would serve as a moderating variable such that high extraversion 
(versus low extraversion) would be more susceptible to the positive-mood induction paradigm, 
demonstrating higher (i.e., more positive) mood scores as measured using the SAM. 
Hypothesis 8: Traditionally, prior research has consistently revealed an association between 
neuroticism and the susceptibility of experiencing negative affect, but no relation to experiencing 
positive affect (Strelau, 1987; Scherer et al., 2004; Spielberger et al., 1999; Larsen & Ketelaar, 
1989/1991; Rusting & Larsen, 1997). Therefore, we predicted that neuroticism scores would not 
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moderate the relationship of subjective mood scores in relation to a positive-mood induction 
(with varying degrees of arousal). 
Aim 3: We aimed to clarify the moderating role of personality (neuroticism and extraversion) on 
the relationship of positive-mood induction condition (with varying degrees of physiological 
arousal) with aspects of executive functioning (see Figure 4). 
Hypothesis 9: High extraversion has been associated with an increased likelihood of 
experiencing positive mood (Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989/1991) and better VF performance (Cattell, 
1934; Eysenck, 1974; Burton & Henninger, 2013), and positive mood is positively associated 
with better VF performance (Greene & Noice, 1988; Bartolic et al., 1999; Carvalho & Ready, 
2010). Therefore, one would predict that high extraverts would be more susceptible to a positive-
mood induction and exhibit better VF performance. However, one study demonstrated slower 
and more error-prone EF responses for high extraverts in a positive-mood condition compared to 
low extraverts, while there was no difference in EF scores between high and low extraverts in the 
neutral mood condition (Stafford et al., 2010). However, rather than using a VF task, the 
researchers used a Stroop task, which measures other aspects of EF. Also, another possible 
explanation for these discrepant results may be the associated arousal level of the induced mood, 
which was neither manipulated nor objectively assessed. If the positive-mood induction was not 
“sufficiently strong enough” (i.e., not physiologically arousing), particularly for high extraverts 
who require larger amounts of stimulation in order to achieve an optimal level of arousal 
(Eysenck, 1967; Stelmack, 1981/1990; Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; Smith, 1983; Wigglesworth 
& Smith, 1976; Fowles, Roberts & Nagel, 1977), then there may not have been an enhancement 
effect of mood on fluency performance. Early evidence proposed an ideal level of arousal for 
optimal cognitive performance (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). Generally, moderate stressors (in this 
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case, acute bouts of exercise) were associated with cognitive enhancements for simple working 
memory tasks, while lower levels of arousal enhanced more complex, working memory tasks 
(Lambourne & Tomporowski, 2010; McMorris et al., 2010). Therefore, the associated arousal 
level must be systematically manipulated and assessed in order to tease apart the relative 
contributions (and potential interaction) of affect and personality on EF performance. We 
predicted that extraverts in the positive mood-high arousal condition would outperform all other 
mood conditions on the VF task. This prediction is predicated on Aim 1; namely, that individuals 
in the positive mood-high arousal condition were expected to demonstrate the greatest increase 
in mood scores and optimal arousal induction, both conditions that should have predisposed 
these individuals to perform at the most optimal level on the VF task. 
Hypothesis 10: Research assessing the relationship between extraversion and task-switching 
measures has been scarce. One study by Campbell et al. (2013) assessed level of extraversion 
with set-shifting ability using the Wisconsin Card Sorting task. Results indicated that introverts 
and ambiverts outperformed extraverts on this task. However, few, if any, studies have assessed 
the association between set-shifting ability and extraversion, particularly using VF switching 
tasks. Also, positive mood has been demonstrated to enhance (Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004) or 
not affect (Phillips et al., 2002) TS performance. One possible explanation for these inconsistent 
results relates to variability in affect’s corresponding arousal level, which has largely been 
ignored in the literature. One recent study addressed this gap in the literature; findings suggested 
that the accompanying arousal level (low, moderate, and high) of a positive-mood induction 
might differentially affect performance on specific cognitive tasks (Ospina et al., unpublished 
data). However, no studies to date have assessed the relationship between positive affect 
(valence and arousal), extraversion and TS performance. Therefore, exploratory analyses 
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elucidated the moderating role of extraversion on the relationship of positive-mood induction 
(with varying degrees of arousal) with a TS task.  
Hypothesis 11: Generally, neuroticism has been negatively associated with EF performance, such 
that poorer performance on EF tasks was associated with higher neuroticism scores (Williams et 
al., 2010). Studies focusing on neuroticism and specifically VF performance also revealed 
similar findings (Sutin et al., 2011; Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). Furthermore, neuroticism 
has not been demonstrated to be associated with experiencing positive mood (Meyer & Shack, 
1989; Watson & Clark, 1992; Watson, 2000; Scherer et al., 2004; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 
2012), whereas positive mood has been demonstrated to positively correlate with better VF 
performance (Greene & Noice, 1988; Bartolic et al., 1999; Carvalho & Ready, 2010). Therefore, 
we predicted that individuals high in neuroticism would generally perform worse on the VF task, 
regardless of mood condition to which they had been assigned. 
Hypothesis 12: Research assessing the association between neuroticism and TS is scarce. One of 
the only studies to assess this relationship utilized a semantic-switching VF task (i.e., alternating 
between two categories, such as fruit and furniture) (Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). Results 
indicated that higher neuroticism scores were associated with poorer TS performance. Also, 
neuroticism has not been demonstrated to be associated with experiencing positive mood (Meyer 
& Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992; Watson, 2000; Scherer et al., 2004; Jankowski & 
Zajenkowski, 2012), where positive mood has been demonstrated to not influence TS 
performance (Phillips et al., 2002). Therefore, exploratory analyses elucidated the moderating 
role of neuroticism on the relationship of mood induction condition (with varying degrees of 
arousal) with a TS task. 
 




The proposed study was developed in the context of a broader umbrella study, for which data 
were previously collected. 
Participants 
Participants included 160 (80 male/80 female) adults aged 18 to 39 years old 
(Mean=21.24, SD=4.076). Participants were largely undergraduate psychology students recruited 
from the Brooklyn College Student Subject Pool (n= 150) and volunteers from the Brooklyn 
College campus (n= 10). All participants had procedures, exclusions and potential benefits and 
risks of the study explained to them prior to participation. All subjects gave written, informed 
consent and were informed of their right to discontinue participation at any time. The research 
protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board human subjects protection committee 
at Brooklyn College of The City University of New York. 
Mood Induction Stimuli and Study Design 
The design of the study included four experimental mood groups: neutral-low arousal (N-
LA), positive-low arousal (P-LA), positive-moderate arousal (P-MA), and positive-high arousal 
(P-HA). The procedures and stimuli used for each of the mood induction conditions have been 
used in prior research studies (Stafford et al., 2010; Baumgartner, Jesslen, & Jäncke, 2006). In 
the N-LA, P-LA and P-HA conditions, participants were exposed to computerized visual stimuli. 
Visual stimuli included pictures taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; 
Lang et al., 1995), which is a standardized database of images that evoke universal human 
emotions according to levels of valence and arousal. Each of 15 carefully selected emotional 
pictures was presented sequentially and continuously on a computer for 4.65 seconds, for a total 
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of 70 seconds. Images were presented without rest periods (i.e., inter-stimulus intervals) in order 
to ensure a maximal desired increase in physiological arousal; this approach has been used 
previously (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006). In the N-LA condition, the IAPS numbers for 
presented the stimuli included: 5535, 7000, 7035, 7217, 7002, 7500, 7705, 7004, 7025, 7040, 
7090, 7100, 7150, 7175, and 7235. In the P-LA condition, the IAPS numbers for the presented 
stimuli included: 2030, 2040, 2091, 2165, 2303, 2345, 2352, 2530, 8120, 8350, 8370, 8380, 
8461, 8496, and 8497 (see Table 1a for IAPS valence and arousal ratings). Subsequent 
independent-samples t tests confirmed differences between the neutral and positive IAPS images 
for both valence (t(20.8) = -20.96, p <.001) and arousal ratings (t(28) = -9.89, p <.001) (see 
Table 1b). In the P-MA condition, participants were presented an excerpt of a digitized auditory, 
musical stimulus through noise-cancelling headphones. The positive mood-inducing musical 
excerpt consisted of exactly 70 seconds duration and was taken from the classical orchestral 
piece Symphony no.6 (3rd mvt) by Beethoven (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006). In order to 
avoid startling the participants, the beginning (2 seconds) and ending (2 seconds) of the musical 
piece was faded in and out, respectively. The overall loudness of the musical piece was adjusted 
to ensure a constant loudness across all participants. Finally, in the P-HA condition, participants 
were exposed to the same visual stimuli presented in the P-LA condition plus the concurrent 
presentation of the same auditory stimuli presented in the P-MA condition. Participants who 
were presented visual stimuli were seated 1.15 meters from the screen, and all stimuli were 
consistently presented using a Windows OS Dell computer and the stimulus presentation 
software PsychoPy v1.74 (Peirce, 2007). 
Procedure 
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 Following arrival and informed consent procedures, the participant was comfortably 
seated in a sound-attenuated room at a stable, ambient temperature (~70°F). Participants were 
then administered a brief interview to obtain basic demographic information such as age, 
race/ethnicity, menstrual cycle status (for females only), medication status, and brief psychiatric 
history. Next, participants were asked to wash their hands with gentle soap and dry their hands 
thoroughly for preparation of the psychophysiological attachment. Psychophysiological 
equipment was then attached to participants, who were then assessed for mood using the Self-
Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang et al., 1980). After mood assessment, each participant was 
pseudo-randomly assigned (to ensure equal number of participants in each group) to one of four 
groups: namely, a neutral condition (N-LA), a positive-low arousal condition (P-LA), a positive-
moderate arousal condition (P-MA), and a positive-high arousal condition (P-HA). After 
administration of the experimental condition, participants were administered another SAM 
followed by the cognitive measures (e.g., verbal fluency, alternation of phonemic and semantic 
fluency, Remote Associates Test, recall and recognition). In order to account for order effects, 
cognitive testing was counterbalanced, thereby creating eight possible experimental groups (see 
Figure 5). Following administration of executive functioning/creativity tasks, each participant 
was also given a test of recall followed by a recognition task. Finally, participants were detached 
from the psychophysiological equipment and were administered the personality questionnaire. 
Psychophysiological Measures 
Skin conductance (SC), heart rate (HR), and respiration rate (RR) were recorded using a 
commercially available hardware unit, Powerlab (ADInstruments, Inc; Dunedin, New Zealand) 
and software, LabChart v.5 (ADInstruments, Inc.). SC was recorded with two dry, bright-plated 
bipolar electrodes with Velcro attachment straps (model MLT116F; ADInstruments, Inc.) 
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attached to the palmar side of the medial phalanges of the index and middle fingers of the 
participant’s non-dominant hand. SC signal was relayed to an ADInstruments Galvanic Skin 
Response Amplifier, model ML116 GSR Amp (ADInstruments, Inc.); the sampling rate for the 
recording of digitized SC was set at 1000 Hz. Off-line SC was submitted to a low, constant 
voltage AC excitation (22mV at 75 Hz) to an electrode on the finger of the subject, which allows 
for enhanced safety and the use of dry electrodes, with no special electrolytes needed. HR was 
recorded with a Pulse Transducer (model MLT1010; ADInstruments, Inc.), a small unit that uses 
a piezo-electric element to convert force applied to the active surface of the transducer from the 
finger blood pressure pulse into an electrical signal. The pulse transducer was attached to the 
fingertip of the fourth finger of the non-dominant hand of the participant with a Velcro strap, and 
the sampling rate for the HR recording was set at 1000 Hz. RR was recorded with a Respiratory 
Belt Transducer (model MLT1132; ADInstruments, Inc.), which contains a piezo-electric device 
that measures changes in thoracic or abdominal circumference during respiration. The respiratory 
belt was attached to the upper abdomen of the participant, and the sampling rate for the RR 
recording was set at 1000 Hz. Preliminary analyses assessing HR and RR measures demonstrated 
unreliable data due to movement artifacts. Therefore, the current study focused on SC measures 
of autonomic nervous system activity, which have been demonstrated to be one of the more 
robust and common physiological indices of affective experience (Mauss & Robinson, 2009; 
Kreibig, 2002; Boucsein, 1992).        
 Common ways of analyzing SC activity include SC level (SCL), which reflects the tonic 
level of electrical conductivity of the skin, and SC response (SCR), which is defined as the 
amount of increase in conductance measured from the onset of the response to its peak 
(Cacioppo, Tassinary, & Bernston, 2007; Boucsein, 1992). Specifically in the emotion literature, 
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researchers have used SCRs or SC change scores to assess SC reactivity in response to the 
presentation of affective stimuli (Dawson, Schell & Filion, 2007). SCRs are normally used to 
assess autonomic activity in response to discrete stimuli; for example, SCRs may be elicited and 
recorded in response to positively or negatively valenced visual stimuli, such as the IAPS (Lang, 
Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1998). However, in order to allow peak activity to return to baseline levels 
(i.e., pre-stimulus presentation level), inter-stimulus intervals, or periods of rest where no 
stimulus is presented, are used. In contrast, SC change scores are computed for continuous 
stimuli presentation paradigms, such as monitoring autonomic activity during task performance, 
for situations where strong emotions are elicited, or for stimulus presentation without inter-
stimulus intervals (such as musical mood inductions) (Dawson, Schell & Filion, 2007; 
Dougherty et al., 1999; Demaree et al., 1999; Greenwald, Cook & Lang, 1989; Krumhansl, 
1997). SC change scores are typically computed by subtracting the mean SCL (for a 
predetermined time period) prior to stimulus onset from the mean SCL activity during the 
stimulus presentation. Because the proposed mood induction paradigm for the current study was 
characterized by visual and/or auditory stimuli presented in a tight sequence (i.e., without inter-
stimulus intervals), SC reactivity was recorded and analyzed as SC change scores, which 
measure changes in tonic SCL over time. For the current study, SC change scores were 
computed by subtracting “pre” from “post” scores (i.e., subtracting the average level across the 
five-second period prior to mood induction onset from the average level across the 70-second 
mood induction procedure); this approach has been used previously (Thompson et al., 2004; 
Demaree et al., 1999; Dougherty et al., 1999). 
Mood Assessment 
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Subjective mood was assessed using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Lang et al., 
1980). The SAM is a graphical depiction of pleasure, arousal and dominance and measures 
emotional responses. The participants were administered the SAM and were directed to choose 
the graphical representation on all three dimensions that best matched their own. The SAM is 
scored along a Likert scale from one (i.e., extreme happiness/arousal/out of control) to nine (i.e., 
extreme unhappiness/calm/in control). SAM mood assessment was periodically assessed 
throughout the experiment (1) after psychophysiological equipment attachment, (2) immediately 
after the mood induction procedure, (3) immediately following the verbal fluency tasks, (4) 
immediately following the creativity task, and (5) immediately following the memory tasks. The 
initial SAM assessment took approximately five minutes to complete (to account for directions 
and familiarization with the measure), while the remaining SAM assessments took 
approximately one minute to complete. Regarding scoring, the valence and arousal dimensions 
were reverse-scored, such that a higher score indicated greater positive valence and arousal. In 
order to assess subjective valence change before and after the mood induction procedure, 
subjective valence change scores were computed by subtracting the score prior to mood 
induction onset (SAM #1) from the score post mood induction termination (SAM #2). 
Cognitive Measures 
Each participant was assessed across four cognitive domains; namely, executive 
functioning, creativity, memory, and estimated intellectual functioning.                           
Executive Functioning: Executive functioning was assessed using two verbal fluency tasks (i.e., 
phonemic fluency (VF) and alternation of phonemic and semantic fluency (TS); Lezak, 1995) 
that require the generation of words in a short time period. In the phonemic fluency (or initial 
letter fluency) task, the individual is asked to say as many words beginning with the letter “A” as 
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possible. Participants were asked to exclude proper names, numbers, and extensions of the same 
word. Each correct answer was awarded one point. The second fluency task, alternation (i.e., 
task-switching), involves alternating phonemic criteria (i.e., naming a word that begins with the 
letter “M”) and semantic criteria (i.e., naming a type of vegetable); this particular paradigm has 
been used in prior research (Phillips et al., 2002). Each correct answer (in the correct order) was 
awarded one point. The participant had one minute to complete each of the fluency tasks in this 
order. 
Creativity:  Creative performance was assessed using an abbreviated version of the Remote 
Associates Test (RAT; Mednick, 1962; Bowers et al, 1990), which gauges the ability to discern 
relationships among remote ideas. Each problem consists of three words and a blank space; the 
participant was instructed to generate a fourth word that relates to each of the three words given 
in the item. The adapted, abbreviated version of the RAT contained a subset of 21 (of 68 total) 
items (seven easy, seven moderately difficult, and seven very difficult items) and participants 
were given a time limit of ten minutes to complete the task. Each correct answer was awarded 
one point; this procedure has been used in prior research (Stafford et al., 2010). 
Memory: Two novel memory tasks were developed for this study; namely a free recall task and a 
recognition task. During the free recall task, the participant was given a total of two minutes to 
write down as many words that they remembered from the RAT; that is, they were instructed to 
recall as many presented (not generated) RAT words as possible. Each correct answer was 
awarded one point. After free recall, participants were given a recognition task of the presented 
RAT stimuli. Specifically, individuals were given 21 items consisting of three words each; 
participants were directed to state whether or not any of the three words shown were presented 
previously in the RAT (and if yes, to choose the previously presented word). 16 items included a 
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previously presented RAT word, and 5 items did not include a previously presented RAT 
stimulus. Each correct answer was awarded one point for a maximum correct score of 21. 
Estimated Intellectual Functioning:  The Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR; Wechsler, 
2009) was administered to all participants to estimate intellectual functioning. This measure 
takes approximately ten minutes to administer and consists of a list of 50 words with irregular 
pronunciations to be read aloud by the participant. The intent of using words with irregular 
pronunciations is to minimize application of standard pronunciation rules and rather to assess 
previous learning of the word. The total score is the number of words read correctly and is 
standardized using a large national norming sample. The WTAR provides an initial estimation of 
overall intellectual functioning. 
Personality Assessment 
Personality was assessed using the NEO-FFI (Costa & McCrae, 1985). The NEO-FFI 
consists of only 60 items and takes 10 to 15 minutes to complete. It represents an abridged 
version of the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 1992), a more extensive battery consisting of 240 
questions. Both the NEO-FFI and the NEO-PI-R measure the five major dimensions shown to 
provide a comprehensive assessment of normal adult personality; namely, neuroticism (N), 
extraversion (E), openness to experience (O), agreeableness (A), and conscientiousness (C). The 
NEO-FFI is also available in two versions: Form S for self-reports and Form R for observer, peer 
or significant other ratings.  Form S was administered in the current study. The NEO-FFI can be 
administered to men and women of all ages, most appropriately between 16 and 65 years with 
sixth grade reading skills. The NEO-FFI and NEO-PI-R have been extensively examined for 
their reliability and validity (Costa & McCrae, 1989; Costa, McCrae & Busch, 1986; Costa & 
McCrae, 1988). 
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Statistical Analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS (version 23). Hierarchical 
regression analyses were graphed using the software Interaction and online graphical calculators 
(Dawson, 2014; Soper, 2012). Chi-square and ANOVA tests were used to assess group 
differences (across the mood induction groups) across all demographic characteristics, (e.g., age, 
sex, education, ethnicity) For the physiological (i.e., SCL) measure, “pre” scores referred to the 
average level across the five-second period prior to mood induction onset (i.e., baseline) and 
“post” scores reflected the average level across the 70-second mood induction procedure. For the 
subjective SAM valence measure, “pre” scores included ratings on the SAM presented 
immediately prior to the mood induction and “post” scores reflected ratings on the SAM 
presented immediately after the mood induction procedure. Change scores (subtraction of pre 
from post scores) were computed for both SCL and SAM measures. 
Cognitive task analyses for the current study strictly focused on EF task performance 
(i.e., VF and TS measures). Therefore, in order to assess whether order of task administration 
(i.e., administration of fluency tasks first compared to the creativity task first) differentially 
influenced cognitive performance, independent-samples t-test analyses comparing task order 
were conducted for the VF and TS measures. If these task order analyses demonstrated 
significant results, then task order was included as a covariate in subsequent analyses assessing 
the influence of mood and personality on cognition. Also, fluency tasks have been demonstrated 
to be associated with certain demographic characteristics, such as age, sex and education. For 
example, most studies have found a positive effect of education on fluency tasks (Benton, 1968; 
Crossley et al., 1997; Kempler et al., 1998), while some studies appear to suggest that women 
outperform men on VF measures (Lezak, 1995; Crossley et al., 1997).  Also, age has been 
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generally demonstrated to be negatively associated with fluency performance, such that older 
respondents perform poorer on VF tasks (Lanting et al., 2009; Mathuranah et al., 2000; Kempler 
et al., 1998). Therefore, initial analyses to assess the relationship between demographic variables 
and fluency performance were conducted to assess for potential covariates. Specifically: 1) 
Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses were used to assess the relationship between age and 
VF and TS performance and 2) Krusal-Wallis analyses were used to compare level of education 
groups on VF and TS performance (nonparametric tests were used due to non-normal 
distribution of education level). Significant demographic variables (i.e., age and education) for 
the previous analyses were included as covariates in subsequent analyses assessing the 
relationships among mood, personality, and cognition. 
For categorical analyses, personality dimensions were converted to categorical variables 
using a median-split (e.g., higher and lower extraversion scorers), which is a commonly used 
procedure in the literature, in order to maximize our sample size (Stafford et al., 2010; Fink & 
Neubauer, 2008; Helgason, et al., 1995; Matz, Hofstedt, & Wood, 2008; Stein et al., 2005). For 
our higher-extraversion group, scores were a 51 T-score or higher, while our lower-extraversion 
group was classified with a T-score of 50 or lower. According to standard ranges based on 
population data, our higher-extraversion group corresponds to high/very high extraversion 
scorers, while our lower-extraversion group corresponds to average/low/very low extraversion 
scorers. Furthermore, for our high-neuroticism group, scores were a 56 T-score or higher, while 
our lower-neuroticism group was classified with a T-score of 55 or lower. According to standard 
ranges based on population data, our higher-extraversion group corresponds to average/high/very 
high neuroticism scorers, while our lower-neuroticism group corresponds to average/low/very 
low neuroticism scorers (McCrae & Costa, 2004). 
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Finally, in light of well-established sex differences in physiological (Bradley et al., 2001; 
Bianchin & Angrilli, 2012), subjective mood (Burriss, Powell &White, 2007; Bradley et al., 
2001), and verbal fluency responses (Hyde & Linn, 1988; Kimura, 1992, 1996; Weiss et al., 
2006), secondary analyses were conducted to assess for sex effects for all hypotheses.  
Specifically, analyses were repeated with sex as an additional independent variable. 
Outliers were defined as standardized scores above and below three standard deviations 
from the mean, and were removed for analyses including SAM, SC change, VF, and TS 
variables. Overall, significant omnibus ANOVA analyses were followed up with the Tukey post 
hoc criterion analysis to assess main effects. Significant ANOVA interaction terms were further 
assessed using a simple effects analysis, whereby pair-wise comparisons of the levels of each 
factor are conducted within the levels of the other factor; the Bonferroni correction was used for 
Type I error correction (Myers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006). For multiple regression analyses, all 
variables were centered (i.e., each score was subtracted from that variable’s average), and 
interaction terms were created by multiplying the centered variables of interest; this procedure is 
commonly used to avoid multicollinearity with the predictors and their interaction term (Aiken & 
West, 1991). All regression predictors were entered hierarchically (i.e., covariates in block 1, 
predictor variables in block 2, and the interaction term in block 3) to assess whether the 
introduction of subsequent predictors improves the model. Significant 2-way interaction terms 
for regression analyses were followed up using simple-slopes tests; significant three-way 
interactions were plotted for interpretation (Aiken & West, 1991; Holmbeck, 2002). For all 
analyses, alpha level of significance was set at .05. To control for Type I error, hypotheses with 
multiple analyses (particularly, the hierarchical regression analyses) were corrected with the 
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Bonferroni correction.  All tests were two-tailed except where otherwise indicated. Specific 
statistical analyses are as follows: 
Assessing the Efficacy of a Positive Mood Induction Procedure: 
Assessing SC Reactivity: In order to replicate and extend previous findings (Baumgartner, 
Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006; Bradley & Lang, 2004; Krumhansl, 1997; Ospina et al., unpublished 
work) demonstrating that a positive mood induction procedure successfully elicits changes in SC 
activity in the predicted direction (i.e., decreases in SC for the N-LA and P-LA conditions, and 
sustained SC reactivity for the P-MA and P-HA conditions), a one-way ANOVA was conducted 
using the four mood induction groups (N-LA, P-LA, P-MA, and P-HA) as the independent 
variable and the SC change score as the dependent variable. A secondary two-way ANOVA 
using mood condition and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. 
Given limited statistical power, negative ANOVA findings were followed up with paired-
samples t tests for each of the four mood groups to assess whether physiological levels changed 
from pre- to post- mood induction. 
Assessing Changes in Subjective Valence and Arousal: In order to replicate previous findings, 
[both in the literature (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006; Bradley & Lang, 2004; Krumhansl, 
1997) and in a prior limited data set (Ospina et al., unpublished work)] using an extended data 
set, demonstrating the mood induction procedure successfully elicits changes in subjective 
valence and arousal in the predicted direction, a one-way ANOVA was conducted using the 
mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable and the 
SAM valence and arousal change scores as the dependent variables. A secondary two-way 
ANOVA using mood condition and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex 
effects. Given limited statistical power, negative ANOVA findings were followed up with 
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paired-samples t tests for each of the four mood groups to assess whether subjective valence and 
arousal scores changed from pre- to post- mood induction. 
Assessing Specific Hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1: In order to determine whether there is a relationship between extraversion and 
SCL activity at baseline, a Pearson’s bivariate correlational analysis was conducted between the 
SC “pre” scores and the NEO-FFI extraversion score. A secondary sex analysis was performed 
by conducting Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses between SC “pre” scores and the 
extraversion score for males and females separately; then, correlations for males and females 
were compared using the Fisher’s z-test difference between correlations analysis. 
Hypothesis 2: In order to assess whether there is a relationship between neuroticism and SCL 
activity at baseline, a Pearson’s bivariate correlational analysis was conducted between the SC 
“pre” scores and the NEO-FFI neuroticism score. A secondary sex analysis was performed by 
conducting Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses between SC “pre” scores and the 
neuroticism score for males and females separately; then, correlations for males and females 
were compared using the Fisher’s z-test difference between correlations analysis. 
Hypothesis 3: In order to determine whether there is a relationship between extraversion and 
baseline subjective mood and arousal, Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses were conducted 
between the NEO-FFI extraversion score and the SAM subjective valence and arousal “pre” 
scores. Secondary sex analyses were performed by conducting Pearson’s bivariate correlational 
analyses between extraversion, SAM valence and arousal “pre” scores for males and females 
separately; then, correlations for males and females were compared using the Fisher’s z-test 
difference between correlations analysis. 
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Hypothesis 4: In order to assess whether there is a relationship between neuroticism and baseline 
subjective mood and arousal, Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses were conducted between 
the NEO-FFI neuroticism score and the SAM subjective valence and arousal “pre” scores. 
Secondary sex analyses were performed by conducting Pearson’s bivariate correlational analyses 
between neuroticism, SAM valence and arousal “pre” scores for males and females separately; 
then, correlations for males and females were compared using the Fisher’s z-test difference 
between correlations analysis. 
Hypothesis 5: In order to determine the potential moderating influence of extraversion on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and SC 
reactivity, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-MA, 
and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low extraversion as the moderator variable, and 
SCL change score as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood 
condition, extraversion and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. 
Hypothesis 6: In order to assess the potential moderating influence of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and SC 
reactivity, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-MA, 
and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low neuroticism as the moderator variable, and 
SCL change score as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood 
condition, neuroticism and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. 
Hypothesis 7: In order to determine the potential moderating influence of extraversion on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
affective valence, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-
LA, P-MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low extraversion as the moderator 
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variable, and SAM valence change score as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way 
ANOVA using mood condition, extraversion and sex as independent variables was conducted to 
assess sex effects. 
Hypothesis 8: In order to assess the potential moderating influence of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
affective valence, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-
LA, P-MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low neuroticism as the moderator 
variable, and SAM valence change score as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way 
ANOVA using mood condition, neuroticism and sex as independent variables was conducted to 
assess sex effects. 
Hypothesis 9: In order to determine the potential moderating influence of extraversion on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and VF 
performance, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-
MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low extraversion as the moderator 
variable, and VF scores as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood 
condition, extraversion and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. In 
the absence of a completely successful positive-mood induction (i.e., producing changes in both 
subjective valence and objective arousal in the predicted directions), multiple regression analyses 
were conducted to assess the predictive relationship of subjective mood, objective arousal and 
extraversion (and the interactions among these variables) on VF performance. Specific multiple 
regression analyses included: a) SCL change score, extraversion and their interaction term (SCL 
change by extraversion) as predictors of VF performance, b) SAM valence change score, 
extraversion and their interaction term (SAM valence by extraversion) as predictors of VF 
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performance, and c) SCL change score, SAM valence change score, extraversion and their 
interactions (SCL by SAM, SCL by extraversion, SAM by extraversion, and SCL by SAM by 
extraversion) as predictors of VF performance. Secondary sex analyses were conducted for all 
previous multiple regression analyses by including sex as an additional predictor (for analyses a 
and b), or when statistical power was limited, conducting the regression analysis separately for 
males and females (for analysis c). 
Hypothesis 10: In order to assess the potential moderating influence of extraversion on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and TS 
performance, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-
MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low extraversion as the moderator 
variable, and TS scores as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood 
condition, extraversion and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. In 
the absence of a completely successful positive-mood induction (i.e., producing changes in both 
subjective valence and objective arousal in the predicted directions), multiple regression analyses 
were conducted to assess the predictive relationship of subjective mood, objective arousal and 
extraversion (and the interactions among these variables) on TS performance. Specific multiple 
regression analyses included: a) SCL change score, extraversion and their interaction term (SCL 
change by extraversion) as predictors of TS performance, b) SAM valence change score, 
extraversion and their interaction term (SAM valence by extraversion) as predictors of TS 
performance, and c) SCL change score, SAM valence change score, extraversion and their 
interactions (SCL by SAM, SCL by extraversion, SAM by extraversion, and SCL by SAM by 
extraversion) as predictors of TS performance. Secondary sex analyses were conducted for all 
previous multiple regression analyses by including sex as an additional predictor (for analyses a 
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and b), or when statistical power was limited, conducting the regression analysis separately for 
males and females (for analysis c). 
Hypothesis 11: In order to determine the potential moderating influence of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and VF 
performance, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-
MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low neuroticism as the moderator variable, 
and VF scores as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood condition, 
neuroticism and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. In the absence 
of a completely successful positive-mood induction (i.e., producing changes in both subjective 
valence and objective arousal in the predicted directions), multiple regression analyses were 
conducted to assess the predictive relationship of subjective mood, objective arousal and 
neuroticism (and the interactions among these variables) on VF performance. Specific multiple 
regression analyses included: a) SCL change score, neuroticism and their interaction term (SCL 
change by neuroticism) as predictors of VF performance, b) SAM valence change score, 
neuroticism and their interaction term (SAM valence by neuroticism) as predictors of VF 
performance, and c) SCL change score, SAM valence change score, neuroticism and their 
interactions (SCL by SAM, SCL by neuroticism, SAM by neuroticism, and SCL by SAM by 
neuroticism) as predictors of VF performance. Secondary sex analyses were conducted for all 
previous multiple regression analyses by including sex as an additional predictor (for analyses a 
and b), or when statistical power was limited, conducting the regression analysis separately for 
males and females (for analysis c). 
Hypothesis 12: In order to determine the potential moderating influence of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and TS 
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performance, a two-way ANOVA was conducted using mood induction group (N-LA, P-LA, P-
MA, and P-HA) as the independent variable, high and low neuroticism as the moderator variable, 
and TS scores as the dependent variable. A secondary three-way ANOVA using mood condition, 
neuroticism and sex as independent variables was conducted to assess sex effects. In the absence 
of a completely successful positive-mood induction (i.e., producing changes in both subjective 
valence and objective arousal in the predicted directions), multiple regression analyses were 
conducted to assess the predictive relationship of subjective mood, objective arousal and 
neuroticism (and the interactions among these variables) on TS performance. Specific multiple 
regression analyses included: a) SCL change score, neuroticism and their interaction term (SCL 
change by neuroticism) as predictors of TS performance, b) SAM change score, neuroticism and 
their interaction term (SAM valence by neuroticism) as predictors of TS performance, and c) 
SCL change score, SAM change score, neuroticism and their interactions (SCL by SAM, SCL by 
neuroticism, SAM by neuroticism, and SCL by SAM by neuroticism) as predictors of TS 
performance. Secondary sex analyses were conducted for all previous multiple regression 
analyses by including sex as an additional predictor (for analyses a and b), or when statistical 
power was limited, conducting the regression analysis separately for males and females (for 
analysis c). 
  




One hundred and sixty participants (80 male, 80 female) ranging in age from 18-39 years 
were recruited, including 40 participants (20 male, 20 female) in each of the four mood induction 
groups. Demographic characteristics for the entire sample and each of the four mood groups are 
presented in Table 2. There were no significant group differences in age, gender, ethnicity, 
education, primary language, handedness, or verbal IQ across the four mood induction groups. 
Manipulation Check: Effects of mood induction procedure on objective physiological and 
subjective valence/arousal measures. 
Results assessing changes in SCL across the four mood conditions: 
Physiological data was collected for all 160 participants. As presented in Table 3, 
analyses comparing the changes in SCL across the four mood conditions indicated a significant 
change in SCL in the predicted direction (F(3, 155) = 7.73, p < .001): the low arousal conditions 
demonstrated the greatest decrease in autonomic arousal, followed by the P-MA condition, while 
the P-HA condition demonstrated an increase in SCL. Post-hoc analyses indicated that changes 
in SCL differed between the N-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and P-MA 
conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .001), and a trend level difference 
between the N-LA and P-MA conditions (p = .076). Interestingly, there was no significant 
difference between the P-MA and P-HA conditions (p = .838). Therefore, the mood induction 
paradigm was largely successful in eliciting changes in arousal level across the majority of the 
mood groups.  
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Regarding sex differences, results demonstrated significant main effects for both mood 
condition and sex; however, there was no significant interaction between mood condition and 
sex. Overall, men were generally more aroused than women across all four mood-conditions 
(F(1, 151) = 7.36, p < .01). Also, men’s average SCL increased with increasing stimulus arousal. 
For women, SCL also tended to increase with increasing stimuli arousal, though the musical 
stimulus (i.e., P-MA) appeared to be more arousing than the music/images combination (i.e., P-
HA), however, this observation was not significant. 
Results assessing changes in subjective valence and arousal scores across the four mood 
conditions:  
 As presented in Table 4, analyses comparing the changes in SAM valence scores from 
pre- to post- mood induction procedure across the four mood induction conditions revealed a 
significant difference (F(3, 152) = 7.76, p < .001). Post hoc analyses indicated significant 
changes in valence between the N-LA and P-LA conditions (p = .05), the N-LA and P-MA 
conditions (p < .05), and the N-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .001). As presented in Table 5, 
analyses comparing changes in SAM arousal scores from pre- to post- mood induction procedure 
across the four mood induction conditions demonstrated no significant differences across any of 
the mood groups. Therefore, the mood induction procedure was not sensitive enough to elicit 
changes in subjective arousal scores. Given limited statistical power for the prior analysis, 
exploratory paired t-test analyses assessing changes in subjective SAM scores along the arousal 
dimension from pre to post mood induction revealed only the P-MA condition demonstrating a 
trend level increase in subjective SAM arousal scores (t(39) = -2.01, p = .051); no other findings 
were significant (see Table 6).  
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Regarding sex differences and SAM valence scores (see Table 4), results demonstrated a 
significant main effect for mood condition; however, there was neither a significant sex effect, 
nor a significant interaction between mood condition and sex. Regarding sex differences and 
SAM arousal scores (see Table 5), results demonstrated no significant main effect for mood 
condition, sex, or mood condition by sex interaction. 
AIM 1: Relationships between Baseline Skin Conductance Level (SCL), SAM 
Valence/Arousal Ratings and Dimensions of Personality (Extraversion and Neuroticism). 
 Means and standard deviations for personality dimensions, baseline SC activity, and 
baseline subjective valence and arousal scores are presented in Table 7.  
Results for Hypothesis 1: 
 Results assessing the relationship between baseline SCL and extraversion are presented 
in Table 7. Extraversion was not significantly associated with SCL at baseline. Regarding sex 
differences, there was not a significant relationship of extraversion with SCL among males alone 
or females alone. Also, there was no significant difference between the correlation coefficients 
for males and females. 
Results for Hypothesis 2: 
 Results assessing the relationship between baseline SCL and neuroticism are presented in 
Table 7. Neuroticism was not significantly associated with SCL at baseline. Regarding sex 
differences, there was not a significant relationship of neuroticism with SCL among males along 
or females alone. Also, there was no significant difference between the correlation coefficients 
for males and females. 
Results for Hypothesis 3: 
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 Results assessing the relationship between baseline SAM valence scores and extraversion 
are presented in Table 7. Extraversion was positively correlated with SAM valence (r(158)= .20, 
p < .05), suggesting that a greater degree of extraversion was correlated with a greater degree of 
positive baseline SAM valence. Regarding sex differences, males demonstrated the same 
significant positive relationship between extraversion and baseline SAM valence (r(78)= .24, p < 
.05), while females exhibited the same positive relationship at trend level (r(78)= .19, p = .09). 
There was no significant difference between the correlation coefficients for males and females. 
 Results assessing the relationship between baseline SAM arousal scores and extraversion 
are presented in Table 7. Extraversion was not significantly associated with baseline SAM 
arousal. Regarding sex differences, there was not a significant relationship of extraversion and 
baseline SAM arousal among males alone or females alone. Also, there was no significant 
difference between the correlation coefficients for males and females. 
Results for Hypothesis 4: 
 Results assessing the relationship between baseline SAM valence scores and neuroticism 
are presented in Table 7. Neuroticism was negatively correlated with baseline SAM valence, 
suggesting that a greater degree of neuroticism was associated with a lesser degree of positive 
baseline SAM valence (r(158)= -.21, p < .01). Regarding sex differences, males demonstrated 
the same significant negative relationship between neuroticism and baseline SAM valence 
(r(78)= -.26, p < .05), while females did not exhibit a relationship between neuroticism and 
baseline SAM valence (r(78)= -.18, p = ns). There was no significant difference between the 
correlation coefficients for males and females. 
Results assessing the relationship between baseline SAM arousal scores and neuroticism 
are presented in Table 7. Results suggested a trend-level relationship between neuroticism and 
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baseline SAM arousal, such that a greater degree of neuroticism was associated with a greater 
degree of baseline SAM arousal (r(157)= .15, p = .054). Regarding sex differences, males did 
not demonstrate a relationship between neuroticism and baseline SAM arousal, though females 
did exhibit a trend-level positive relationship between neuroticism and baseline SAM arousal 
(r(78)= .21, p = .058). There was no significant difference between the correlation coefficients 
for males and females. 
AIM 2: Assessing the Potential Moderating Role of Personality on the Relationship of a 
Positive-Mood Induction with SCL Reactivity and Subjective Valence/Arousal 
Results for Hypothesis 5: 
Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of extraversion on 
the relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
SCL reactivity are presented in Table 8. As demonstrated previously in hypothesis 1, results 
revealed a significant difference between the four mood conditions and SCL reactivity (F(3, 155) 
= 7.73, p < .001). Follow-up post hoc analyses indicated that changes in SCL differed between 
the N-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and P-MA conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and 
P-HA conditions (p < .001), and a trend level difference between the N-LA and P-MA conditions 
(p= .074). Additionally, there was no difference in SCL reactivity between high extraverts and 
low extraverts, nor was there an interaction between extraversion and mood condition on SCL 
reactivity. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 8), results showed that males presented higher SCL 
reactivity scores compared to women regardless of the mood condition to which they were 
assigned (F(1, 151) = 7.36, p < .01), as demonstrated previously. However, sex demonstrated no 
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interaction with mood condition or high/low extraversion. Finally, there was no indication of a 
three-way interaction between mood/sex/extraversion. 
Results for Hypothesis 6: 
Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and SCL 
reactivity are presented in Table 9. As demonstrated previously in hypothesis 1, results revealed 
a significant difference between the four mood conditions and SCL reactivity (F(3, 155) = 7.73, 
p < .001). Follow-up post hoc analyses indicated that changes in SCL differed between the N-LA 
and P-HA conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and P-MA conditions (p < .01), the P-LA and P-HA 
conditions (p < .001), and a trend level difference between the N-LA and P-MA conditions (p = 
.074). Additionally, there was no difference in SCL reactivity between high neuroticism and low 
neuroticism scorers, nor was there an interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on 
SCL reactivity. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 9), results showed that males presented higher SCL 
reactivity scores compared to women regardless of the mood condition to which they were 
assigned (F(1, 151) = 7.36, p < .01), as demonstrated previously. However, sex demonstrated no 
interaction with mood condition or high/low neuroticism. Finally, there was no indication of a 
three-way interaction between mood/sex/neuroticism. 
Results for Hypothesis 7: 
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of extraversion on 
the relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
SAM valence change scores are presented in Table 10. As demonstrated previously in hypothesis 
2, results revealed a significant difference between the four mood conditions and SAM valence 
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change scores (F(3, 152) = 7.76, p < .001). Follow-up post hoc analyses indicated that changes in 
SAM valence scores differed between the N-LA and P-LA conditions (p = .05), the N-LA and P-
MA conditions (p < .05), and the N-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .01). Additionally, there was 
no difference in SAM valence change scores for high extraverts and low extraverts, nor was 
there an interaction between extraversion and mood condition on SAM valence scores. 
 Regarding sex differences (see Table 10), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for SAM valence change scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction 
with either mood condition or high/low extraversion. Finally, there was no indication of a three-
way interaction between mood/sex/extraversion on SAM valence change scores. 
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of extraversion on 
the relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
SAM arousal change scores are presented in Table 11. As demonstrated previously in hypothesis 
2, results revealed no difference between the four mood conditions and SAM arousal change 
scores. Furthermore, there was no difference in SAM arousal change scores for high extraverts 
and low extraverts, nor was there an interaction between extraversion and mood condition on 
SAM arousal scores. 
 Regarding sex differences (see Table 11), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for SAM arousal change scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction 
with either mood condition or high/low extraversion. Finally, there was no indication of a three-
way interaction between mood/sex/extraversion on SAM arousal change scores. 
Results for Hypothesis 8:                
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and SAM 
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valence change scores are presented in Table 12. As demonstrated previously in hypothesis 2, 
results revealed a significant difference between the four mood conditions and SAM valence 
change scores (F(3, 152) = 7.76, p < .001). Follow-up post hoc analyses indicated that changes in 
SAM valence scores differed between the N-LA and P-LA conditions (p < .05), the N-LA and P-
MA conditions (p < .05), and the N-LA and P-HA conditions (p < .01). Additionally, there was 
no difference in SAM valence change scores for high neuroticism and low neuroticism, nor was 
there an interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on SAM valence scores. 
 Regarding sex differences (see Table 12), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for SAM valence change scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction 
with mood condition or high/low neuroticism. Finally, there was no indication of a three-way 
interaction between mood/sex/neuroticism on SAM valence change scores. 
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and SAM 
arousal change scores are presented in Table 13. Results revealed no difference between the four 
mood conditions and SAM arousal change scores. Furthermore, there was no difference in SAM 
arousal change scores for high neuroticism and low neuroticism. However, there was a 
significant interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on SAM arousal scores (F(3, 
159) = 3.31, p < .05). Follow up analyses for the interaction indicated a significant difference 
between low and high neuroticism scorers in the P-LA condition (p < .05) and a trend-level 
difference in the N-LA condition (p = .073), such that high neuroticism scorers reported 
decreases (or less arousal) in subjective arousal scores in response to the low arousal conditions, 
compared to low neuroticism scorers (see Figure 6). 
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 Regarding sex differences (see Table 13), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for SAM arousal change scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction 
with mood condition or high/low neuroticism. Finally, there was no indication of a three-way 
interaction between mood/sex/neuroticism on SAM arousal change scores. 
AIM 3: Assessing the Potential Moderating Role of Personality on the Relationship of a 
Positive-Mood Induction with Verbal Fluency and Task-switching 
Results assessing order effects and potential covariates for cognitive measures:
 Analyses assessing potential order effects (i.e., presentation of fluency tasks first 
compared to the creativity task first) for the verbal fluency measure did not demonstrate 
differences in order of task administration (t(158) = -1.47, p = ns). Analyses assessing potential 
order effects for the task-switching measure demonstrated a significant order difference (t(158) = 
-2.73, p < .01), such that individuals who received the fluency tasks after the creativity task (M 
=11.21, SD = 4.42) outperformed individuals who received the fluency tasks first (M = 10.28, SD 
= 3.60). Therefore, order of task administration was used as a statistical covariate for subsequent 
Aim 4 analyses focusing on task-switching performance. 
Analyses assessing the relationship between age and verbal fluency demonstrated a 
significant positive association (r(159) = .16, p < .05), such that increasing age was associated 
with better verbal fluency scores. Therefore, age was included as a statistical covariate for 
subsequent Aim 4 analyses focusing on verbal fluency performance. Analyses assessing the 
relationship between age and task-switching demonstrated no significant association (r(159) = 
.00, p = ns; therefore, age was not used as a covariate for subsequent Aim 4 analyses focusing on 
task-switching. 
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Results for Hypothesis 9:          
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of extraversion on 
the relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
verbal fluency scores are presented in Table 14. Results demonstrated a trend-level association 
between age and verbal fluency scores, such that increasing age is associated with better fluency 
scores. However, there was no difference between the four mood conditions on verbal fluency. 
Also, there was no difference in verbal fluency performance between introverts and extraverts, 
nor was there an interaction between extraversion and mood condition on verbal fluency.
 Regarding sex differences (see Table 14), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for verbal fluency scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction with 
mood condition or high/low extraversion. Finally, there was no significant three-way interaction 
between mood/sex/extraversion on verbal fluency performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the influence of 
SCL reactivity on verbal fluency performance depends on extraversion are presented in Table 15. 
In the first model, age significantly associated with verbal fluency such that increasing age 
predicted better fluency performance. However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity or 
extraversion in the second model significantly predicted verbal fluency scores. The third model 
suggests a trend level interaction between SCL and extraversion on verbal fluency. However, 
this trend-level result (p = .08) was no longer trend once the Bonferroni correction for Type I 
error (α/3 = .017) was applied. Examination of the interaction plot between SCL reactivity and 
extraversion suggests that increasing arousal level impairs verbal fluency scores for high 
extraverts, while changes in arousal level do not influence fluency performance for low 
extraverts (i.e., introverts), at trend level (see Figure 7).       
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 Regarding sex analyses (see Table 15), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict verbal fluency performance. The third model also did not demonstrate a moderation of 
sex with SCL reactivity or extraversion. Finally, the fourth model did not exhibit a significant 
interaction between SCL reactivity/extraversion/sex on verbal fluency performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the influence of 
changes in SAM valence on verbal fluency depends on extraversion are presented in Table 16. In 
the first model, age associated with verbal fluency performance at trend level, such that 
increasing age appeared to predict better fluency performance. However, neither the inclusion of 
SAM valence or extraversion in the second model significantly predicted verbal fluency scores. 
Finally, the third model did not demonstrate an interaction between SAM valence change scores 
and extraversion on verbal fluency performance.  
Regarding sex differences (see Table 16), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict verbal fluency performance. The third model also did not demonstrate a moderation of 
sex with SAM valence or extraversion. Finally, the fourth model did not demonstrate a 
significant interaction between SAM valence/extraversion/sex on verbal fluency performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the influence of 
changes in SCL and SAM valence on verbal fluency depends on extraversion are presented in 
Table 17. In the first model, age associated with verbal fluency performance at trend level, such 
that increasing age appeared to predict better fluency performance. However, neither the 
inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or extraversion in the second model significantly 
predicted verbal fluency scores. In the third model, the inclusion of the SCL/SAM valence 
interaction term was significant, suggesting that the effect of SCL reactivity on verbal fluency 
depends on the level of SAM valence change scores. This result (p = .014) remained significant 
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once the Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) was applied. Simple slopes for the 
association between SCL reactivity and verbal fluency were conducted for low (1 SD below the 
mean) and high (1 SD above the mean) levels of SAM valence change scores. Results for the 
follow up simple slopes test for high SAM valence scorers did not reveal a relationship between 
SCL reactivity and verbal fluency (B=.33, t(150)=.87, p=.39). However, low SAM valence 
scorers demonstrated a significant negative relationship (B=-1.17, t(150)=-3.20, p=.002), such 
that verbal fluency scores decrease with increasing SCL reactivity (see Figure 8). Finally, there 
was no suggestion of a significant interaction between SCL reactivity/SAM valence/extraversion 
in the fourth model. 
Analyses investigating whether the influence of changes in SCL and SAM valence on 
verbal fluency depends on extraversion differ for men and women are presented in Table 18. For 
males, age was not a significant predictor for verbal fluency. In the second model, neither the 
inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or extraversion significantly predicted verbal fluency 
scores for males. In the third model, the inclusion of the SCL/SAM valence interaction term was 
significant, suggesting that the effect of SCL reactivity on verbal fluency depended on the level 
of SAM valence change scores. Results for the follow up simple slopes test for high SAM 
valence male scorers revealed a trend-level positive relationship between SCL reactivity and 
verbal fluency (B=1.17, t(73)=1.86, p=.07), such that verbal fluency scores increased with 
increasing SCL reactivity. Low SAM valence male scorers demonstrated a significant negative 
relationship (B=-1.42, t(73)=-2.17, p=.03), such that verbal fluency scores decreased with 
increasing SCL reactivity (see Figure 9). Finally, there was no suggestion of a significant 
interaction between SCL reactivity/SAM valence/extraversion in the fourth model for males. 
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For females, age significantly associated with verbal fluency scores in the first model, 
such that increasing age predicted better fluency performance. In the second model, SAM 
valence was a significant predictor, such that greater changes in SAM scores (i.e., greater 
happiness) predicted better fluency performance; there were no other significant predictors in 
this model. The addition of interaction terms in the third model did not significantly predict 
fluency, and there was no indication of a significant interaction of SCL/SAM/extraversion in the 
fourth model for females. 
Results for Hypothesis 10: 
Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of extraversion on 
the relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
task-switching scores are presented in Table 19. Results demonstrated a trend-level association 
between order of task administration and task-switching scores. However, there was no 
difference between the four mood conditions and task-switching. Also, there was no difference 
in task-switching performance between introverts and extraverts, nor was there an interaction 
between extraversion and mood condition on task-switching scores. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 19), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for task-switching scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction with 
high/low extraversion. However, sex did demonstrate a significant interaction with mood 
condition (F(3, 143) = 3.49, p < .05). Follow-up analyses demonstrated that males in the N-LA 
condition outperformed males in the P-HA condition (p < .05) and males in the P-LA condition 
outperformed males in the P-HA condition (p < .05), while females in the P-HA condition 
outperformed females in the N-LA condition at trend level (p = .06) (see Figure 10). Finally, 
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there was no indication of a significant interaction between mood/sex/extraversion on task-
switching performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the effect of SCL 
reactivity on task-switching performance depends on extraversion are presented in Table 20. In 
the first model, order of task administration significantly associated with task-switching such that 
participants who received the task-switching measure after the creativity task outperformed 
participants who received the task-switching measure before the creativity task. However, 
neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity or extraversion in the second model significantly 
predicted task-switching scores. In the third model, the addition of the SCL/extraversion 
interaction term was significant, suggesting that the effect of SCL reactivity on task-switching 
depends on the level of extraversion. This result (p = .007) remained significant once the 
Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) was applied. Simple slopes for the association 
between SCL reactivity and task-switching were conducted for low (1 SD below the mean) and 
high (1 SD above the mean) levels of extraversion. Results for the follow up simple slopes tests 
did not reveal a significant relationship between SCL reactivity and task-switching for either 
high extraverts (B=-.93, t(154)=-.18, p=.86) nor for low extraverts (B=.19, t(154)=.04, p=.97) 
(see Figure 11). 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 20), the addition of sex in the second model does 
not predict task-switching performance. The third model also did not demonstrate a moderation 
of sex with SCL reactivity or extraversion. Finally, the fourth model did not reveal a significant 
interaction between SCL reactivity/extraversion/sex on task-switching performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the influence of 
SAM valence change scores on task-switching performance depends on extraversion are 
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presented in Table 21. In the first model, order of task administration significantly associated 
with task-switching performance. However, neither the inclusion of SAM valence or 
extraversion in the second model significantly predicted task-switching scores. Finally, the third 
model did not demonstrate an interaction between SAM valence change scores and extraversion 
on task-switching performance. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 21), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict task-switching performance. However, the third model demonstrated a significant 
interaction between SAM valence scores and sex. Results for the follow up simple slopes tests 
did not reveal a significant relationship between SAM valence change scores and task-switching 
for either males (B=-.61, t(150)=-1.41, p=.16) or females (B=.54, t(150)=1.46, p=.15) (see 
Figure 12). Finally, the fourth model did not demonstrate a significant interaction between SAM 
valence/extraversion/sex on verbal fluency performance. 
Results for the hierarchical regression analysis investigating whether the influence of 
changes in SCL and SAM valence on task-switching depends on extraversion are presented in 
Table 22. In the first model, order of task administration significantly associated with task-
switching performance. However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or 
extraversion in the second model significantly predicted task-switching scores. In the third 
model, the inclusion of the SCL/extraversion interaction term was significant, suggesting that the 
effect of SCL reactivity on task-switching depends on the level of extraversion. As mentioned 
previously in this hypothesis, follow-up simple slopes analyses did not demonstrate a significant 
relationship between SCL reactivity and task-switching scores for either high extraverts or low 
extraverts (see Figure 11). Finally, there was no suggestion of a significant interaction between 
SCL reactivity/SAM valence/extraversion on task-switching in the fourth model. 
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Analyses investigating whether the influence of changes in SCL and SAM valence on 
task-switching depends on extraversion differ for men and women are presented in Table 23. For 
males, order of task administration significantly associated with task-switching performance, 
suggesting that males who received the task-switching measure after the creativity task 
outperformed males who received the task-switching measure before the creativity task. In the 
second model, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or extraversion significantly 
predicted task-switching scores for males. The addition of interaction terms in the third model 
did not significantly predict task-switching, and there was no indication of a significant 
interaction of SCL/SAM/extraversion in the fourth model for males. 
For females, order of task administration was not associated with task-switching scores. 
In the second model, the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or extraversion did not 
significantly predict task-switching. The addition of interaction terms in the third model did not 
significantly predict switching scores, and there was no indication of a significant interaction of 
SCL/SAM/extraversion in the fourth model for females. 
Results for Hypothesis 11: 
 Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and 
verbal fluency scores are presented in Table 24. Results demonstrated a trend level association 
between age and verbal fluency scores. There was no difference in verbal fluency performance 
between the four mood conditions or between high and low neuroticism scorers. However, there 
was an interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on verbal fluency performance (F(3, 
151) = 5.17, p <.01). Follow-up post hoc tests demonstrate that for high neuroticism scorers, 
participants in the P-MA condition significantly outperformed individuals in the N-LA condition 
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(p = .001), P-LA condition (p < .01), and the P-HA condition (p = .001). For low neuroticism 
scorers, participants in the P-LA condition outperformed participants in the P-MA condition at 
trend level (p = .07) (see Figure 13).  
Regarding sex differences (see Table 24), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for verbal fluency scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction with 
mood condition. However, there was a significant interaction between sex and neuroticism on 
verbal fluency scores (F(1, 143) = 3.87, p = .05). Follow up post hoc analyses demonstrate that 
for high neuroticism scorers, males outperformed females on verbal fluency at trend level (p = 
.07); there was no difference in verbal fluency between males and females for low neuroticism 
scorers. Finally, there was no indication of a significant interaction between 
mood/sex/neuroticism on verbal fluency performance. 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis assessing whether the influence of 
SCL reactivity on verbal fluency performance depends on neuroticism are presented in Table 25. 
In the first model, age significantly associated with verbal fluency such that increasing age 
predicted better fluency performance. However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity or 
neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted verbal fluency scores. Finally, the third 
model did not demonstrate an interaction between SCL reactivity and neuroticism on verbal 
fluency performance. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 25), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict verbal fluency performance. However, the third model demonstrated a significant 
interaction between neuroticism and sex. Results for the follow up simple slopes tests revealed a 
significant relationship between neuroticism and verbal fluency for males (B=.10, t(150)=2.31, 
p=.02), such that verbal fluency improved with increasing neuroticism scores for males. 
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However, there was no relationship between neuroticism and fluency scores for females (B=-.06, 
t(150)=-1.25, p=.22) (see Figure 14). Finally, the fourth model did not demonstrate a significant 
interaction between SCL reactivity/neuroticism/sex on verbal fluency. 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis investigating whether the influence 
of SAM valence change scores on verbal fluency depends on neuroticism are presented in Table 
26. In the first model, age associated with verbal fluency performance at trend level, such that 
increasing age appears to predict better fluency performance. However, neither the inclusion of 
SAM valence or neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted verbal fluency scores. 
Finally, the third model did not demonstrate an interaction between SAM valence change scores 
and neuroticism on verbal fluency performance. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 26), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict verbal fluency performance. However, the third model demonstrated a significant 
interaction between neuroticism and sex. As discussed previously, results for the follow up 
simple slopes tests revealed a significant relationship between neuroticism and verbal fluency for 
males, such that verbal fluency improved with increasing neuroticism scores for males. 
However, there was no relationship between neuroticism and fluency scores for females (see 
Figure 14). Finally, the fourth model did not demonstrate a three-way interaction between SAM 
valence/neuroticism/sex on verbal fluency. 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis investigating whether the influence 
of SCL reactivity and SAM valence change scores on verbal fluency depends on neuroticism are 
presented in Table 27. In the first model, age associated with verbal fluency performance at trend 
level, such that increasing age appears to predict better fluency performance. However, neither 
the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or neuroticism in the second model significantly 
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predicted verbal fluency scores. The third model demonstrated a trend-level interaction between 
SCL reactivity and SAM valence change scores on verbal fluency. However, this trend-level 
result (p = .051) was no longer trend once the Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) 
was applied. Examination of the interaction plot between SCL reactivity and SAM valence 
suggests that verbal fluency scores improve with increasing arousal for high SAM valence 
scorers, while increasing arousal impairs verbal fluency scores for low SAM valence scorers (see 
Figure 15). Finally, the fourth model suggested a significant three-way interaction between SCL 
reactivity, SAM valence and neuroticism on verbal fluency performance. However, this 
significant result (p = .023) became trend-level once the Bonferroni correction for Type I error 
(α/3 = .017) was applied. Examination of the interaction plot suggests that verbal fluency scores 
for individuals high in neuroticism did not change with increasing SCL reactivity; however, 
those with greater SAM valence change scores scored higher than those with low SAM valence 
change scores. For individuals low in neuroticism, increasing SCL reactivity improved fluency 
performance for those who also experienced increasing SAM valence, while increasing SCL 
reactivity impaired performance for those who experienced decreasing SAM valence (see Figure 
16). 
Analyses investigating whether the influence of changes in SCL and SAM valence on 
verbal fluency depends on neuroticism differ for men and women are presented in Table 28. For 
males, age was not a significant predictor for verbal fluency. Neither the inclusion of SCL 
reactivity, SAM valence or neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted verbal 
fluency scores for males. In the third model, the SCL/SAM interaction term was significant at 
trend-level, suggesting that fluency performance improved with increasing SCL reactivity for 
high SAM valence scorers, while verbal fluency performance worsened with increasing SCL 
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reactivity for low SAM valence scorers (see Figure 17). Furthermore, the SCL/neuroticism 
interaction term was also trend-level, signifying that fluency performance improved with 
increasing SCL reactivity for high neuroticism male scorers, but fluency scores worsened with 
increasing SCL reactivity for low neuroticism male scores (see Figure 18). Finally, there was a 
significant interaction between SCL reactivity/SAM/neuroticism in the fourth model for males. 
Examination of the interaction plot (see Figure 19) indicated that male verbal fluency scores 
were generally higher for high-neuroticism scorers. Furthermore, high neuroticism scorers who 
experienced greater SAM valence changes exhibited lower VF scores compared to those who 
experienced smaller SAM valence changes. For male low neuroticism scorers, those who 
experienced greater SAM valence changes performed better on VF scores, while those who 
experienced smaller SAM valence change performed worse on the VF task. 
For females, age significantly associated with verbal fluency scores in the first model, 
such that increasing age predicted better fluency performance. In the second model, SAM 
valence was a significant predictor, such that greater changes in SAM scores (i.e., greater 
happiness) predicted better fluency performance; there were no other significant predictors in 
this model. The addition of interaction terms in the third model did not significantly predict 
fluency, and there was no indication of a significant interaction of SCL/SAM/neuroticism in the 
fourth model for females. 
Results for Hypothesis 12: 
Results assessing the main effects and the potential moderating role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction paradigm (with varying arousal levels) and task-
switching scores are presented in Table 29. Results demonstrated a significant association 
between order of task administration and task-switching scores. However, there was no 
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difference between the four mood conditions and task-switching. Also, there was no difference 
in task-switching performance between low and high neuroticism scorers, nor was there an 
interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on task-switching scores. 
Regarding sex differences (see Table 29), results showed no overall difference between 
men and women for task-switching scores. Furthermore, sex demonstrated no interaction with 
high/low neuroticism. However, as demonstrated previously in hypothesis 12, sex did 
demonstrate a significant interaction with mood condition (F(3, 143) = 3.49, p < .05). Follow-up 
analyses demonstrated that males in the N-LA condition outperformed males in the P-HA 
condition (p < .05) and males in the P-LA condition outperformed males in the P-HA condition 
(p < .05), while females in the P-MA condition outperformed females in the N-LA condition at 
trend level (p = .10) (see Figure 10). Finally, there was no indication of a significant interaction 
between mood/sex/neuroticism on task-switching performance. 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis assessing whether the influence of 
SCL reactivity on task-switching performance depends on neuroticism are presented in Table 30. 
In the first model, order of task administration significantly associated with task-switching 
scores, such that participants who received the task-switching measure after the creativity task 
outperformed participants who received the task-switching measure before the creativity task. 
However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity or neuroticism in the second model 
significantly predicted task-switching scores. Finally, the third model did not demonstrate an 
interaction between SCL reactivity and neuroticism on task-switching performance. 
Regarding sex analyses (see Table 30), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict task-switching performance. The third model also did not demonstrate a moderation of 
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sex with SCL reactivity or neuroticism. Finally, the fourth model did not indicate a significant 
interaction between SCL reactivity/neuroticism/sex on task-switching scores. 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis assessing whether the influence of 
SAM valence change scores on task-switching performance depends on neuroticism are 
presented in Table 31. In the first model, order of task administration significantly associated 
with task-switching scores. However, neither the inclusion of SAM valence change scores or 
neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted task-switching scores. The third model 
revealed a significant SAM valence/neuroticism interaction. This result (p = .012) remained 
significant once the Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) was applied. Results for 
the follow up simple slopes tests did not reveal a significant relationship between SAM valence 
and task-switching for either high neuroticism scorers (B=-.98, t(147)=-.19, p=.85) or low 
neuroticism scorers (B=1.08, t(147)=.21, p=.83) (see Figure 20). 
Regarding sex analyses (see Table 31), the addition of sex in the second model did not 
predict task-switching performance. As observed previously, the third model revealed a 
significant SAM valence/neuroticism interaction (see Figure 20); follow up simple slopes tests 
did not reveal a significant relationship between SAM valence and task-switching for either high 
neuroticism scorers or low neuroticism scorers. Finally, the fourth model did not indicate a 
significant interaction between SAM valence/neuroticism/sex on task-switching performance 
(see Table 31). 
Results for the hierarchical linear regression analysis assessing whether the influence of 
SCL reactivity and SAM valence change scores on task-switching depends on neuroticism are 
presented in Table 32. In the first model, order of task administration significantly associated 
with task-switching scores. However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or 
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neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted task-switching performance. The third 
model demonstrated a significant interaction between SAM valence and neuroticism on task-
switching scores. However, this significant result (p = .023) became trend-level once the 
Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) was applied. As previously examined, follow 
up simple slopes tests did not reveal a significant relationship between SAM valence and task-
switching for either high neuroticism scorers or low neuroticism scorers (see Figure 20). Finally, 
the fourth model suggested a significant interaction between SCL reactivity, SAM valence and 
neuroticism on task-switching performance. However, this significant result (p = .028) became 
trend-level once the Bonferroni correction for Type I error (α/3 = .017) was applied. 
Examination of the interaction plot (see Figure 21) suggests that task-switching scores improved 
with increasing SCL reactivity for individuals with low SAM valence/high neuroticism and high 
SAM valence/low neuroticism, while switching scores worsened with increasing SCL reactivity 
for participants with high SAM valence/high neuroticism and low SAM valence/low 
neuroticism. 
Analyses investigating whether the influence of changes in SCL and SAM valence on 
task-switching performance depends on neuroticism differ for men and women are presented in 
Table 33. For males, order of task administration significantly associated with task-switching 
scores in the first model. However, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or 
neuroticism in the second model significantly predicted task-switching performance for males. In 
the third model, the SCL reactivity/neuroticism interaction term was significant at trend-level, 
suggesting that task-switching scores worsened with increasing SCL reactivity much more for 
low neuroticism males compared to high neuroticism males (see Figure 22). Furthermore, the 
SAM valence/neuroticism interaction term was also trend-level significant, signifying that task-
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switching worsened with increasing SAM valence change scores much more for high 
neuroticism males compared to low neuroticism males (see Figure 23). Finally, there was no 
indication of a significant interaction between SCL reactivity/SAM/neuroticism on task-
switching performance for males in the fourth model. 
For females, order of task administration did not associate with task-switching scores in 
the first model. In the second model, neither the inclusion of SCL reactivity, SAM valence or 
neuroticism significantly predicted task-switching performance for females. The addition of 
interaction terms in the third model did not significantly predict task-switching, and there was no 
indication of a significant interaction of SCL/SAM/neuroticism in the fourth model for females. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
Manipulation Check: Assessing the efficacy of a positive-mood induction procedure on SCL 
reactivity and subjective SAM valence and arousal scores. 
Assessing SC Reactivity: 
 Results indicated that the mood induction procedure successfully elicited changes in 
SCL, depending on the particular mood condition to which the participant was assigned. SCL 
diminished (from baseline to post-mood induction) in response to presentation of the neutral-low 
arousal (N-LA) and positive-low arousal (P-LA) IAPS images. This is consistent with what 
would be expected in the absence of a stimulus (or experimental manipulation of low intensity) 
(Boucsein, 1992). In contrast, presentation of music alone (P-MA) and the combination of 
music/IAPS images (P-HA) both yielded a sustained SCL that approximated a plateau, such that 
participants remained consistently aroused throughout the duration of the mood induction 
procedure. This absence of an otherwise decline in SCL (in the context of a neutral condition) 
suggests these experimental manipulations exerted a physiological response. Comparisons in 
SCL change (from baseline to post-mood induction) between groups demonstrated that changes 
were significantly different between the N-LA and P-HA conditions, the P-LA and P-MA 
conditions, the P-LA and P-HA conditions, and a trend level difference between the N-LA and 
P-MA conditions. As predicted, the N-LA and P-LA IAPS images elicited significant decreases 
in SCL and are thus classified as “low arousal” stimuli; these results have been reported 
previously (Ribeiro et al., 2007). Also, the P-MA and P-HA conditions elicited a sustained SCL 
throughout the mood elicitation procedure. Previous research has demonstrated arousing effects 
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of music and combination of music/IAPS images compared to images alone (Baumgartner, 
Esslen & Jäncke, 2004; Gomez & Danuser, 2004).  
 When comparing changes in SCL change between groups, there was not a significant 
difference between the P-MA and the P-HA conditions; this may suggest that either the musical 
stimulus or the combination of the music/images was not sufficiently strong enough to 
differentially elevate participants’ SCL. Overall, these results suggest that IAPS images were 
effective and useful in eliciting decreases in SCL, while the presentation of music and 
music/images function similarly in sustaining SCL and/or eliciting SC responses. Indeed, one of 
the primary reasons a multimodal mood induction was utilized for the present study concerns the 
inability of pleasant IAPS images alone to induce significantly different changes in SCL arousal. 
For pleasant images, changes in SCL are most elevated for pictures of erotica, which were not 
used in this study (Coan & Allen, 2007; Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert & Lang, 2001). Therefore, 
studies that do not include highly arousing erotic images will prompt little differentiation in SC 
activity. One of the few studies to demonstrate significant differences in induced SCL involves a 
multimodal paradigm which includes the presentation of IAPS images, a musical excerpt, or the 
simultaneous presentation of the images/music (Baumgartner, Esslen & Jäncke, 2004). Their 
results demonstrated significant differences in SC reactivity based on the modality, such that the 
images/music condition induced the greatest SC reactivity, followed by music and lastly, images. 
While their study showed a difference in SC reactivity between their music and music/images 
groups, the present study was unable to replicate this result. However, one reason for this 
inconsistency may be due to the researchers’ inclusion of elicited sadness and fear conditions. 
During statistical analysis of SC reactivity, the researchers pooled all affective groups together 
and compared the different modalities (i.e., images, music, and images/music) in relation to SC 
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responses (SCRs). It is possible, therefore, that another affective state, perhaps sadness or fear, 
drove the significant difference between the music and images/music conditions.  
  Biologically, females have a greater sweat gland density than males, but display more 
delayed and less sweating (Morimoto, 1978); furthermore, observed sex-related differences in 
both sweating and SC reactivity can be presumably related to endocrine influences (Venables & 
Christie, 1973). Due to these physiological differences, a substantial number of studies have 
demonstrated sex-related differences in electrodermal activity at baseline, as well as reactivity 
depending on the particular emotional stimulus presented. For example, a study assessing the 
influence of sex on autonomic reactivity using the presentation of IAPS images demonstrated 
that males tend to exhibit greater overall SC reactivity than females (Burriss, Powell & White, 
2007) to positive and negative images. Another study assessing sex differences in response to the 
presentation of IAPS images reported that women demonstrate greater SC reactivity to aversive 
images compared to men, while men demonstrate greater SC reactivity to erotic images 
compared to women (Bradley et al., 2001). Based on reported sex differences in the emotion 
literature, we conducted follow-up analyses aimed at examining sex differences in SCL changes 
among the four mood induction conditions. Overall, we predicted that males would demonstrate 
greater changes in SCL to stimuli of increasing arousal, compared to women. 
While there was no interaction between mood condition and sex, there was a significant 
difference between males and females and changes in SCL in response to a positive-mood 
induction. Men were generally more aroused than women across all four mood-conditions, which 
has been demonstrated previously. While not significant, patterns of SC reactivity for men 
suggests greater changes in SCL to stimuli of increasing arousal, such that males were most 
aroused to the P-HA condition; women, however, demonstrated the greatest change in SCL to 
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the P-MA condition. While a few studies have assessed sex differences in association with 
physiological response to IAPS images, no studies to date have assessed sex differences using a 
musical mood induction; subsequent exploration is necessary to understand this unexpected 
finding. 
Assessing Changes in Subjective Valence and Arousal: 
 Overall, results revealed that the mood induction successfully elicited the targeted 
subjective mood state. IAPS images have been consistently utilized to elicit positive, negative or 
neutral mood states as well as varying degrees of arousal levels (Lang et al., 2005; Ribeiro et al., 
2007). Also, music has been demonstrated to effectively elicit targeted mood states (Pignatiello, 
Camp & Rasar, 1986), and combinations of various mood induction techniques (such as images 
and music) have been shown to most strongly and effectively induce specific moods 
(Baumgartner, Esslen & Jäncke, 2006). As expected, comparison of changes in SAM valence 
scores among the four mood induction conditions demonstrated a significant difference, 
particularly between the N-LA and P-LA groups, the N-LA and P-MA groups, and the N-LA and 
P-HA groups. Therefore, individuals subjectively responded differentially to neutral alone 
images compared to either positively valenced images, music, or images/music combined. 
Interestingly, there were no differences between the positively valenced stimuli of varying 
degrees of arousal (i.e., there was no difference in subjective valence between P-LA, P-MA, or 
P-HA), although the means were in the expected direction (i.e., greater valence change scores 
with increasing stimulus intensity). We were unable to replicate the finding that the magnitude of 
subjective mood valence increases with increasing physiological arousal (Lang et al., 1993). SCL 
reactivity results clearly demonstrated differential changes in SCL between most of the mood 
conditions. However, these results suggest that while stimuli of different modalities may be 
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strong enough to elicit the targeted mood, they may not be sufficiently strong enough for 
participants to subjectively differentiate the affective valence intensity of the presented stimuli. 
This finding demonstrates the necessity of using an objective measure of autonomic arousal to 
more accurately ascertain the emotional intensity of the presented stimuli. Another possibility for 
these results may include a ceiling effect due to using the SAM valence scale. The SAM, which 
is a pictorial representation of a 9-point Likert scale, was developed for use with IAPS images. 
Therefore, it is unclear how reliable this measure is in relation to musical stimuli. Also, the SAM 
might not have sufficient ratings for participants to choose from, and so would inaccurately 
reflect their change in subjective valence in response to the stimuli. 
 Sex analyses included assessing changes in SAM valence scores among the four mood 
induction groups by sex. Prior research has demonstrated that men and women subjectively rate 
emotional stimuli differently. For example, Bradley et al. (2001) presented a set of IAPS images 
of varying degrees of valence to men and women and found that both groups did not react 
identically to pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant pictures. Women were more reactive to 
unpleasant pictures, rating these images as more unpleasant than men. Also, women rated neutral 
pictures as slightly less pleasant, compared to men. In contrast, men tended to be more reactive 
when viewing pleasant pictures (particularly erotica), rating these pictures slightly more pleasant 
than women. Another study also assessed sex differences in subjective mood ratings of SAM 
images (Burriss, Powell &White, 2007); results revealed that women tended to report higher 
ratings to unpleasant, neutral and pleasant slides compared to men. In other words, females 
showed a stronger subjective affective valence response compared to males. Based on possible 
sex differences present in the literature, we compared changes in SAM valence scores for men 
and women.  
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While results demonstrated a significant main effect for mood condition, there was 
neither a significant sex effect, nor a significant interaction between mood condition and sex. 
Focusing on IAPS images only, prior research demonstrated that men rate pleasant images more 
highly than women, but only if erotic images were used. Because no such images were used in 
the current study, this may explain why there was no difference in subjective valence ratings for 
IAPS images between men and women. Another reason for our inconsistent finding relates to our 
use of a multimodal mood induction condition, while the research cited only used IAPS images. 
No current studies have assessed potential sex differences in association with emotional stimuli 
of various modalities. Further work on sex differences is necessary to further elucidate whether 
men and women differentially respond to a multimodal mood elicitation procedure. 
 Results assessing the influence of a positive-mood induction on subjective SAM arousal 
change scores demonstrated no significant differences in SAM arousal between the four mood 
conditions. Again, one explanation may relate to an insufficient sensitivity of the mood induction 
procedure to elicit significant changes in subjective arousal. However, SCL reactivity, a measure 
of objective arousal, demonstrated significant differences between the four mood groups. 
Therefore, these results imply that participants may have difficulty, or at least are not accurate, in 
reporting subjective arousal scores. Again, prior literature demonstrates that individuals report 
increasing subjective arousal scores with increasing stimulus intensity (Lang, Bradley, & 
Cuthbert, 2005; Bradley et al., 2001; Lang et al., 1993). However, these results only focus on the 
presentation of IAPS images, while the current study uses a variety of stimuli of different 
modalities. Furthermore, the current study did not include IAPS images that have been 
previously reported as the most arousing, both subjectively and objectively; examples of these 
include erotica (i.e., positive valence) and mutilation (i.e., negative valence). Currently, few if 
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any studies have been conducted to assess the level of subjective arousal in response to a 
multimodal mood induction paradigm. Therefore, further research is necessary to measure both 
subjective SAM valence and arousal in response to a multimodal mood elicitation procedure. 
 Regarding sex differences and SAM arousal scores, results demonstrated no significant 
main effect for mood condition, sex, or mood condition by sex interaction. Men tend to 
demonstrate a greater positive bias (i.e., greater subjective arousal for positive IAPS images), 
while women demonstrate a greater negative bias (i.e., greater subjective arousal for negative 
IAPS images) (Bradley et al., 2001). Again, our inconsistent results may be due to the lack of 
erotic IAPS images, which accounts for much of the subjective arousal scores in men. Regarding 
the musical group, very few, if any studies have been conducted examining sex differences in 
SAM valence and arousal responses in relation to musical excerpts. Therefore, further research is 
necessary to discern potential sex differences in mood-elicitation procedures using various 
modalities. 
AIM 1: Replicating prior evidence that personality (i.e., extraversion and neuroticism) correlates 
with physiological activity (SCL) and subjective valence and arousal at baseline. 
Hypothesis 1: 
 Prior research has generally demonstrated a relationship between lower extraversion (i.e., 
introversion) and more SC activity at baseline (i.e., prior to a mood induction procedure) (Gange, 
Geen, & Harkins, 1979; Wilson, 1990; Cruz & Larsen, 1995). However, we were unable to 
replicate this finding that a lower degree of extraversion correlates with higher baseline SC 
activity. One reason for this inconsistency may relate to the manner in which SC is measured. 
The prior referenced studies assessed SC activity using non-specific SC responses (NS-SCR’s), 
which are defined as an increase in conductance measured from the onset of the response to its 
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peak, in the absence of an unidentifiable stimulus. The current study assessed SC activity 
focusing on changes in SCL, which have also been studied in relation to personality. The studies 
relating changes in SCL to personality have generally demonstrated no significant differences 
between introverts and extraverts (Coles, Gale, & Kline, 1971; Davis & Cowles, 1988; Nielsen 
& Petersen, 1976). Furthermore, a recent study by Buckingham (2008) demonstrated no 
differences in baseline SCL between introverts and extraverts; however, there was a difference in 
the frequency of NS-SCRs, with introverts demonstrating a significantly higher number of 
physiological responses compared to extraverts. This study demonstrates the various ways in 
which SC activity can be measured which can differentially influence results. Recent research 
suggests that changes in SCL is preferable over NS-SCRs because changes in SCL reflects 
general cortical arousability, while NS-SCRs reflects reactivity of specific neural pathways in 
response to unspecified stimuli (Buckingham, 2008). Regardless, future analyses include 
extracting baseline NS-SCRs to evaluate whether any kind of SC activity relates to extraversion. 
 As mentioned previously, females generally present less sweating and more delayed 
sweating than males (Morimoto, 1978). Furthermore, studies have demonstrated sex differences 
in relation to personality dimensions. For example, studies assessing sex differences in relation 
to extraversion are mixed. While men tend to score higher on the subcomponents of 
Assertiveness and Excitement Seeking, women tend to score higher on the subcomponents of 
Warmth, Gregariousness, and Positive Emotions (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; 
McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). Therefore, the current study assessed for potential sex differences 
in regards to the relationship between extraversion and baseline SCL for males and females. 
Results did not demonstrate a significant relationship of extraversion with baseline SCL among 
males alone or females alone, nor was there any difference in these relationships between males 
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and females. Again, this result may relate to the manner in which SC activity was measured. 
Studies focusing on changes in SCL and personality have demonstrated no significant 
differences between introverts and extraverts (Coles, Gale, & Kline, 1971; Davis & Cowles, 
1988), and few, if any studies, have further assessed this relationship between males and females. 
Hypothesis 2: 
 Prior research has demonstrated inconsistent results regarding the relationship between 
neuroticism and SC activity at baseline. While a few studies have suggested a positive 
relationship between SC activity and neuroticism (Horan et al., 2005; Cloninger et al., 1993), 
another study demonstrated no relationship between baseline SC activity and neuroticism 
(Buckingham, 2008). Again, these inconsistencies may be due to differences in how SC activity 
was assessed; some studies use NS-SCRs (Horan et al., 2005; Cloninger et al., 1993; 
Buckingham, 2008) while others used changes in SCL (Buckingham, 2008). Our results 
demonstrated no discernable relationship between changes in SCL and the neuroticism 
dimension. We were able to replicate Buckingham’s (2008) results, which assessed SC activity 
using both changes in SCL and NS-SCRs. Buckingham suggests that individuals higher in 
neuroticism may indeed demonstrate greater activity in cortical arousal as a function of increased 
limbic activity. Therefore, higher-neuroticism individuals may demonstrate greater SC activity 
not at baseline, but primarily in response to arousing stimuli, compared to lower-neuroticism 
individuals.  
 As mentioned previously, females generally present less and more delayed sweating than 
males (Morimoto, 1978). Furthermore, studies have demonstrated sex differences in relation to 
personality dimensions. For example, studies assessing sex differences in relation to neuroticism 
mainly demonstrate that women consistently score higher on questions relating to neuroticism 
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compared to males (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005; 
Lippa, 2010; Schmitt et al., 2008). Therefore, the current study assessed for potential sex 
differences in regards to the relationship between neuroticism and baseline SCL for males and 
females. Results did not demonstrate a significant relationship between neuroticism and baseline 
SCL among males alone or females alone, nor was there any difference in these relationships 
between males and females. Again, this result may relate to the manner in which SC activity was 
measured. Studies focusing on changes in SCL and personality have not demonstrated a 
significant relationship between these two variables (Buckingham, 2008), and few, if any, studies 
have further assessed this relationship between males and females. Further research is necessary 
to elucidate potential sex differences in personality and its relation to electrodermal activity. 
Hypothesis 3: 
Research has consistently demonstrated a significant relationship between greater 
extraversion and positive mood (Meyer & Shack, 1989; Watson & Clark, 1992; Watson, 2000; 
Scherer et al., 2004; Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 2012), a relationship we were able to 
successfully replicate. Numerous theories have been developed to explain this consistent 
phenomenon. For example, Gray’s (1987) two-dimensional BIS/BAS model and Eysenck’s 
(1967) model of personality propose distinct biological pathways for experiencing 
extraversion/positive affect and neuroticism/negative affect, respectively. Also, the neurological 
correlates of extraversion may be associated with sensitivity to reward cues, which would make 
extroverts more likely than introverts to experience pleasant affect in the presence of a reward.  
 Prior research has implicated sex differences in relation to extraversion, such that women 
tend to score higher on certain sub-dimensions of extraversion compared to males (Löckenhoff et 
al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). Furthermore, sex differences exist in 
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relation to affective experience and expression. Women are generally considered to be more 
emotionally expressive than men, particularly affective states such as distress, embarrassment, 
fear, guilt, sadness, and happiness (Plant et al., 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 
2000). A number of theories attempt to explain this consistent finding, from physiological 
(Vingerhoets et al., 2000; Frey, 1985) to socio-cultural theories proposing that emotional 
responding in women is more socially permissible compared to men (LaFrance & Banaji, 1992). 
Therefore, the current study assessed for potential sex differences in the relationship between 
extraversion and subjective SAM valence scores for males and females. Results showed similar 
positive relationships between extraversion and SAM valence for men and women. These results 
suggest that males and females similarly report their affective experience as a function of their 
level of extraversion. Further research is necessary to replicate this finding.  
 Few, if any, studies have assessed the relationship between extraversion and baseline 
subjective SAM arousal scores. SAM arousal has been studied in relation to the presentation of 
IAPS images, which has consistently demonstrated that increasing SAM arousal correlates with 
images of increasing affective intensity (Lang et al., 1993). It is unclear how reliable this 
subjective arousal measure is in relation to the individual’s perception of baseline arousal 
activity. Furthermore, it is even less understood how subjective baseline arousal relates to the 
extraversion personality dimension. Results for this exploratory analysis determined no 
relationship between baseline SAM arousal scores and extraversion. A secondary sex analysis 
was conducted to assess whether there were any differences between males and females in 
relation to baseline SAM arousal and extraversion, primarily because there are consistent 
reported sex differences in association with extraversion (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 
2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). However, no sex differences were found between 
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extraversion and baseline SAM arousal. Again, this measure was developed to be used in 
conjunction with a mood elicitation procedure using IAPS images; it is unclear whether the SAM 
arousal scale is valid in accurately assessing baseline subjective arousal. Further research is 
necessary to discover whether this measure can accurately measure subjective arousal at baseline 
(i.e., in the absence of presented stimuli). 
Hypothesis 4: 
 Research has consistently demonstrated a negative relationship between neuroticism and 
subjective valence, such that increasing neuroticism scores is associated with decreasing positive 
mood (or greater negative mood) (Jankowski & Zajenkowski, 2012; Meyer & Shack, 1989; 
Watson & Clark, 1992). We were able to successfully replicate this common finding. Again, a 
few theories have been developed to explain this result, particularly biological theories which 
propose common neural pathways for experiencing positive mood/extraversion and negative 
mood/neuroticism (Canli et al., 2004). Also, Gray’s BIS/BAS theory (1987) proposes that the 
BIS, which is associated with neuroticism traits, is believed to regulate behavior in response to 
signals of punishment; therefore, individuals high in neuroticism scores are more sensitive and 
respond more consistently in the presence of negative cues and punishment (Strelau, 1987; 
Spielberger et al., 1999). 
 Prior research has also implicated sex differences in relation to neuroticism, such that 
women tend to score higher on neuroticism compared to males (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Lippa, 
2010; Costa et al., 2001; Schmitt et al., 2008; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005; Soto et al., 2010; 
Walder et al., 2012). Furthermore, sex differences exist in relation to affective experience and 
expression. Women are generally considered to be more emotionally expressive than men (Plant 
et al., 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 2000). Therefore, the current study examined 
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potential sex differences in the relationship between neuroticism and subjective SAM valence 
scores for males and females. While both males and females demonstrated a negative 
relationship between neuroticism and subjective SAM valence scores, this relationship achieved 
statistical significance for males but not for females. Therefore, these results demonstrate that 
personality, particularly neuroticism, greatly influences the expression of subjective affect in 
males compared to females. Further research assessing sex differences in relation to personality 
and affect is necessary to better understand this curious finding. 
 Few, if any, studies have assessed the relationship between neuroticism and baseline 
subjective SAM arousal scores. As stated previously, SAM arousal has been studied in relation 
to IAPS images, which has consistently demonstrated that increasing SAM arousal correlates 
with images of increasing affective intensity (Lang et al., 1993). It is unknown whether the 
SAM’s dimension of subjective arousal predictably measures baseline arousal activity. Also, it is 
less understood how SAM subjective arousal relates to the neuroticism personality dimension. 
Therefore, an exploratory analysis was conducted to assess whether any relationship exists 
between neuroticism and SAM baseline arousal. Results revealed a trend-level positive 
relationship, such that a greater degree of neuroticism was associated with a greater degree of 
SAM baseline arousal scores. Research assessing neuroticism and autonomic activity 
(particularly SC activity) at baseline has been largely inconsistent, with some studies 
demonstrating a positive relationship between neuroticism and SC activity at rest (Horan et al., 
2005; Cloninger et al., 1993), while others demonstrate no relationship (Buckingham, 2008). 
Interestingly, our current sample did not demonstrate any relationship between neuroticism and 
objective SC activity. Therefore, these results suggest that neuroticism may be related to a 
subjective perception of internal baseline arousal. Subsequent research is necessary to replicate 
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this finding and to ascertain which, if any, internal biological markers relate to the perception of 
arousability in the individual (e.g., increased heart rate, respiration rate, SC activity). 
 A secondary sex analysis was conducted to assess whether there were any differences 
between males and females in relation to baseline SAM arousal and neuroticism, due to reported 
sex differences in association with neuroticism (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; 
McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). While there was no significant relationship for males, there was a 
trend-level positive relationship between neuroticism and SAM baseline arousal scores for 
females. Therefore, it appears that higher-neuroticism females may be more accurate and/or 
expressive than males in subjective ratings of baseline physiological arousal compared to males. 
Again, one potential explanation relates to the social and cultural acceptance for females to be 
more expressive with feeling states compared to males (LaFrance & Banaji, 1992). Further 
research focusing on sex differences is necessary to better understand the relationship between 
personality and subjective SAM scores for valence and arousal. 
AIM 2: Assessing the potential moderating role of personality on the relationship between a 
positive-mood induction with SCL reactivity and subjective valence/arousal. 
Hypothesis 5: 
 As explained previously, the positive-mood induction paradigm was largely successful in 
eliciting changes in SCL in the anticipated direction (i.e., there was a decrease in SCL for the N-
LA and P-LA conditions, while the P-MA and P-HA conditions yielded a sustained SCL that 
approximated a plateau). However, there was no difference in SCL reactivity between high and 
low extraverts, nor was there an interaction between extraversion and mood condition on SCL 
reactivity. Few studies have assessed the potential role of extraversion on the relationship 
between a positive-mood induction and SC reactivity. Two studies did not find any influence of 
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novelty seeking (which is positively correlated with extraversion) on the relationship between SC 
reactivity in response to the presentation of positive IAPS images (Mardaga & Hansenne, 2010; 
Mardaga, Laloyaux, & Hansenne, 2006). Another study demonstrated a moderating effect of 
neuroticism only on the relationship between the presentation of IAPS images and SC reactivity 
(Norris, Larsen & Cacioppo, 2007). Taken together, these results suggest that extraversion does 
not play a moderating role between a positive-mood induction (or potentially, any induced 
valence) and SC reactivity. One potential explanation for this result relates to Eysenck and 
Eysenck’s (1985) biological theory of personality, which states that neuroticism and extraversion 
are related to the arousability of reticulo-limbic circuit and the reticulo-cortical circuit, 
respectively. The reticulo-limbic circuit is primarily associated with the processing of emotional 
stimuli; therefore, individuals high on the neuroticism spectrum may become more aroused than 
lower-neuroticism individuals as a consequence of emotionally arousing or stressful stimuli. 
However, extraversion is associated with a different neurological circuit and is not directly 
related to emotional processing; therefore, level of extraversion may only minimally influence an 
individual’s arousal reactivity in response to emotional stimuli. 
 As stated previously, research implicates the role of sex on SC reactivity in response to 
emotional stimuli. For example, studies suggest that males tend to exhibit greater overall SC 
reactivity to positive images (particularly if erotic IAPS images are used), while women exhibit 
greater SC reactivity to negatively-valenced images (Burriss, Powell & White, 2007; Bradley et 
al., 2001). Also, evidence for sex differences in relation to personality suggests that women tend 
to score higher on certain sub-dimensions of extraversion as well as overall neuroticism, 
compared to males (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). 
Finally, sex differences exist in relation to affective experience and expression, where women 
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are generally considered to be more emotionally expressive than men (Plant et al., 2000; Kring & 
Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 2000). Therefore, exploratory analyses including sex as an 
additional moderator variable were conducted. There was no moderation of sex on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and SCL reactivity, nor was there an indication 
of a three-way interaction between mood condition, extraversion and sex. However, there was a 
significant difference between males and females, such that males demonstrated greater SCL 
compared to women (irrespective of the mood condition). One biological explanation for this 
result relates to the observation that females generally present more delayed and less sweating 
than males (Morimoto, 1978). Also, one study examining the effects of the experimenter’s sex 
on the subject’s basal SCL and SC reactivity in response to auditory startle probes found that 
males demonstrate greater baseline SC activity and more spontaneous SC fluctuations during 
stimulus presentation in the presence of a female experimenter compared to females (Fisher & 
Kotses, 1974). The current study consisted of one female experimenter only. Therefore, this 
result implies that the sex of the experimenter is an important characteristic to consider, which 
may partially account for the variance found in psychophysiological research. 
Hypothesis 6: 
 As previously stated, the positive-mood induction paradigm was largely successful in 
eliciting changes in SCL in the anticipated direction (i.e., there was a decrease in SCL for the N-
LA and P-LA conditions, while the P-MA and P-HA conditions yielded a sustained SCL that 
approximated a plateau). However, there was no difference in SCL reactivity between high and 
low neuroticism scorers, nor was there an interaction between neuroticism and mood condition 
on SCL reactivity. The few studies that have assessed the potential role of neuroticism on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and SC reactivity are inconsistent. One study 
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discovered that individuals low in harm avoidance (i.e., individuals low in neuroticism) 
displayed longer SC half-recovery times in response to the presentation of pleasant compared to 
neutral images (Mardaga & Hansenne, 2010). However, another study showed that high-
neuroticism participants exhibited greater SCRs in response to pleasant and unpleasant 
(compared to neutral) images; no such pattern was found for low-neuroticism participants 
(Norris, Larsen & Cacioppo, 2007). Interestingly, the current study did not demonstrate any 
moderating effect of neuroticism on SCL reactivity in response to positive stimuli of varying 
degrees of arousal. One reason for these discrepant results relates to the manner in which SC 
reactivity was measured, which was different for all three studies. Half-recovery time measures 
the exponential decay from the peak of the SCR; therefore, both studies measured electrodermal 
reactivity as SCRs. SCRs are primarily used to assess the arousability of discrete, individual 
stimuli, and as such, utilize inter-stimulus intervals in between presentations of stimuli (such as 
images). The current study utilized changes in SCL as the measure of SC reactivity because the 
aim of the study was to elicit differential changes in arousal levels; therefore, the inter-stimulus 
interval was not used. Furthermore, a musical excerpt, an example of a continuous stimulus, was 
used to elicit the targeted emotional state for the P-MA and P-HA conditions and as such cannot 
be used with inter-stimulus intervals. Therefore, it is possible that measuring changes in SCL, 
compared to SCRs, is not sensitive enough to assess the dynamic changes in SC reactivity in 
response to emotional stimuli. Future statistical analyses include extracting and analyzing SCRs 
to determine whether neuroticism does in fact moderate the relationship between a positive-
mood induction and electrodermal reactivity. Also, according to Eysenck and Eysenck’s theory 
(1985), while higher neuroticism is related to increased arousability of the reticulo-limbic circuit 
and consequently increased sensitivity to emotional stimuli, their increased sensitivity is 
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primarily related to negatively (or stressful) stimuli. For example, one study (Mardaga, 
Laloyaux, & Hansenne, 2006) assessing the moderating influence of harm avoidance on the 
relationship between emotional stimuli (positive, negative and neutral) on SC reactivity found 
that neuroticism moderated SC reactivity only in relation to negative images. Therefore, future 
research is necessary to better understand these inconsistent results. 
 Exploratory sex analyses were conducted for the current analysis, given that sex 
differences have been reported in relation to SC reactivity (Burriss, Powell & White, 2007; 
Bradley et al., 2001), affect (Plant et al., 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 2000) and 
neuroticism (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). Again, 
results demonstrated a sex difference in relation to changes in SCL, such that males were 
generally more aroused than females. However, there was no moderation of sex on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and SCL reactivity, nor was there an indication 
of a significant interaction between mood condition, neuroticism and sex. Further research is 
necessary to replicate these results and better elucidate the role of sex on the relation between 
affect, personality and physiology. 
Hypothesis 7:  
 Prior research has consistently demonstrated that extraverts are more susceptible to, and 
report greater increases, in subjective mood scores in response to positive stimuli (Strelau, 1987; 
Scherer et al., 2004; Tellegen et al., 1999; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989/1991; Rusting & Larsen, 
1997). Therefore, we predicted that personality would serve as a moderating variable such that 
high extraversion (versus low extraversion) would be more susceptible to the positive-mood 
induction paradigm, demonstrating higher (i.e., more positive) mood scores as measured using 
the SAM. As previously stated, the positive-mood induction paradigm was largely successful in 
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eliciting changes in SAM valence in the anticipated direction (i.e., positive stimuli was rated as 
happier, or higher SAM scores, compared to neutral stimuli). However, there was no difference 
in SAM valence between high and low extraverts, nor was there an interaction between 
extraversion and mood condition on SAM valence. One possible explanation for these 
inconsistent results may relate to the number of ratings available to choose from in the SAM 
valence scale. As demonstrated previously, there was a significant positive relationship between 
extraversion and baseline SAM valence scores; therefore, extraverts more likely chose ratings on 
the upper end of the scale compared to introverts. Because extraverts had higher baseline SAM 
valence scores, they may not have had sufficient ratings to choose from in response to the 
positive-mood induction (i.e., a ceiling effect), and so their responses may have inaccurately 
reflected their change in subjective valence in response to the stimuli. While extraversion did not 
moderate the mood induction/SAM valence relationship, the group means reflected changes in 
the anticipated direction, such that extraverts demonstrated the greatest SAM valence increase to 
the P-HA condition, while introverts demonstrated the greatest SAM valence increase to the P-
MA condition. Further work, perhaps with a larger sample size or an alternate subjective 
affective measure, would prove fruitful in better understanding this incongruous result.  
 Exploratory sex analyses were also conducted, given that sex differences have been 
reported in relation to affect (Plant et al., 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 2000) and 
extraversion (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). Again, 
the positive-mood induction paradigm was largely successful in eliciting changes in SAM 
valence in the anticipated direction (i.e., positive stimuli was rated as happier, or higher SAM 
scores, compared to neutral stimuli). However, there was no moderation of sex on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and changes in SAM valence, nor was there an 
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indication of a three-way interaction between mood condition, extraversion and sex. Further 
research is necessary to replicate these results and better elucidate the role of sex on the relation 
between subjective valence and personality. 
 Results assessing the potential moderating influence of extraversion on the relationship 
between a positive-mood induction and SAM arousal change scores demonstrated no differences 
between mood conditions, between introverts or extraverts, nor was there an interaction effect 
between mood condition and extraversion on subjective SAM arousal. Again, prior literature has 
only focused on SAM arousal in relation to IAPS images only (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2005; 
Bradley et al., 2001; Lang et al., 1993), while the current study includes musical stimuli. Also, 
the current study does not include those IAPS images that prior research suggests are the most 
arousing (i.e., erotica and mutilation). Therefore, the mood induction procedure may not be 
sufficiently sensitive to elicit changes in subjective arousal, or it may not be appropriate to use 
the SAM arousal scale considering that musical stimuli was also used. Few, if any, studies have 
assessed the potential influence of extraversion on the changes in SAM arousal scores in 
response to a positive-mood induction. Therefore, additional research is necessary to better 
understand this relationship. Regarding sex differences, extraversion, and SAM arousal scores, 
results demonstrated no influence of sex, sex by mood condition, or a significant interaction 
between sex/mood/extraversion on changes in SAM arousal scores. Again, our results may be 
due to the lack of erotic IAPS images, which accounts for much of the subjective arousal scores 
in men (Bradley et al., 2001). Also, no studies to date have assessed the potential influence of 
sex and extraversion on the changes in SAM arousal scores in response to a positive-mood 
induction; additional research is necessary to illuminate this relationship. 
Hypothesis 8: 
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 Prior research has consistently demonstrated that high neuroticism scorers are more 
susceptible to, and report greater decreases, in subjective mood scores in response to negative 
stimuli (Strelau, 1987; Scherer et al., 2004; Spielberger et al., 1999; Larsen & Ketelaar, 
1989/1991; Rusting & Larsen, 1997). Therefore, neuroticism should not moderate the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and changes in SAM valence scores. Results 
confirmed this hypothesis. As previously stated, the positive-mood induction paradigm was 
largely successful in eliciting changes in SAM valence in the anticipated direction (i.e., positive 
stimuli was rated as happier, or higher SAM scores, compared to neutral stimuli). However, there 
was no difference in SAM valence between high and low neuroticism, nor was there an 
interaction between neuroticism and mood condition on SAM valence. According to Gray’s 
(1982, 1987) BIS/BAS theory of personality, the anxiety personality dimension has a biological 
basis in the Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS), wherein individuals high in anxiety and with 
heightened BIS reactivity are sensitive to fear and punishment. Therefore, highly anxious people 
are considered to learn most effectively from punishment, and will result in avoidance of such 
stimuli in order to prevent negative emotional experiences such as fear, frustration and sadness. 
Gray’s anxiety dimension correlates highly with neuroticism, and therefore offers one 
explanation regarding neuroticism and the resulting sensitivity to negative stimuli, while 
demonstrating no significant response to positive stimuli. 
 Exploratory sex analyses were conducted given that sex differences have been reported in 
relation to affect (Plant et al., 2000; Kring & Gordon, 1998; Brody & Hall, 2000) and 
neuroticism (Löckenhoff et al., 2014; Costa et al., 2001; McCrae & Terracciano, 2005). Again, 
the positive-mood induction paradigm was largely successful in eliciting changes in SAM 
valence in the anticipated direction (i.e., positive stimuli was rated as happier, or higher SAM 
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scores, compared to neutral stimuli). However, there was no moderation of sex on the 
relationship between a positive-mood induction and changes in SAM valence, nor was there an 
indication of a significant interaction between mood condition, neuroticism and sex. Further 
research is necessary to replicate these results and better elucidate the role of sex on the 
relationship between subjective valence and personality. 
 Results assessing the potential moderating influence of neuroticism on the relationship 
between a positive-mood induction and SAM arousal change scores demonstrated no differences 
between mood conditions, or between low and high neuroticism scorers. However, there was a 
significant interaction between mood condition and neuroticism, such that high neuroticism 
scorers reported decreases (or less arousal) in subjective arousal scores in response to the low-
arousal conditions, compared to low neuroticism scorers. In other words, the low-arousal 
conditions, which were characterized by the presentation of IAPS images only, may have had a 
subjective calming effect for high-neuroticism scorers while having no influence on low-
neuroticism scorers. Again, these results are purely subjective, considering that the present study 
did not find any differences in SCL reactivity between high and low neuroticism scorers at 
baseline or in response to the mood induction. Few, if any, studies have assessed the potential 
influence of neuroticism on the changes in SAM arousal scores in response to a positive-mood 
induction. Therefore, additional research is necessary to better understand this relationship. 
Regarding sex differences, neuroticism and SAM arousal scores, results demonstrated no 
influence of sex, sex by mood condition, or a significant interaction between 
sex/mood/neuroticism on changes in SAM arousal scores. Again, our results may be due to the 
lack of erotic IAPS images, which accounts for much of the increased subjective arousal scores 
in men (Bradley et al., 2001). Also, no studies to date have assessed the potential influence of 
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sex and neuroticism on changes in SAM arousal scores in response to a positive-mood induction; 
additional research is necessary to clarify this relationship. 
AIM 3: Clarifying the moderating role of personality (neuroticism and extraversion) on the 
relationship of a positive-mood induction condition (of varying degrees of physiological arousal) 
with aspects of executive functioning.  
Hypothesis 9: 
 Results assessing the potential interaction effect between mood condition and 
extraversion on verbal fluency performance did not yield significant results. Also, there were no 
differences in VF performance between the four mood conditions, or between introverts and 
extraverts. Therefore, additional hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to assess the 
influence of extraversion, SCL reactivity and SAM valence (irrespective of mood condition) on 
VF scores.  
 Hierarchical regression results suggested a trend-level interaction between SCL reactivity 
and extraversion, such that increasing arousal level impairs VF scores for higher extraverts, 
while changes in arousal level do not influence fluency performance for lower extraverts (i.e., 
introverts). Prior literature focusing on the effects of arousal on cognition has demonstrated an 
inverted U-shaped function, such that optimal level of arousal for optimal cognitive performance 
exists (Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). Research suggests that extraverts require larger amounts of 
stimulation in order to achieve an optimal level of arousal, and thus reach an optimal level of 
cognitive performance (Eysenck, 1967; Stelmack, 1981/1990; Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; 
Smith, 1983; Wigglesworth & Smith, 1976; Fowles, Roberts & Nagel, 1977). However, the 
current results suggest the reverse, such that increasing arousal impaired VF performance for 
higher extraverts compared to lower extraverts. One reason is that arousal alone was not induced, 
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but in association with subjective positive valence. Therefore, this would insinuate that the 
accompanying induction of positive valence might, in fact, interact with arousal level and impair 
VF performance for higher extraverts, compared to lower extraverts. Further regression results 
regarding the interaction between SAM valence and extraversion, however, did not yield 
significant results. Finally, results assessing the interaction between SCL reactivity, SAM 
valence and extraversion did not demonstrate an interaction. Although one possibility for the 
lack of a significant interaction may be due to insufficient sample size (and statistical power), the 
current results suggest that extraversion interacts primarily with arousal to differentially affect 
VF performance. The current study was one of the first to assess differential levels of mood-
induced arousal on cognitive performance. One previous study did demonstrate that extraverts do 
worse on executive functioning tasks in response to a positive-mood induction; however, mood 
was induced using a musical excerpt only and did not account for varying arousal levels 
(Stafford et al., 2010). Therefore, one possibility for these findings relates to biological theories, 
which implicate increased dopaminergic activity for both experiencing positive mood (Ashby et 
al., 1999) and level of extraversion (Depue & Collins, 1999). Therefore, it could be the case that 
the effects of increased positive mood (and accompanying arousal levels) are superimposed onto 
existing extraversion levels to raise dopaminergic activity above optimal levels and therefore 
disrupt performance on these tasks with a heavier cognitive load.  
 While there was no indication of a significant interaction between SCL reactivity, SAM 
valence and extraversion, there was an interaction between SCL reactivity and SAM valence, 
such that low SAM valence scorers (i.e., did not demonstrate induced positive mood) performed 
worse on VF with increasing SCL reactivity, while no significant relationship for high SAM 
valence scorers was evident. This result would imply that, regardless of personality, less positive 
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mood may have yielded a relative disadvantage on VF performance with increasing arousal, 
while increasing positive mood sustains VF scores regardless of arousal level. Again, the 
Yerkes-Dodson (1908) theory posits an optimal level of arousal for best performance of certain 
cognitive tasks. However, the accompanying positive valence may have had a beneficial effect 
and protected (or buffered) disruption of cognitive performance. Indeed, a wealth of literature 
demonstrates the potential enhancing effect of positive affect on cognitive processing (Ashby, 
Isen, & Turken, 1999; Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987), and so we were successful in 
replicating this consistent finding.   
 Sex differences in cognitive abilities have been observed, such that women tend to 
outperform men on executive speech tasks, such as verbal fluency measures (Hyde & Linn, 
1988; Kimura, 1992/196; Weiss et al., 2003/2006). Therefore, exploratory analyses were 
conducted to discover potential sex differences in cognitive performance and extraversion in 
response to a positive-mood induction. The initial categorical analysis did not yield any 
difference between males and females, no interaction with sex and mood condition, or significant 
interaction between mood/sex/extraversion on VF performance. Further regression analyses 
including sex discovered that sex did not significantly moderate the relationship between 
extraversion and SCL reactivity, nor extraversion and SAM valence change scores. However, 
males and females demonstrated different results for the interaction analysis between 
extraversion, SCL reactivity, and SAM valence. For males, the interaction between SCL 
reactivity and SAM valence was significant; specifically, high SAM valence males presented 
better VF scores with increasing SCL reactivity, while low SAM valence males presented worse 
VF scores with increasing SCL reactivity. No other analyses were significant for males. On the 
other hand, only females’ SAM valence change scores predicted VF performance, such that 
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greater changes in SAM scores (i.e., greater happiness) predicted better VF scores; no other 
analyses for females were significant. These results indicate a potential sex difference in 
significant variables that influence cognitive processing; while men’s VF performance is 
dependent on the interaction between both valence and arousal, women’s VF performance is 
significantly related primarily to changes in valence only. Therefore, future work assessing the 
affective factors that influence VF ability must include sex as a potential moderating variable to 
better understand this complicated relationship. 
Hypothesis 10: 
 Results assessing the potential interaction effect between mood condition and 
extraversion on task-switching performance did not yield significant results. Also, there were no 
differences in TS performance between the four mood conditions, or between introverts and 
extraverts. Therefore, additional hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to assess the 
influence of extraversion, SCL reactivity and SAM valence (irrespective of mood condition) on 
TS scores. 
 Hierarchical regression results suggested a significant interaction between SCL reactivity 
and extraversion, such that the effect of SCL reactivity on task-switching depends on the level of 
extraversion. However, follow-up analyses for higher extraverts and lower extraverts did not 
reveal significant slopes between SCL reactivity and TS scores. Nevertheless, the direction of the 
slopes suggests that TS scores for higher extraverts worsens with increasing SCL reactivity, 
while TS scores for lower extraverts remains relatively unchanged with increasing SCL 
reactivity. Further regression results regarding the interaction between SAM valence and 
extraversion did not yield significant results. Finally, results assessing the interaction between 
SCL reactivity, SAM valence and extraversion did not demonstrate an interaction. These results 
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are similar to the results found for hypothesis 11; namely, that higher extraversion impairs 
executive functioning performance (both VF and TS scores) with increasing arousal, while lower 
extraversion (or introversion) does not moderate the relationship between arousal and executive 
functioning. Furthermore, subjective valence appears not to play a significant role in this 
complicated relationship between extraversion, affect and cognition. As previously stated, 
research suggests that extraverts require higher amounts of stimulation is order to achieve an 
optimal level of arousal, and thus an optimal level of cognitive performance (Eysenck, 1967; 
Stelmack, 1981/1990; Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; Smith, 1983; Wigglesworth & Smith, 1976; 
Fowles, Roberts & Nagel, 1977). Our current results suggest the reverse, such that increasing 
arousal impaired executive functioning performance for higher extraverts compared to lower 
extraverts. Two previous studies did demonstrate similar results, specifically that extraverts did 
worse on executive functioning and set-shifting tasks (i.e., the Stroop task and Wisconson Card 
Sorting Task, respectively) compared to introverts. Therefore, one possible explanation for these 
results concerns biological theories, which implicate increased dopaminergic activity for both 
experiencing positive mood (Ashby et al., 1999) and level of extraversion (Depue & Collins, 
1999). Therefore, it is possible that the effects of increased positive mood for extraverts (whether 
through the induction procedure or higher baseline positive mood) are superimposed onto 
existing extraversion levels to raise dopaminergic activity above optimal levels and therefore 
disrupt performance on these tasks with heavy cognitive load. Further research may include 
assessing the effects of varying levels of arousal only and extraversion on executive functioning 
performance. If the resulting fluency scores are similar to the current results, this may suggest 
that it is higher baseline positive mood (and not induced mood) that interacts with arousal to 
influence fluency performance. Furthermore, biological theories of personality (Eysenck & 
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Eysenck, 1985) posit that neuroticism is related to sensitivity to highly emotional stimuli, while 
extraversion is related to higher cortical activity. This may explain why extraversion 
significantly interacted only with arousal level (i.e., SCL reactivity), and as such consequently 
influenced executive functioning performance, while SAM valence did not interact with 
extraversion in any significant way. 
  Regarding sex differences and task-switching performance, the initial categorical 
analysis discovered a significant mood by sex interaction, such that males in both low arousal 
conditions (N-LA and P-LA) outperformed males in the P-HA condition, while females in the P-
HA condition outperformed females in the N-LA condition at trend level. Further hierarchical 
regression analyses demonstrated no interaction between SCL reactivity, extraversion and sex on 
TS scores. However, there was an interaction between SAM valence change scores and sex on 
TS; while the follow-up simple slopes tests were not significant, the direction of the slopes 
indicate that females’ TS scores improved with increasing SAM valence change scores (i.e., 
more positive mood), while males’ TS scores worsened with increasing SAM valence change 
scores. Finally, there was no difference between males and females regarding the interaction 
between SCL reactivity, SAM valence and extraversion on task-switching. Taking these results 
together, both subjective valence and physiological arousal influences TS performance for males 
and females. Females perform better on task-switching with increasing positive valence, while 
males perform worse. Therefore, future work assessing the affective factors that influence VF 
and TS performance must include sex as a potential moderating variable to better understand this 
complicated relationship. 
Hypothesis 11: 
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 The results for the categorical analysis assessing the influence of mood condition and 
neuroticism on verbal fluency demonstrated a significant interaction, such that high neuroticism 
scorers in the P-MA condition outperformed those in the N-LA, P-LA and P-HA conditions, 
while low neuroticism scorers in the P-LA condition outperformed those in the P-MA condition 
at trend level. Therefore, these results propose that high neuroticism moderates the mood-
cognition relationship, such that a moderate arousal level serves as an optimal arousal level, 
while low neuroticism scorers may potentially have a different level of optimal arousal (i.e., P-
LA). Further hierarchical regression analyses demonstrated no significant interaction between 
SCL reactivity and neuroticism, or SAM valence change score and neuroticism on verbal fluency 
scores. However, there was a significant SCL reactivity/SAM/neuroticism interaction. The 
regression plots demonstrated that VF scores for individuals high in neuroticism do not change 
with increasing SCL reactivity; however, those with greater SAM valence change scores scored 
slightly higher than those with low SAM valence change scores. For individuals low in 
neuroticism, increasing SCL reactivity improved fluency performance for those who also 
experienced greater SAM valence change scores, while increasing SCL reactivity impaired 
performance for those who experienced smaller SAM valence change scores (see Figure 15). 
These results are a bit incongruous with the initial ANOVA results, since the categorical results 
demonstrated that high neuroticism scorers in the P-MA condition outperformed all other mood 
conditions. However, this relationship would signify a curvilinear relationship in line with the 
Yerkes-Dodson (1908) hypothesis (i.e., that an optimal level of arousal enhances performance), 
while the current regressions conducted were linear. Therefore, some of this curvilinear 
information may have been lost with the linear regression analysis. Overall, these findings 
suggest that for lower neuroticism scorers, both arousal and valence are necessary in 
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understanding the relationship between affect and VF performance. Positive valence has a 
beneficial effect and may buffer any impairing effects that moderate stress (or arousal) has on 
fluency performance. For higher neuroticism scorers, SAM valence primarily moderated the 
relationship between affect and fluency. Interestingly, higher-neuroticism individuals have been 
demonstrated to do worse on fluency tasks compared to low neuroticism individuals (Sutin et al., 
2011; Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013), and neuroticism has not been shown to be at all related 
to successfully experiencing the effects of a positive-mood induction (Larsen & Ketelaar, 
1989/1991). Nevertheless, the current results propose that induced positive affect, particularly 
valence, along with increasing arousal may be beneficial in improving fluency scores for 
individuals lower in neuroticism. While neuroticism has traditionally been associated with 
experiencing negative affect, one possibility may be that a higher degree of neuroticism 
predisposes the individual to focus their attention and experience negative affect. Therefore, 
lower-neuroticism scorers are generally not sensitive to negative stimuli. Further research is 
necessary to understand how the susceptibility of lower-neuroticism individuals of experiencing 
affective states, both positive and negative.  
 Sex differences in cognitive abilities have been observed, such that women tend to 
outperform men on executive speech tasks, such as verbal fluency measures (Hyde & Linn, 
1988; Kimura, 1992/196; Weiss et al., 2003/2006). Therefore, exploratory analyses were 
conducted to discover potential sex differences in cognitive performance and neuroticism in 
relation to a positive-mood induction. The initial categorical analysis discovered a significant sex 
by neuroticism interaction such that for high neuroticism, males outperformed females on verbal 
fluency at trend level, while there was no difference in verbal fluency between males and 
females for low neuroticism scorers. Further hierarchical regression analyses again demonstrated 
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a significant sex by neuroticism interaction, such that verbal fluency scores improved with 
increasing neuroticism for males; however, there was no relationship between neuroticism and 
fluency scores for females. Finally, the analysis assessing sex differences for the interactions 
between SCL reactivity, SAM valence and neuroticism on VF scores for males demonstrated that 
VF scores were generally higher for higher-neuroticism scorers. Furthermore, higher neuroticism 
male scorers who experienced greater SAM valence changes exhibited lower VF scores 
compared to those who experienced smaller SAM valence changes. For male lower neuroticism 
scorers, those who experienced greater SAM valence changes performed better on VF scores, 
while those who experienced smaller SAM valence change performed worse on the VF task. 
Females demonstrated no interactions between SCL reactivity, SAM valence or neuroticism on 
VF performance. Taken together, these results imply that neuroticism greatly moderates the 
relationship between affect and fluency for males. Male higher-neuroticism scorers are 
negatively affected by positive valence, which leads to cognitive impairment, while male lower-
neuroticism scores are positively influenced by positive affect and thus perform optimally on the 
fluency task. While most research assessing the relationship between neuroticism and fluency 
has been mixed, some studies imply that higher neuroticism is associated with worse fluency 
scores (Sutin et al., 2011; Murdock, Oddi, & Bridgett, 2013). Interestingly, the samples of these 
few studies were characterized by a greater number of female to males, which may have 
influenced this purported negative relationship between neuroticism and fluency. The current 
finding reveals the necessary inclusion of sex and personality as additional, potentially 
moderating variables in relation to affect and executive functioning performance. 
Hypothesis 12: 
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 Results assessing the potential interaction effect between mood condition and neuroticism 
on task-switching performance did not yield significant results. Also, there were no differences 
in TS performance between the four mood conditions, or between high neuroticism and low 
neuroticism scorers. Therefore, additional hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to 
assess the influence of neuroticism, SCL reactivity and SAM valence (irrespective of mood 
condition) on TS scores. 
 Hierarchical regression results did not suggest an interaction between SCL and 
neuroticism on TS performance. However, there was an interaction between SAM valence 
change scores and neuroticism; the follow-up simple slopes test did not prove significant. 
Nevertheless, the direction of the slopes suggests that TS scores for higher neuroticism 
individuals worsen with increasing SAM valence change scores, while TS scores for lower 
neuroticism individuals improve with increasing SAM valence change scores. Finally, the 
regression analysis assessing the significant interaction between SCL reactivity, SAM valence 
change scores, and neuroticism proved to be significant, such that TS scores improved with 
increasing SCL for individuals with low SAM valence/high neuroticism and high SAM 
valence/low neuroticism, while TS scores worsened with increasing SCL reactivity for 
participants with high SAM valence/high neuroticism and low SAM valence/low neuroticism 
(see Figure 20). Taken together, these results suggest that neuroticism and affect (both arousal 
and particularly, valence) are all necessary factors that influence TS performance. As seen in the 
previous hypothesis, lower neuroticism scorers benefit from greater changes in SAM valence 
(i.e., more positivity) with increasing SCL reactivity. Again, while neuroticism has mainly been 
associated with fluency task impairment, this usually occurs in relation with higher neuroticism. 
It is therefore unclear, and more work is necessary to understand if and under what conditions 
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lower-neuroticism scorers benefit from positive mood. Also, higher neuroticism individuals who 
reported smaller changes in SAM valence also demonstrated better TS scores with increasing 
SCL reactivity. Consequently, higher neuroticism scorers who demonstrated greater SAM 
valence change scores did worse on TS with increasing SCL reactivity. This is contrary to the 
results found for hypothesis 13; namely that greater SAM valence change scores improve VF 
scores regardless of SCL reactivity. One reason may be the difference in cognitive load for the 
tasks used. The VF measure is considered to be a simpler measure that reflects aspects of 
executive functioning such as initiation of the correct response and inhibition of words that do 
not conform to the rules of the task, as well as evaluating the integrity of retrieving words from 
long-term memory (Anderson et al., 2002). The TS task, however, also measures aspects of 
attentional control, set-shifting ability, and the ability to inhibit previous response patterns 
(Downes et al., 1993). Because the TS task requires more cognitive resources than the VF 
measure, greater positive valence may actually hinder, or suppress, performance on such a 
cognitively demanding task as the TS paradigm, for higher-neuroticism scorers. Positive mood 
has been demonstrated to impair EF tasks that measure set-shifting and switching of mental sets 
(Phillips et al., 2002; Clark, Iversen & Goodwin,l 2001), perhaps due to an inhibitory effect 
between the same brain regions necessary for both experiencing positive affect and fluency 
ability (Oaksford et al., 1996; Spies et al., 1996). Therefore, these previous results presenting the 
disadvantageous effects of positive mood on certain cognitive tasks may be particularly specific 
to higher neuroticism scorers completing cognitively demanding tests. Further work is necessary 
to better understand this interesting finding.  
 Regarding sex differences and task-switching performance, the initial categorical analysis 
yielded a significant mood by sex interaction, such that males in the N-LA and P-LA conditions 
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significantly outperformed males in the P-HA condition, while females in the P-MA condition 
outperformed females in the N-LA condition at trend level. Further hierarchical regression 
analyses demonstrated no interaction between SCL reactivity, neuroticism and sex on TS scores. 
Also, there was no interaction between SAM valence change scores, neuroticism and sex on TS 
scores. Finally, there was a trend-level interaction between SCL reactivity and neuroticism for 
males, such that TS scores worsened with increasing SCL reactivity much more for lower 
neuroticism males compared to higher neuroticism males. Also, there was a trend-level 
interaction between SAM valence and neuroticism for males, such that TS scores worsened with 
increasing SAM valence change scores much more for higher neuroticism males compared to 
lower neuroticism males. No other interactions were significant for males, and there were no 
significant interaction terms for females. Taken together, these results imply males are more 
sensitive to the influence of neuroticism level and positive affect, compared to females. These 
results agree with those found for hypothesis 12: males in the lower arousal conditions 
performed better on the TS task compared to the P-HA group. Because the N-LA and P-LA 
groups differed in affective valence, males therefore are more sensitive to greater arousal levels 
and demonstrate impairment in different EF tasks. Neuroticism may further moderate this 
relationship, such that higher neuroticism males with greater SAM valence change scores 
perform worse on TS with increasing SCL reactivity. Therefore, future work assessing the 
affective factors that influence VF and TS performance must include sex as a potential 
moderating variable to better understand this complex relationship. 
Limitations 
	   Efficacy of the mood induction paradigm used in the current study was previously 
assessed (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006; Baumgartner, Lutz, Schmidt, & Jäncke, 2006). 
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This particular mood induction was selected for the current study due to its ability to induce 
varying levels of arousal along with the targeted valence. The goal of this study was to examine 
whether differing levels of arousal accompanying induced positive valence have differential 
effects on executive functioning tasks as a function of personality. While aspects of this 
induction, particularly the IAPS images, have been validated across a significant number of 
populations, the musical excerpt for the P-MA and P-HA conditions has not. Therefore, it is not 
yet clear if the musical excerpt influences different types of individuals in the same, predictable 
way. Furthermore, this elicitation procedure is a multimodal mood induction; most conditions 
received only one type of sensory stimulation (i.e., images, music), while one condition received 
both images and music (the P-HA condition). Therefore, it is uncertain how stimuli of differing 
sensory modalities influences brain functioning and consequently, cognitive performance. This is 
especially important for the current experiment, since we are aiming to determine how positive 
affect influences performance on cognitive tasks of executive functioning as a function of degree 
of arousal.  
 Studies assessing the neural correlates of musical mood inductions have implicated the 
activation of brain regions known to be involved in reward/motivation, approach/withdrawal, or 
arousal, including ventral striatum, midbrain, orbitofrontal cortex, the insula and ventral medial 
prefrontal cortex (e.g., Blood and Zatorre, 2001; Blood et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2004). 
Pertaining to this particular mood induction, preliminary EEG evidence suggested that the 
combined presentation of visual and auditory stimuli increased global cortical brain activation 
compared to auditory alone or visual stimuli alone (Baumgartner, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2006). 
Furthermore, one fMRI study (Baumgartner, Lutz, Schmidt, & Jäncke, 2006) assessing the brain 
regions associated with this particular kind of induction found that the combined condition led to 
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a more intense emotional experience with increased activation in most of the brain areas 
proposed to compose the automatic ventral system of emotion perception (Phillips et al., 2003), 
including the bilateral amygdala, ventral frontal cortex, left striatum, left insula, and brainstem 
nuclei (right pons). In contrast, the picture-only condition showed an activation increase in the 
more cognitive dorsal system for emotion perception, mainly in the right dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (right inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus) as well as a smaller activation 
increase in the left superior frontal gyrus. Generally, these results suggest that while highly 
arousing images may successfully induce the intended emotion, the addition of music can 
significantly increase the activation in most structures of the emotional network involved with 
the identification of the emotional significance of a stimulus and production of affective states. 
In other words, while emotional pictures evoke a more cognitive-emotional perception process, 
the combined presentation of visual and musical emotional stimuli automatically evokes stronger 
emotional feelings and experiences. Indeed, a meta-analysis assessing the brain regions activated 
in relation to mood inductions using visual stimuli demonstrated that only 50% of studies 
presented activation in the amygdala, a crucial subcortical structure related to emotional 
experience (Phan et al., 2002); therefore, visual images may not be eliciting sufficiently strong 
emotional states. However, the question still remains how activation of differential brain regions 
in relation to emotional experience influences executive functioning performance. Perhaps 
greater cortical activity, in the case of multimodal inductions, may have a facilitative effect on 
fluency performance due to co-activation of frontal lobe areas. Or perhaps the activation of 
cortical areas involved with emotional processing of visual stimuli inhibits performance on tasks 
that activate the same regions of interest. Further research is necessary to clarify how differing 
sensory induction stimuli influence cognitive processing.	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   Although some of the current results imply that the combination of positive valence and 
an optimal level of physiological arousal improves aspects of executive functioning, there exists 
the possibility that individuals with higher levels of induced arousal outperformed the other 
conditions on the fluency tasks only because of the arousal level. In other words, positive valence 
may not influence tasks of executive functioning at all, and increased performance may be due 
only to higher arousal levels accompanying the induced positive valence. Therefore, follow-up 
studies may benefit from including groups consisting of arousal inductions only, which would 
then be compared to positive and negative valence coupled with similar arousal states in order to 
disentangle the effects of valence, arousal and the interaction of valence and arousal on EF 
performance. Also, the order of cognitive task presentation was divided into two orders: 1) the 
fluency tasks first (with the phonemic fluency task first, always followed by the task-switching 
measure) followed by a creativity task, and 2) a creativity task first followed by the fluency tasks 
(again, the phonemic fluency task is presented first followed by the task-switching measure). A 
more comprehensive counterbalancing paradigm by creating all possible combinations of 
cognitive tasks (thereby creating a total of six groups of differing orders) represents a more 
methodologically sound experimental design, and may elucidate more clearly order effects and 
possibly the length of the effectiveness of the mood induction procedure on influencing 
performance on these tasks. Moreover, future research may benefit from considering the duration 
of the effects of the mood induction procedure on subjective valence and physiological arousal; 
while the duration of a negative mood induction appears to be approximately 10 minutes (Gomez 
et al., 2009; Murray et al., 1990), the duration of a positive-mood induction is not well 
understood and requires further investigation.	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 The current study assessed personality on a singular dimensional basis. For example, we 
assessed the level of extraversion and the level of neuroticism independently from each other. 
However, research is also beginning to conceptualize and systematically assess personality as a 
combination of two or more personality dimensions, such as high neuroticism-extravert or a low 
neuroticism-introvert. Indeed, a number of studies that have used this approach have found 
interactions between extraversion and neuroticism and the propensity in experiencing a particular 
affective state. For example, a study by McFatter (1994) demonstrated that extraverts were more 
susceptible in experiencing both positive and negative affect only if they were also classified as 
high neuroticism individuals; no such relationship existed for low neuroticism participants. 
Furthermore, the interaction between neuroticism and extraversion has also been demonstrated in 
association with skin conductance activity. A study by Buckingham (2008) examining 
differences in baseline SC activity found that high neuroticism-extraverts exhibited lower SC 
activity compared to high neuroticism-introverts. Finally, significant interacting dimensions of 
extraversion and neuroticism have also been found for fluency performance. For example, one 
study found that low-neuroticism extraverts performed better on a fluency task than low-
neuroticism introverts, while there was no difference in performance between high neuroticism-
extraverts and high neuroticism-introverts (Scipio, 1971). Therefore, future analyses examining 
the potential interaction between neuroticism and extraversion may prove fruitful in better 
understanding how personality influences the affect-cognition relationship. 
 Finally, the current study operationalized skin conductance reactivity as a change score 
computed by subtracting “pre” from “post” scores (i.e., subtracting the average level across the 
five-second period prior to mood induction onset from the average level across the 70-second 
mood induction procedure). However, another viable way of assessing SC reactivity is by 
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measuring the SC response (i.e., SCR), which is defined as the amount of increase in 
conductance measured from the onset of the response to its peak. One possible explanation for 
the inconsistent results found in the psychophysiological literature may relate to the way in 
which SC reactivity is measured. Therefore, future analyses include assessing SC reactivity as 
SCL change scores as well as SCRs to determine whether both measures accurately reflect the 
same amount of physiological reactivity in response to a positive-mood induction. 
Implications 
 Ultimately, the current research study aims to extend the previous work focusing on the 
relationship of affective valence and physiological arousal with EF performance by incorporating 
the relative moderating influence of personality (particularly, dimensions of extraversion and 
neuroticism) on this relationship. Overall, the results suggest that extraversion moderated the 
affect-fluency relationship insofar as the way in which extraversion interacted with the arousal 
level of the affective state. A higher degree of extraversion, coupled with increasing SCL 
reactivity, negatively impacted fluency performance. No such relationship was found for low 
extraversion (i.e., introversion) and SAM valence did not appear to significantly relate to 
extraversion or predict fluency scores. These results may be partly explained by Eysenck and 
Eysenck’s (1985) biological theory of personality, such that high extraversion is related to 
greater cortical activity. Therefore, the additive effect of higher cortical activity inherent in 
extraverts along with higher induced arousal potentially led to cognitive impairment on the 
fluency tasks. The relationship between neuroticism, affect and fluency proved to be more 
complicated, such that both valence and arousal interacted with neuroticism to differentially 
influence EF functioning, depending on the task used. For high neuroticism scorers, increasing 
arousal coupled with positive affect enhanced verbal fluency performance compared to all other 
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mood conditions; however, increasing arousal and positive valence hindered performance on the 
TS task for these same individuals. Therefore, future research assessing the relationship between 
affect (both valence and arousal) and executive functioning necessitates the inclusion of 
personality factors as a potential moderating influence.  
 The results may also aid researchers in better understanding affect, both from a 
theoretical and applied perspective. This study may also help clarify the efficacy of a visual, 
auditory, and combined visual/auditory mood induction procedure using both physiological ANS 
recordings and subjective valence, self-report measures, in eliciting the targeted affective state. 
These results may better elucidate the effects of positive affect on bodily response patterns that 
promote physical and psychological health and well-being. For example, in a review by Tugade, 
Fredrickson, & Barrett (2004), happiness has been reported to improve immune system 
functioning, decrease cardiovascular disease, improve quality of living (e.g., decrease physical 
pains, increase sleep and exercise), increase longevity, and promote coping strategies that help 
buffer stress and depression. Results may also clarify earlier discrepant findings regarding the 
affect-cognition association by accounting for physiological arousal, which (although attended to 
in the negative affect literature) has been largely unexplored in the positive affect literature. 
Future Directions 
 The results of the current study reveal a number of significant findings. First, the mood 
induction procedure proved to be successful, both for changing subjective measures of valence 
and objective measures of arousal. These results are useful to future affective researchers; while 
a significant amount of mood induction procedures exist and have been used in emotion 
research, very few of these procedures have been empirically assessed for their efficacy, both 
subjectively and objectively (i.e., using measures of physiological arousal). Therefore, a 
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worthwhile endeavor includes assessing the most commonly used mood induction techniques in 
this manner in order to ascertain their effectiveness in inducing the targeted mood state. 
Furthermore, research assessing the neuroanatomical correlates of the most commonly used 
mood induction procedures is necessary to see which brain regions are activated (particularly for 
differing sensory stimuli), and to what degree the subjective emotional experience correlates 
with the brain regions involved during emotional processing of the targeted state. 
 Second, the current results of the study suggest that fluctuations of mood (particularly, 
positive mood) can affect processes of executive functioning, particularly tasks of phonemic 
fluency and the alternation of semantic and phonemic fluency (i.e., a task-switching paradigm).  
Most importantly, these results clearly demonstrate that positive mood is not a unitary construct; 
rather positive mood and the accompanying optimal arousal level appears to enhance 
performance on specific cognitive tasks. Therefore, positive mood states differentially influence 
cognition, depending on the corresponding arousal level of the mood state and the particular 
cognitive task administered. A number of standardized neuropsychological tests are available 
and have been used to measure different aspects of cognitive functioning; assessing the effects of 
mood on the majority of these measures may prove to be a worthwhile endeavor. Results may 
prove useful for better understanding how positive mood (and general well-being) influences 
cognition and physiology, as well as discovering effective techniques for inducing positive affect 
in common, everyday situations.  
 We conducted exploratory sex analyses by comparing males and females on aspects of 
affect (both valence and arousal), cognition and personality; we clearly found unexpected 
differences and interactions for most of these variables. As mentioned previously, sex differences 
have been observed in autonomic reactivity to a number of emotional stimuli (Burriss, Powell & 
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White, 2007; Bianchin &Angrilli, 2012), though sex differences have also been demonstrated in 
executive functioning and memory tasks. For example, women have been observed to 
outperform men on tasks of verbal fluency (Weiss et al., 2003) as well as tasks of memory, such 
as recalling a list of words or objects (Herlitz, Nilsson, & Bäckman, 1997). Therefore, reviewing 
the sex differences literature in association with affect, cognition and personality and 
systematically assessing these differences will be advantageous in better understanding this 
complex relationship. To date there is a noticeable gap in the literature with respect to addressing 
sex differences in this manner.   
Finally, a substantial body of literature has demonstrated the influence of individual (i.e., 
personality) differences on physiological reactivity to emotional stimuli (Norris, Larsen & 
Cacioppo, 2007; Crider, 2008), differences in susceptibility to specific mood states (Larsen & 
Ketelaar, 1991; Rusting & Larsen, 1997), differences in creative ability (Batey & Furnham, 
2006), and other aspects of cognition (Stafford et al., 2010; Jonassaint et al., 2009). The current 
study aimed to fill this gap in the literature by focusing on the influence of personality 
dimensions on the affect-executive functioning relationship. Future research includes assessing 
the potential moderating role of personality on other cognitive tasks, such as creativity and 
memory. Also, utilizing more detailed conceptualizations of personality, such as the combined 
interactive effects of extraversion and neuroticism (and possibly other personality dimensions), 
may elucidate a more comprehensive and detailed understanding of the relationship between 
personality, affect, and cognition. Therefore, future research will benefit greatly by accounting 
for the influence of individual differences on physiological and subjective reactivity to a mood 
induction procedure as well as subsequent tasks of cognitive functioning. 
Conclusions 
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Overall, results of the current study indicate a number of significant findings. Firstly, the 
chosen positive-mood induction was largely successful in eliciting changes in both physiological 
arousal and subjective valence scores. Using music to enhance the elicitation of mood and 
arousal may be a fruitful avenue for emotion researchers to consider. Secondly, we successfully 
replicated the common finding that specific personality dimensions are associated with baseline 
mood states. For example, individuals higher in extraversion report higher (i.e., happier) valence 
scores, whereas individuals higher in neuroticism report smaller subjective valence scores.  
Regarding the moderating role of personality on the affect-cognition relationship, results 
demonstrated that higher extraversion has an impairment effect on the relationship between 
increasing arousal and executive functioning performance (both VF and TS scores), while lower 
extraversion (or introversion) does not influence the relationship between arousal and executive 
functioning. Furthermore, subjective valence appeared not to play a significant role in this 
complicated relationship between extraversion, affect and cognition. This interesting finding may 
be partly explained by Eysenck’s (1985) biological theory of personality, such that extraversion 
primarily relates to cortical arousability, and as such, is not particularly influenced by changes in 
affective valence.  
Neuroticism is another personality factor that appeared to moderate the relationship 
between positive affect and cognition. Specifically, lower neuroticism scorers demonstrated 
enhanced executive functioning performance with increasing SCL reactivity in conjunction with 
greater changes in SAM valence change scores. However, higher neuroticism scorers 
demonstrated opposing results on the affect-cognition relationship depending on the type of 
executive functioning task administered (i.e., simple phonemic fluency versus more complex, 
task-switching verbal fluency). While greater SAM valence change scores (regardless of SCL 
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reactivity) demonstrated better verbal fluency scores, greater SAM valence change scores with 
increasing SCL reactivity impaired task-switching scores. One explanation relates to differences 
in cognitive load for both tasks. Because the TS measure requires more cognitive resources than 
the VF measure, greater positive valence may actually impair performance on such a cognitively 
demanding task as the TS paradigm, for higher-neuroticism scorers. Positive mood has been 
demonstrated to impair EF tasks that measure set-shifting and switching of mental sets (Phillips 
et al., 2002; Clark, Iversen & Goodwin,l 2001), perhaps due to an inhibitory effect between the 
same brain regions necessary for both experiencing positive affect and fluency ability (Oaksford 
et al., 1996; Spies et al., 1996). Therefore, these results from prior studies presenting the 
disadvantageous effects of positive mood on certain cognitive tasks may be specific to higher 
neuroticism scorers completing cognitively demanding tests. 
Ancillary sex analyses conducted for all proposed hypotheses greatly implicate the 
modulating role of sex on the complicated relationship between affect and cognition. Firstly, 
men and women demonstrated significantly different levels in physiological arousal in response 
to a positive-mood induction, such that males demonstrated higher SCL’s compared to women 
across all mood conditions. While prior research has demonstrated sex differences in subjective 
valence, the current study did not find sex differences in SAM valence scores in relation to a 
positive mood-induction. This unexpected finding may be partly explained by the lack of erotic 
IAPS images that have been observed to elicit greater SAM scores in men compared to women. 
Finally, sex differences in relation to executive functioning as a function of personality proved to 
be even more complicated. Sex did not appear to moderate the relationships of SAM valence, SC 
reactivity and extraversion with executive functioning. However, irrespective of extraversion, 
females’ performance on executive functioning tasks appeared to be modulated primarily by 
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SAM valence, whereas males’ performance appeared to be influenced by the interaction between 
both SAM valence and SCL reactivity. Regarding neuroticism, results suggested that neuroticism 
greatly moderated the relationship of affect (both valence and arousal) with executive 
functioning performance primarily for males. Overall, the current findings highlight the need for 
future research with larger samples (and greater statistical power) to more directly examine sex 
differences in association with affect, cognition and personality. 
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TABLES 
 
Table 1a. IAPS Valence and Arousal Ratings for Mood induction Stimuli: Means and Standard 
Deviations 
 
Slide Number Description Valence (M, SD) Arousal (M, SD) 
5535 Still Life 4.81 (1.52) 4.11 (2.31) 
7000 Rolling Pin 5.00 (0.84) 2.42 (1.79) 
7035 Mug 4.98 (0.96) 2.66 (1.82) 
7217 Clothes Rack 4.82 (0.99) 2.43 (1.64) 
7002 Towel 4.97 (0.97) 3.16 (2.00) 
7500 Building 5.33 (1.44) 3.26 (2.18) 
7705 Cabinet 4.77 (1.02) 2.65 (1.88) 
7004 Spoon 5.04 (0.60) 2.00 (1.66) 
7025 Stool 4.63 (1.17) 2.71 (2.20) 
7040 Dust Pan 4.69 (1.09) 2.69 (1.93) 
7090 Book 5.19 (1.46) 2.61 (2.03) 
7100 Fire Hydrant 5.24 (1.20) 2.89 (1.70) 
7150 Umbrella 4.72 (1.00) 2.61 (1.76) 
7175 Lamp 4.87 (1.00) 1.72 (1.26) 
7235 Chair 4.96 (1.18) 2.83 (2.00) 
2030 Woman 6.71 (1.73) 4.54 (2.37) 
2040 Baby 8.17 (1.60) 4.64 (2.54) 
2091 Girls 7.68 (1.43) 4.51 (2.28) 
2165 Father 7.63 (1.48) 4.55 (2.55) 
2303 Children 6.83 (2.07) 5.53 (2.10) 
2345 Children 7.41 (1.72) 5.42 (2.47) 
2352 Kiss 6.94 (1.87) 4.99 (1.98) 
2530 Couple 7.80 (1.55) 3.99 (2.11) 
8120 Athlete 7.09 (1.36) 4.85 (2.13) 
8350 Tennis Player 7.18 (1.56) 5.18 (2.28) 
8370 Rafting 7.77 (1.29) 6.73 (2.24) 
8380 Athletes 7.56 (1.55) 5.74 (2.32) 
8461 Happy Teens 7.22 (1.53) 4.69 (2.20) 
8496 Water Slide 7.58 (1.63) 5.79 (2.26) 
8497 Carnival Ride 7.26 (1.44) 4.19 (2.18) 
 
Note: Data adapted from the IAPS Manual. (Lang, P. J., Bradley, M. M., & Cuthbert, B. N. 
(2005). International Affective Picture System (IAPS): Affective ratings of pictures and 
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Table 1b. Comparison of IAPS Valence and Arousal Ratings for the Neutral and Positive IAPS 
Images 
 
 Neutral Positive  
IAPS Ratings 
M SD M SD 
Statistic 
Valence 4.93 .21 7.39 .40 t(20.8) = -20.96**** 
 
Arousal 2.72 .55 5.02 .72 t(28) = -9.89**** 
 
 
IAPS = International Affective Picture System. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 2. Descriptive Data for Demographic Information 
Characteristic Total 
Sample 
N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA Statistic 
Total Participants (N) 160  40 40 40 40  
Sex       
Male (N, %) 80 (50) 20 20 20 20 χ2 = 0.00, df = 3, 
ns  
Female (N, %) 80 (50) 20 20 20 20  
Ethnicity       
Caucasian (N, %) 62 (38.8) 15 19 14 14 χ2 = 12.58, df = 
18, ns 
African American (N, %) 21 (13.1) 8 4 5 4  
Spanish/Latino/Hispanic 
(N, %) 
17 (10.6) 5 3 4 5  
American Indian (N, %) 1 (0.6) 1 0 0 0  
Middle Eastern (N, %) 11 (6.9) 3 2 4 3  
Asian (N, %) 34 (21.3) 8 7 9 10  
Mixed (N, %) 13 (8.1) 0 5 4 4  








χ2 = 4.06, df = 3, 
ns 
Education       
Some college (N, %) 131 (81.9) 31 32 32 36 χ2 = 15.92, df = 
12, ns 
Associates Degree (N, 
%) 
17 (10.6) 5 6 5 1  
Bachelor’s Degree (N, 
%) 
9 (5.6) 4 1 1 3  
Master’s Degree (N, %) 2 (1.3) 0 0 2 0  
Doctoral Degree (N, %) 1 (0.6) 0 1 0 0  
Primary Language       
English (N, %) 98 (61.3) 23 27 27 21 χ2 = 2.84, df = 3, 
ns 
Other (N, %) 62 (38.7) 17 13 13 19  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
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Table 3. Comparison of µS Changes in Skin Conductance Level (SCL) Across Four Mood 
induction Conditions for Total Sample and by Sex  
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SCL change (M (SD)) 
• Males 
• Females 

















 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 24.59 3 8.19 7.73**** 
Error 164.39 155 1.06  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 24.59 3 8.20 8.01**** 
Sex 7.53 1 7.53 7.36*** 
Mood x Sex 2.18 3 .73 .71, ns 
Error 154.58 151 1.02  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 4. Comparison of Subjective Changes in Valence Based on the SAM Across Four Mood 
induction Conditions: Total Sample and By Sex  
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SAM Valence Scale  (M (SD)) 
• Males 
• Females 

















 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 18.70 3 6.23 7.76**** 
Error 122.15 152 .80  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 18.71 3 6.24 7.70**** 
Sex .358 1 .36 .44, ns 
Mood x Sex 1.89 3 .63 .78, ns 
Error 119.85 148 .81  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Subjective Changes in Arousal Based on the SAM Across Four Mood 
induction Conditions: Total Sample and By Sex 
 
 
SAM Arousal Scale (M (SD)) 
• Males 
• Females 





















 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 3.21 3 1.07 .55, ns 
Error 301.74 155 1,95  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 3.22 3 1.07 .54, ns 
Sex .01 1 .01 .00, ns 
Mood x Sex 1.49 3 .50 .25, ns 
Error 300.25 151 1.99  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed.
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Table 6. Assessment of Changes in SAM Scores Along the Dimension of Arousal 
 
 
Prior Mood Induction 
(M (SD)) 
Post Mood Induction     
(M (SD)) 
Statistic 
SAM Arousal    
N-LA 3.15 (1.48) 3.15 (1.56) t(39)=.00, ns 
P-LA 3.18 (1.60) 3.36 (1.76) t(38)=-.65, ns 
P-MA 3.53 (1.77) 3.93 (1.89) t(39)=-2.01* 
P-HA 3.70 (1.67) 3.90 (1.88) t(39)=-.97, ns 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 7. Means, Standard Deviations, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficients and Fisher’s Z Tests 
for Baseline SCL µS Activity, Baseline SAM Valence/Arousal Scores, and 






































• Fisher’s Z 























• Fisher’s Z 




















Note: SC= Skin Conductance, SAM=Self-Assessment Manikin. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, 
****p<.001. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 8. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Extraversion on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SCL µS Reactivity (By Sex) 
 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
  
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SCL change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 25.15 3 8.38 7.98**** 
Extraversion .87 1 .87 .82, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 4.86 3 1.62 1.54. ns 
Error 158.56 151   
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 24.38 3 8.13 8.00**** 
Extraversion .63 1 .63 .62, ns 
Sex 5.02 1 5.02 4.94** 
Mood x Extraversion 4.12 3 1.37 1.35, ns 
Mood x Sex 1.50 3 .50 .49, ns 
Sex x Extraversion .37 1 .37 .36, ns 
Mood x Sex x Extraversion 3.94 3 1.31 1.29, ns 
Error 145.36 143 1.02  
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Table 9. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Neuroticism on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SCL µS Reactivity (By Sex) 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SCL change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 23.45 3 7.82 7.29**** 
Neuroticism .14 1 .14 .13, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 2.27 3 .76 .71, ns 
Error 162.01 151 1.07  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 22.63 3 7.54 7.23**** 
Neuroticism .12 1 .12 .11, ns 
Sex 8.56 1 8.56 8.21*** 
Mood x Neuroticism 2.42 3 .81 .77, ns 
Mood x Sex .88 3 .29 .28, ns 
Sex x Neuroticism .82 1 .82 .78, ns 
Mood x Sex x Neuroticism 2.36 3 .79 .76, ns 
Error 149.18 143 1.04  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed.
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Table 10. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Extraversion on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SAM Valence Scores (By Sex) 
 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
  
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SAM Valence Change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 19.57 3 6.53 8.13**** 
Extraversion .19 1 .19 .24, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 3.15 3 1.05 1.31, ns 
Error 118.74 148 .80  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 19.19 3 6.40 7.71**** 
Extraversion .10 1 .10 .12, ns 
Sex .35 1 .35 .43, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 3.16 3 1.05 1.27, ns 
Mood x Sex 1.40 3 .47 .56, ns 
Sex x Extraversion .21 1 .21 .25, ns 
Mood x Sex x Extraversion .22 3 .07 .09, ns 
Error 116.16 140 .83  
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Table 11. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Extraversion on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SAM Arousal Scores (By Sex) 
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SAM Arousal Change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 2.89 3 .96 .49, ns 
Extraversion 2.18 1 2.18 1.10, ns 
Mood x Extraversion .26 3 .09 .04, ns 
Error 299.34 151 1.98  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 3.54 3 1.18 .59, ns 
Extraversion 1.83 1 1.83 .92, ns 
Sex .10 1 .10 .05, ns 
Mood x Extraversion .27 3 .09 .05, ns 
Mood x Sex 2.48 3 .83 .41, ns 
Sex x Extraversion 1.51 1 1.51 .76, ns 
Mood x Sex x Extraversion 11.41 3 3.81 1.91, ns 
Error 284.85 143 1.99  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 12. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Neuroticism on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SAM Valence Scores (By Sex) 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SAM Valence Change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 18.97 3 6.32 7.94**** 
Neuroticism .16 1 .16 .20, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 4.12 3 1.37 1.72, ns 
Error 117.87 148 .80  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 19.38 3 6.46 7.95**** 
Neuroticism .14 1 .14 .17, ns 
Sex .29 1 .29 .36, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 3.97 3 1.32 1.63, ns 
Mood x Sex 1.36 3 .45 .56, ns 
Sex x Neuroticism .39 1 .39 .48, ns 
Mood x Sex x Neuroticism 1.67 3 .56 .69, ns 
Error 113.83 140 .81  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 13. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Neuroticism on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and SAM Arousal Scores (By Sex) 
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
SAM Arousal Change (M (SD)) 
 
• High Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Mood Condition 2.39 3 .80 .43, ns 
Neuroticism 3.98 1 3.98 2.15, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 18.36 3 6.12 3.31** 
Error 279.27 151 1.85  
Sex Analysis 
Mood Condition 1.48 3 .49 .26, ns 
Neuroticism 4.30 1 4.30 2.27, ns 
Sex .18 1 .18 .09, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 18.14 3 6.05 3.19** 
Mood x Sex 1.01 3 .34 .18, ns 
Sex x Neuroticism .02 1 .02 .01, ns 
Mood x Sex x Neuroticism 7.02 3 2.34 1.23, ns 
Error 271.02 143 1.90  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 14. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Extraversion on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and Verbal Fluency Scores (By Sex) 
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
Verbal Fluency (M (SD)) 
 
• High Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Age (Covariate) 60.22 1 60.22 3.66* 
Mood Condition 35.40 3 11.80 .72, ns 
Extraversion 2.69 1 2.69 .16, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 24.30 3 8.10 .49, ns 
Error 2480.71 151 16.43  
Sex Analysis 
Age (Covariate) 54.93 1 54.93 3.34* 
Mood Condition 35.56 3 11.85 .72, ns 
Extraversion 1.87 1 1.87 .11, ns 
Sex 7.52 1 7.52 .46, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 34.20 3 11.40 .69, ns 
Mood x Sex 55.01 3 18.34 1.11, ns 
Sex x Extraversion 4.49 1 4.49 .27, ns 
Mood x Sex x Extraversion 73.02 3 24.34 1.48, ns 
Error 2353.85 143 16.46  
 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 15. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL Reactivity and Verbal Fluency (By Sex; N=159) 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .16 (.08) .16** .15 (.08) .16* .15 (.08) .15*   
SCL   -.48 (.29) -.13, ns -.47 (.29) -.13, ns   
E   .01 (.03) .02, ns -.01 (.03) -.03, ns   
SCL x E     -.04 (.02) -.15*   
F 4.03**  2.26*  2.48**    
ΔF -  1.36, ns  3.07*    
R2 .03  .04  .06    
ΔR2 -  .02  .02    
Sex Analysis 
Age .16 (.08) .16** .16 (.08) .16** .16 (.08) .16** .16 (.08) .16** 
SCL   -.54 (.30) -.15* -.62 (.53) -.17, ns -.60 (.53) -.16, ns 
E   .01 (.03) .02, ns -.03 (.10) -.07, ns -.05 (.11) -.12, ns 
Sex   -.73 (.65) -.09, ns -.64 (.70) -.08, ns -.65 (.70) -.08, ns 
SCL x E     -.04 (.02) -.14* -.06 (.05) -.21, ns 
SCL x 
Sex 
    .12 (.64) .03, ns .11 (.64) .03, ns 
Sex x E     .01 (.06) .04, ns .02 (.07) .09, ns 
SCL x E x 
Sex 
      .03 (.05) .08, ns 
F 4.03**  2.01*  1.57, ns  1.40, ns  
ΔF -  1.33, ns  .97, ns  .26, ns  
R2 .03  .05  .07  .07  
ΔR2 -  .03  .02  .00  
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 16. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SAM Valence Change Scores and Verbal Fluency (By Sex; N=155) 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .15 (.08) .15* .16 (.08) .16** .16 (.08) .16**   
SAM   .52 (.35) .12, ns .57 (.35) .13, ns   
E   .02 (.03) .04, ns .01 (.03) .02, ns   
SAM x E     -.04 (.04) -.09, ns   
F 3.72*  2.06, ns  1.84, ns    
ΔF -  1.22, ns  1.12, ns    
R2 .02  .04  .05    
ΔR2 -  .02  .01    
Sex Analysis 
Age .15 (.08) .15* .17 (.08) .17** .16 (.08) .16* .16 (.08) .16** 
SAM    .51 (.35) .12, ns .79 (1.18) -.18, ns -.70 (1.21) -.16, ns 
E   -.39 (.65) -.05, ns -.03 (.11) -.08, ns -.04 (.11) -.10, ns 
Sex   .01 (.03) .03, ns -.34 (.66) -.04, ns -.35 (.66) -.04, ns 
SAM x E     -.04 (.04) -.08, ns -.09 (.13) -.20, ns 
SAM x Sex     .86 (.71) .32, ns .81 (.73) .31, ns 
Sex x E     .03 (.07) .10, ns .03 (.07) .13, ns 
SAM x E x 
Sex 
      .04 (.08) .12, ns 
F 3.72*  1.62, ns  1.33, ns  1.18, ns  
ΔF -  .93, ns  .94, ns  .20, ns  
R2 .02  .04  .06  .06  
ΔR2 -  .02  .02  .00  
 
Note: SAM=Self-Assessment Manikin Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 17. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Verbal Fluency (N=155) 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .16 (.08) .16* .16 (.08) .16** .17 (.08) .17** .17 (.08) .17** 
SCL   -.44 (.31) -.11, ns -.43 (.32) -.11, ns -.48 (.32) -.12, ns 
SAM   .54 (.35) .13, ns 1.22 (.42) .28*** 1.13 (.42) .26*** 
E   .01 (.03) .03, ns -.03 (.04) -.06, ns -.04 (.04) -.09, ns 
SCL x SAM     .97 (.39) .24** .94 (.39) .24** 
SCL x E     -.05 (.03) -.14, ns -.04 (.03) -.11, ns 
SAM x E     -.04 (.04) -.09, ns -.02 (.04) -.04, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      .05 (.04) .14, ns 
F 3.81*  1.99*  2.47**  2.40**  
ΔF   1.39  3.00**  1.86  
R2 .02  .05  .11  .12  
ΔR2 -  .03  .06  .01  
 
Note: SAM=Self-Assessment Manikin Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 18. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Verbal Fluency for Males 
and Females Separately  
 
MALES (N = 78) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .03 (.13) .03, ns .05 (.14) .04, ns .11 (.14) .09, ns .11 (.14) .10, ns 
SCL   -.60 (.64) -.12, ns -.10 (.69) -.02, ns -.14 (.68) -.03, ns 
SAM   .05 (.60) .01, ns .87 (.68) .18, ns .70 (.69) .15, ns 
E   -.01 (.05) -.01, ns -.06 (.06) -.15, ns -.08 (.06) -.18, ns 
SCL x SAM     1.62 (.75) .32** 1.22 (.81) .24, ns 
SCL x E     -.06 (.06) -.15, ns -.02 (.07) -.04, ns 
SAM x E     -.02 (.06) -.05, ns -.02 (.06) -.04, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      .08 (.06) .21, ns 
F .05, ns  .25, ns  1.07, ns  1.14, ns  
ΔF -  .32, ns  2.15, ns  1.53, ns  
R2 .00  .01  .10  .12  
ΔR2 -  .01  .08  .02  
FEMALES (N = 77) 
Age .25 (.10) .29** .24 (.10) .28** .22 (.10) .25** .22 (.10) .25** 
SCL   -.33 (.37) -.10, ns -.40 (.38) -.12, ns -.39 (.39) -.12, ns 
SAM   .88 (.42) .23** 1.38 (.57) .35** 1.38 (.57) .35** 
E   .03 (.04) .08, ns .01 (.05) .04, ns .02 (.05) .04, ns 
SCL x SAM     .68 (.50) .20, ns .66 (.53) .20, ns 
SCL x E     -.02 (.04) -.08, ns -.02 (.04) -.08, ns 
SAM x E     -.04 (.05) -.09, ns -.04 (.07) -.10, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      -.01 (.06) -.02, ns 
F 6.68**  3.14**  2.09*  1.81*  
ΔF -  1.88, ns  .75, ns  .01, ns  
R2 .08  .15  .18  .18  
ΔR2 -  .07  .03  .00  
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 19. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Extraversion on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and Task-switching Scores (By Sex) 
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
Task-switching (M (SD)) 
 
• High Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Extraversion 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Task Order (Covariate) 70.03 1 70.03 6.27** 
Mood Condition 6.48 3 2.16 .19, ns 
Extraversion 17.26 1 17.26 1.55, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 15.50 3 5.17 .46, ns 
Error 1686.71 151 11.17  
Sex Analysis 
Task Order (Covariate) 49.53 1 49.53 4.56** 
Mood Condition 4.90 3 1.63 .15, ns 
Extraversion 23.45 1 23.45 2.16, ns 
Sex 10.24 1 10.24 .94, ns 
Mood x Extraversion 21.22 3 7.07 .65, ns 
Mood x Sex 113.78 3 37.93 3.49** 
Sex x Extraversion 8.37 1 8.37 .77, ns 
Mood x Sex x Extraversion 10.24 3 3.41 .31, ns 
Error 1553.21 143 10.86  
 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 20. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL Change Scores and Task-switching (By Sex; N= 159) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
  
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.45 (.53) .22*** 1.36 (.53) .20*** 1.39 (.51) .21***   
SCL    -.39 (.24) -.13, ns -.38 (.24) -.12, ns   
E   .02 (.03) .07, ns -.00 (.03) -.01, ns   
SCL x E     -.06 (.02) -.23***   
F 7.68***  3.69**  4.93****    
ΔF -  1.66, ns  8.14***    
R2 .05  .07  .11    
ΔR2 -  .02  .05    
Sex Analysis 
Task Order 1.36 (.53) .20** 1.35 (.53) .20** 1.38 (.55) .21** 1.35 (.54) .20** 
SCL    .02 (.04) .04, ns .19 (.24) .35, ns -.15 (.32) -.28, ns 
E   .04 (.03) .11, ns .03 (.09) .09, ns .09 (.10) .27, ns 
Sex   .50 (.53) .08, ns .52 (.60) .08, ns .52 (.59) .08, ns 
SCL x E     -.02 (.02) -.32, ns .02 (.03) .32, ns 
SCL x Sex     -.09 (.44) -.03, ns .15 (.46) .04, ns 
Sex x E     -.00 (.06) -.01, ns -.05 (.06) -.23, ns 
SCL x E x 
Sex 
      -.07 (.04) -.22, ns 
F 6.66**  2.40*  1.45, ns  1.62, ns  
ΔF -  .98, ns  .23, ns  2.72, ns  
R2 .04  .06  .06  .08  
ΔR2 -  .02  .00  .02  
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Table 21. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SAM Change Scores and Task-switching (By Sex; N= 155) 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.36 (.53) .53** 1.32 (.53) .20** 1.32 (.53) .20**   
SAM   .03 (.28) .01, ns .03 (.29) .01, ns   
E   .04 (.03) .11, ns .04 (.03) .11, ns   
SAM x E     .00 (.03) .00, ns   
F 6.66**  2.86**  2.13*    
ΔF -  .95, ns  .00, ns    
R2 .04  .05  .05    
ΔR2 -  .01  .00    
Sex Analysis 
Task Order 1.36 (.53) .20** 1.33 (.53) .20** 1.35 (.54) .20** 1.35 (.54) .20** 
SAM    .04 (.28) .01, ns -1.82 (.95) -.51* -2.00 (.96) -.56** 
E   .04 (.03) .11, ns .04 (.09) .13, ns .07 (.09) .19, ns 
Sex   .48 (.53) .07, ns .55 (.53) .08, ns .57 (.53) .09, ns 
SAM x E     .01 (.03) .02, ns .11 (.10) .29, ns 
SAM x Sex     1.18 (.57) .55** 1.27 (.58) .59** 
Sex x E     -.00 (.06) -.01, ns -.02 (.06) -.07, ns 
SAM x E x 
Sex 
      -.07 (.06) -.28, ns 
F 6.66**  2.34*  1.95*  1.85*  
ΔF -  .90, ns  1.41, ns  1.14, ns  
R2 .04  .06  .09  .09  
ΔR2 -  .02  .03  .01  
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 22. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Task-switching (N=155) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 
  
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.40 (.53) .21*** 1.32 (.53) .20** 1.33 (.53) .20** 1.33 (.53) .20** 
SCL    -.23 (.26) -.07, ns -.32 (.26) -.10, ns -.32 (.26) -.10, ns 
SAM   .01 (.28) .00, ns .12 (.35) .03, ns .13 (.35) .04, ns 
E   .03 (.03) .10, ns -.01 (.03) -.02, ns -.00 (.03) -.01, ns 
SCL x SAM     .14 (.32) .04, ns .15 (.32) .05, ns 
SCL x E     -.06 (.03) -.23** -.06 (.03) -.23** 
SAM x E     .01 (.03) .04, ns .01 (.03) .03, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      -.00 (.03) -.01, ns 
F 7.07***  2.34*  2.14**  1.86*  
ΔF -  .77, ns  1.83, ns  .02, ns  
R2 .04  .06  .09  .09  
ΔR2 -  .01  .03  .00  
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Table 23. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Extraversion on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Task-switching for Males 
and Females Separately 
 
MALES (N = 78) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.83 (.76) .27** 1.71 (.77) .25** 1.80 (.78) .26** 1.78 (.78) .26** 
SCL    -.60 (.49) -.14, ns -.73 (.55) -.18, ns -.75 (.55) -.18, ns 
SAM   -.51 (.45) -.13, ns -.54 (.52) -.14, ns -.60 (.54) -.15, ns 
E   .04 (.04) .10, ns .01 (.05) .03, ns .01 (.05) .01, ns 
SCL x SAM     .01 (.59) .00, ns -.10 (.64) -.03, ns 
SCL x E     -.06 (.05) -.19, ns -.05 (.05) -.16, ns 
SAM x E     .06 (.05) .18, ns .06 (.05) .19, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      .02 (.05) .07, ns 
F 5.77**  2.66**  1.87*  1.64, ns  
ΔF -  1.58, ns  .84, ns  .20, ns  
R2 .07  .13  .16  .16  
ΔR2 -  .06  .03  .00  
FEMALES (N = 77) 
Task Order .98 (.73) .15, ns .89 (.75) .14, ns .92 (.75) .14, ns 1.00 (.74) .16, ns 
SCL    .13 (.31) .05, ns -.01 (.32) -.01, ns .10 (.33) .04, ns 
SAM   .52 (.36) .16, ns .74 (.48) .23, ns .74 (.47) .23, ns 
E   .04 (.04) .14, ns .00 (.05) .00, ns .01 (.05) .05, ns 
SCL x SAM     .36 (.42) .13, ns .12 (.44) .05, ns 
SCL x E     -.05 (.03) -.24,ns -.06 (.03) -.27* 
SAM x E     -.02 (.04) -.05, ns -.08 (.06) -.23, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x E 
      -.08 (.05) -.30, ns 
F 1.81, ns  1.38, ns  1.29, ns  1.47, ns  
ΔF -  1.24, ns  1.15, ns  2.54, ns  
R2 .02  .07  .12  .15  
ΔR2 -  .05  .04  .03  
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. E=Extraversion. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 24. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Neuroticism on the Relationship 




Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed.
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
Verbal Fluency (M (SD)) 
 
• High Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Age (Covariate) 56.14 1 56.14 3.73* 
Mood Condition 76.70 3 25.57 1.70, ns 
Neuroticism 5.57 1 5.57 .37, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 233.29 3 77.76 5.17*** 
Error 2270.69 151 15.04  
Sex Analysis 
Age (Covariate) 43.05 1 43.05 2.90* 
Mood Condition 59.98 3 19.99 1.35, ns 
Neuroticism 4.20 1 4.20 .28, ns 
Sex 9.03 1 9.03 .61, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 196.39 3 65.46 4.42*** 
Mood x Sex 23.41 3 7.80 .53, ns 
Sex x Neuroticism 57.34 1 57.34 3.87* 
Mood x Sex x Neuroticism 65.68 3 21.89 1.48, ns 
Error 2120.48 143 14.83  
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Table 25. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL Change Scores and Verbal Fluency (By Sex; N=155) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 
  
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .17 (.08) .18** .17 (.08) .18** .17 (.08) .18**   
SCL    -.27 (.32) -.07, ns -.29 (.33) -.07, ns   
N   .03 (.03) .07, ns .04 (.04) .08, ns   
SCL x N     .01 (.04) .02, ns   
F 4.94**  2.20*  1.66, ns    
ΔF -  .83, ns  .07, ns    
R2 .03  .04  .04    
ΔR2 -  .01  .00    
Sex Analysis 
Age .17 (.08) .18** .18 (.08) .18** .15 (.08) .16* .16 (.08) .16** 
SCL    -.33 (.33) -.08, ns -.28 (.54) -.07, ns -.30 (.55) -.07, ns 
N   .03 (.03) .07, ns .10 (.05) .24** .12 (.05) .27** 
Sex   -.63 (.66) -.08, ns -.65 (.69) -.08, ns -.65 (.69) -.08, ns 
SCL x N     .01 (.04) .02, ns .05 (.06) .10, ns 
SCL x Sex     -.08 (.68) -.02, ns .01 (.69) .00, ns 
Sex x N     -.17 (.07) -.26** -.19 (.07) -.30** 
SCL x N x 
Sex 
      -.08 (.09) -.12, ns 
F 4.94**  1.88, ns  1.94*  1.81*  
ΔF -  .86, ns  1.97, ns  .91, ns  
R2 .03  .05  .08  .09  
ΔR2 -  .02  .04  .01  
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Table 26. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SAM Change Scores and Verbal Fluency (By Sex; N=152) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized regression 
coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. ΔF=Change in contribution of 
added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .15 (.08) .15* .15 (.08) .16** .15 (.08) .16*   
SAM    .49 (.36) .11, ns .51 (.36) .11, ns   
N   .05 (.03) .11, ns .04 (.04) .09, ns   
SAM x N     -.03 (.05) -.05, ns   
F 3.45*  2.34*  1.84, ns    
ΔF -  1.76, ns  .37, ns    
R2 .02  .05  .05    
ΔR2 -  .02  .00    
Sex Analysis 
Age .15 (.08) .15* .16 (.08) .16** .13 (.08) .14* .13 (.08) .14* 
SAM    .48 (.36) .11, ns -.18 (1.17) -.04, ns -.15 (1.18) -.03, ns 
N   .05 (.03) .11, ns .10 (.05) .24** .10 (.05) .23* 
Sex   -.38 (.65) -.05, ns -.30 (.64) -.04, ns -.29 (.65) -.04, ns 
SAM x N     -.02 (.05) -.04, ns -.04 (.08) -.07, ns 
SAM x Sex     .45 (.72) .16, ns .42 (.73) .15, ns 
Sex x N     -.14 (.07) -.22** -.13 (.07) -.21* 
SAM x N x 
Sex 
      .04 (.10) .04, ns 
F 3.45*  1.83, ns  1.76*  1.55, ns  
ΔF -  1.29, ns  1.64, ns  .13, ns  
R2 .02  .05  .08  .08  
ΔR2 -  .03  .03  .00  
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Table 27. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Verbal Fluency (N=155) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
  
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .16 (.08) .16* .16 (.08) .16** .16 (.08) .16** .17 (.08) .17** 
SCL    -.43 (.32) -.11, ns -.45 (.32) -.11, ns -.23 (.33) -.06, ns 
SAM   .54 (.35) .13, ns 1.00 (.41) .23** 1.12 (.40) .26*** 
N   .01 (.03) .03, ns .03 (.04) .07, ns .04 (.04) .09, ns 
SCL x SAM     .77 (.39) .19* .83 (.39) .21** 
SCL x N     .03 (.03) .09, ns .01 (.03) .03, ns 
SAM x N     -.04 (.04) -.09, ns -.07 (.04) -.17* 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.09 (.04) -.22** 
F 3.81*  2.01*  2.07**  2.53**  
ΔF -  1.4, ns  2.09, ns  5.31**  
R2 .02  .05  .09  .12  
ΔR2 -  .03  .04  .03  
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Table 28. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Verbal Fluency for Males 
and Females Separately 
 
MALES (N = 78) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Age .03 (.13) .03, ns .02 (.14) .02, ns .07 (.13) .07, ns .06 (.13) .06, ns 
SCL    -.54 (.63) -.11, ns -.02 (.65) -.00, ns .14 (.64) .03, ns 
SAM   -.03 (.58) -.01, ns .57 (.63) .12, ns .71 (.62) .15, ns 
N   .08 (.05) .19, ns .11 (.05) .26** .13 (.05) .33** 
SCL x SAM     1.46 (.74) .29* 1.23 (.72) .24* 
SCL x N     .11 (.06) .26* .01 (.07) .01, ns 
SAM x N     -.08 (.07) -.17, ns -.07 (.07) -.15, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.15 (.06) -.38** 
F .05, ns  .95, ns  1.67, ns  2.24**  
ΔF -  1.25, ns  2.56*  5.46**  
R2 .00  .05  .14  .21  
ΔR2 -  .05  .09  .06  
FEMALES (N = 77) 
Age .25 (.10) .29** .22 (.10) .25** .20 (.10) .23** .20 (.10) .23** 
SCL    -.40 (.37) -.12, ns -.38 (.39) -.11, ns -.31 (.41) -.09, ns 
SAM   .90 (.42) .23** 1.12 (.57) .29* 1.14 (.57) .29** 
N   -.06 (.05) -.13, ns -.08 (.06) -.18, ns -.08 (.06) -.19, ns 
SCL x SAM     .44 (.48) .13, ns .47 (.49) .14, ns 
SCL x N     -.02 (.04) -.07, ns -.03 (.04) -.09, ns 
SAM x N     -.04 (.05) -.10, ns -.06 (.06) -.15, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.04 (.07) -.09, ns 
F 6.68**  3.43**  2.19**  1.95*  
ΔF -  2.23*  .62, ns  .38, ns  
R2 .08  .16  .18  .19  
ΔR2 -  .08  .02  .00  
 
Note: B=Unstandardized regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized 
regression coefficient. ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. 
ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All 
analyses are two-tailed. 
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Table 29. Assessing the Potential Moderating Influence of Neuroticism on the Relationship 
between a Positive-mood induction Procedure and Task-switching Scores (Including Sex) 
 
 N-LA P-LA P-MA P-HA 
Task-switching (M (SD)) 
 
• High Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 
• Low Neuroticism 
o Males 
o Females 















































 SS df MS F 
Task Order (Covar) 80.27 1 80.27 7.28*** 
Mood Condition 8.96 3 2.99 .27, ns 
Neuroticism .28 1 .28 .03, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 53.63 3 17.88 1.62, ns 
Error 1664.09 151 11.02  
Sex Analysis 
Task Order (Covar) 83.39 1 83.39 7.86*** 
Mood Condition 8.18 3 2.73 .26, ns 
Neuroticism .00 1 .00 .00, ns 
Sex 7.90 1 7.90 .74, ns 
Mood x Neuroticism 57.81 3 19.27 1.82, ns 
Mood x Sex 97.68 3 32.56 3.07** 
Sex x Neuroticism 2.26 1 2.26 .21, ns 
Mood x Sex x Neuroticism 28.83 3 9.61 .91, ns 
Error 1517.10 143 10.61  
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
significant. All analyses are two-tailed.  
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Table 30. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL Change Scores and Task-switching (By Sex; N=155) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.30 (.53) .20** 1.32 (.53) .20** 1.35 (.53) .20**   
SCL    -.22 (.26) -.07, ns -.29 (.27) -.09, ns   
N   .01 (.03) .04, ns .03 (.03) .09, ns   
SCL x N     .05 (.04) .13, ns   
F 6.11**  2.36*  2.34*    
ΔF -  .50, ns  2.24, ns    
R2 .04  .05  .06    
ΔR2 -  .01  .01    
Sex Analysis 
Task Order 1.30 (.53) .20** 1.33 (.53) .20** 1.22 (.53) .18** 1.20 (.54) .18** 
SCL    -.19 (.27) -.06, ns -.81 (.45) -.24* -.81 (.45) -.24* 
N   .02 (.03) .04, ns .05 (.04) .15, ns .05 (.04) .14, ns 
Sex   .37 (.54) .06, ns .62 (.57) .09, ns .62 (.57) .09, ns 
SCL x N     .04 (.04) .11, ns .03 (.05) .22, ns 
SCL x Sex     .88 (.56) .22, ns .86 (.57) .22, ns 
Sex x N     -.06 (.06) -.12, ns -.06 (.06) -.11, ns 
SCL x N x 
Sex 
      .02 (.07) .04, ns 
F 6.11**  1.88, ns  1.97*  1.73*  
ΔF -  .49, ns  2.04, ns  .12, ns  
R2 .04  .05  .09  .09  
ΔR2 -  .01  .04  .00  
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Table 31. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SAM Change Scores and Task-switching (By Sex; N=152) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.29 (.53) .19** 1.31 (.54) .20** 1.19 (.53) .18**   
SAM    .01 (.30) .00, ns .08 (.30) .02, ns   
N   .02 (.03) .06, ns -.00 (.03) -.00, ns   
SAM x N     -.11 (.04) -.21**   
F 5.87**  2.12*  3.26**    
ΔF -  .28, ns  6.42**    
R2 .04  .04  .08    
ΔR2 -  .00  .04    
Sex Analysis 
Task Order 1.29 (.53) .19** 1.33 (.54) .20** 1.21 (.53) .18** 1.21 (.53) .18** 
SAM    .03 (.30) .01, ns -1.35 (.96) -.36, ns -1.30 (.96) -.35, ns 
N   .02 (.03) .06, ns .02 (.04) .05, ns .01 (.04) .03, ns 
Sex   .53 (.54) .08, ns .64 (.53) .10, ns .65 (.53) .10, ns 
SAM x N     -.11 (.04) -.21** -.14 (.06) -.28** 
SAM x Sex     .94 (.59) .41, ns .90 (.60) .39, ns 
Sex x N     -.04 (.06) -.08, ns -.03 (.06) -.06, ns 
SAM x N x 
Sex 
      .06 (.09) .09, ns 
F 5.87**  1.83, ns  2.52**  2.27**  
ΔF -  .51, ns  3.32**  .57, ns  
R2 .04  .05  .11  .11  
ΔR2 -  .01  .06  .00  
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Table 32. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Task-switching (N=155) 
 
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.40 (.53) .21*** 1.38 (.54) .21** 1.34 (.54) .20** 1.28 (.53) .19** 
SCL    -.22 (.26) -.07, ns -.34 (.27) -.11, ns -.17 (.27) -.05, ns 
SAM   .03 (.28) .01, ns .08 (.33) .02, ns .17 (.33) .05, ns 
N   .01 (.03) .03, ns .02 (.03) .04, ns .02 (.03) .06, ns 
SCL x SAM     .08 (.32) .02, ns .12 (.32) .04, ns 
SCL x N     .04 (.03) .14, ns .02 (.03) .08, ns 
SAM x N     -.07 (.03) -.19** -.10 (.03) -.27*** 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.07 (.03) -.22** 
F 7.07***  1.96, ns  2.09**  2.49**  
ΔF -  .29, ns  2.20*  4.91**  
R2 .04  .05  .09  .35  
ΔR2 -  .01  .04  .03  
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Table 33. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analyses Assessing the Moderation of Neuroticism on 
the Relationship between SCL and SAM Valence Change Scores on Task-switching for Males 
and Females Separately 
 
MALES (N = 78) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Predictor B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  B (SE) β  
Task Order 1.83 (.76) .27** 1.68 (.77) .24** 1.77 (.76) .26** 1.67 (.76) .24** 
SCL    -.62 (.49) -.15, ns -.46 (.52) -.11, ns -.39 (.52) -.09, ns 
SAM   -.48 (.45) -.12, ns -.20 (.49) -.05, ns -.13 (.49) -.03, ns 
N   .03 (.04) .09, ns .05 (.04) .13, ns .06 (.04) .17, ns 
SCL x SAM     .42 (.58) .10, ns .32 (.59) .08, ns 
SCL x N     .10 (.05) .28* .05 (.06) .13, ns 
SAM x N     -.11 (.05) -.27* -.10 (.05) -.26* 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.07 (.05) -.22, ns 
F 5.77**  2.62**  2.31**  2.27**  
ΔF -  1.53, ns  1.78, ns  1.83, ns  
R2 .07  .13  .19  .21  
ΔR2 -  .06  .06  .02  
FEMALES (N = 77) 
Task Order .98 (.73) .15, ns 1.08 (.74) .17, ns 1.01 (.76) .16, ns .92 (.76) .14, ns 
SCL    .13 (.32) .05, ns .06 (.34) .02, ns .16 (.35) .06, ns 
SAM   .54 (.37) .17, ns .49 (.49) .15, ns .51 (.49) .16, ns 
N   -.01 (.04) -.02, ns -.01 (.05) -.04, ns -.02 (.05) -.06, ns 
SCL x SAM     .08 (.42) .03, ns .11 (.42) .04, ns 
SCL x N     .01 (.03) .03, ns -.00 (.03) -.01, ns 
SAM x N     -.05 (.04) -.15, ns -.08 (.05) -.25, ns 
SCL x SAM 
x N 
      -.06 (.06) -.17, ns 
F 1.81, ns  1.03, ns  .82, ns  .88, ns  
ΔF -  .78, ns  .57, ns  1.26, ns  
R2 .02  .05  .08  .09  
ΔR2 -  .03  .02  .02  
 
Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. N=Neuroticism. B=Unstandardized 
regression coefficient. SE=Standard error of B. β=Standardized regression coefficient. 
ΔF=Change in contribution of added predictors. R2=Variance. ΔR2=Change in variance. *p<.1, 
**p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Figure 5. Overview of Experimental Paradigm 
 
Note: SAM: Self Assessment Manikin; N-LA:  Neutral- Low Arousal, P-LA: Positive-Low 
Arousal, P-MA: Positive-Moderate Arousal, P-HA: Positive-High Arousal, Fluency: Verbal 
fluency followed by a verbal task-switching measure; Creativity: Remote Associates Test; 
Recall/recog: Recall and Recognition task. 
 
40 participants were pseudo-randomly assigned into each mood induction condition. Half of the 
40 participants (n=20) were assigned to each of the counterbalanced conditions (i.e., fluency first 
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Figure 6. The Moderating Role of Neuroticism on the Association between a Positive-mood 
induction Procedure and SAM Arousal Reactivity 
 
 
Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
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Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, 
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Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Figure 9. Relationship between SCL Reactivity and SAM Valence on Verbal Fluency 




Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Figure 10. The Moderating Role of Sex on the Association between a Positive-Mood Induction 




Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not 
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Note: SCL=Skin Conductance Level Change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, 
ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Note: SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin Valence change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, 
***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Figure 13. The Moderating Role of Neuroticism on the Association between Positive-mood 





Note: N-LA=Neutral-Low Arousal, P-LA=Positive-Low Arousal, P-MA=Positive-Moderate 
Arousal, P-H=Positive-High Arousal. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, p<.001, ns=not significant. All 
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Note: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Figure 15. SAM Valence Scores Potentially Moderates the Relationship Between SCL 




Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Figure 17. SAM Valence Scores Potentially Moderates the Relationship Between SCL 




Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Figure 18. Neuroticism Potentially Moderates the Relationship Between SCL Reactivity and 




Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, 
ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Figure 19. Relationship between SCL Reactivity, SAM Valence, and Neuroticism on Verbal 




Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Note: SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin Valence change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, 
***p<.01, ****p<.001, ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin 
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Figure 22. Neuroticism Potentially Moderates the Relationship between SCL Reactivity and 




Note: SCL: Skin Conductance Level change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001, 
ns=not significant. All analyses are two-tailed. 
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Figure 23. Neuroticism Potentially Moderates the Relationship between SAM Valence Scores 




Note: SAM Valence: Self-Assessment Manikin Valence change scores. *p<.1, **p<.05, 
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